


Margarita Balmaceda has done pioneering research into the development of energy
trade in Eurasia since the collapse of communism. This book is a major contribution
to our understanding of the ways in which the energy relations of the post-Soviet
states have enriched elites in both energy-producing and energy-consuming countries
at the expense of transparency and balanced economic growth. It highlights how
the energy magnates in Russia and Ukraine are interconnected in ways that
defy conventional concepts of national interest and sovereignty and suggests that we
re-examine our understanding of energy security in this strategic part of the world.

(Angela Stent, Director, Center for Eurasian, Russian and East 
European Studies, Georgetown University)

Energy has become a major element to Russia’s attempts, under Putin, to restore its
influence over former Soviet territories and reaffirm itself as the dominant regional power.
This book investigates how Russia has manipulated its neighbors’ dependency on Russian
energy supplies to achieve its own foreign policy goals, focusing in particular on relations
with Ukraine. Based on a multitude of primary Ukrainian and Russian sources until now not
brought to the attention of Western readers, it examines important events such as Russia’s
January 2006 suspension of gas supplies to Ukraine, and the implications for Ukraine’s
“Orange Revolution,” other post-Soviet states and Western Europe. The case of Ukraine
provides a taste of what might be in the horizon for other European states given Russia’s ability
and renewed willingness to use the energy weapon. However, the book goes further in showing
how domestic political conditions in the post-Soviet states may facilitate Russia’s use of energy
as a foreign policy weapon, investigating the local groups that often receive significant
profits from allowing Russia to control energy markets and energy transit possibilities.
With European countries becoming more dependent upon Russian energy, this book will
be of interest not only to Russian studies and Eastern European studies experts, but to
scholars of international relations and European politics.

Margarita M. Balmaceda is Associate Professor in the John C. Whitehead School of
Diplomacy and International Relations, Seton Hall University, and an Associate of the
Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute and of the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian
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The post-Soviet context

Cheap and abundant energy supplies were like a bonding agent that kept the
Soviet Union together; energy supplies and interdependencies have also been
central to the processes of both separation from the center and reintegration in the
former USSR.

In the last years, much Western attention paid to the international relations of
Central-East Europe (CEE) and the Former Soviet Union (FSU) has concentrated
on strategic and military issues. Yet such emphasis has underestimated the impor-
tance of economic relationships between Russia and its former allies. Nowhere is
this importance as clear as in the energy area. If we look only at NATO expansion,
we may think Russia is “retreating” from the Central-East European area.
Yet from the Baltic ports in the North to Bulgaria in the South, Russian energy
supplies and Russian energy companies are making their presence felt in ways
that can have a deep impact on the local economies. Nothing made this as patently
clear as Russia’s January 2006 suspension of gas supplies to Ukraine, which also
affected gas supplies to Europe and left European Union (EU) states wondering
whether Russia’s dominance of energy markets in the former USSR had not gone
too far and could come to threaten their economic security as well. In January of
2007, a three-day interruption of Russian oil supplies to Hungary, the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, and parts of Germany, resulting from Russia’s stop-
page of shipments via Belarus in the wake of a confrontation with that country on
transit duties and fees, made Europe realize even more fully the vulnerabilities
created by the lack of energy imports diversification.

For many of the former Soviet republics, the energy issue is literally the
number one question—it directly affects their daily economic situation, their
domestic politics, and their relationship with their main international partners.
This is especially so for those eight energy-poor states which remain largely
dependent on imports from Russia: Belarus, the three Baltic States, Moldova,
Armenia, Georgia, and last but not least, Ukraine.1 Thus, energy dependency
emerges as a central reality in the lives of most post-Soviet states. The question
is: how do these states manage and deal with it? This is the main topic of this
book—how domestic political circumstances affect the management of energy
dependencies. As will be seen throughout this book, domestic processes have
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been central to facilitating Russia’s use of energy for foreign policy purposes
through the maintenance of old dependencies and establishment of new ones.

Energy issues have been central both for conflict in the former USSR, and for
Russian-led reintegration attempts. In the post-Soviet region, energy issues have
been closely related to conflict at both the inter-state and domestic levels:
conflicts over access to oil and gas markets and supplies; conflicts over energy
transit; and conflicts over the distribution of economic gains—and, conversely, the
apportionment of losses—from energy trade, transit, and domestic sales. These
are important conflicts with not only considerable strategic and international
relations implications, but also conflicts that cannot be understood by looking
only at the level of state-to-state relations—in many of the post-Soviet states what
we see is not national states domestically united in fighting to overcome their
energy dependency on Russia, but a multiplicity of competing interest groups,
both domestic and foreign, all trying to make a profit out of this situation of
dependency.

Of all the issues related to energy in the post-Soviet dissolution-and-reintegration
dance, three have been especially important for the energy-dependent states:
First, Russia’s ability to create new dependencies in addition to the infrastructural
dependencies inherited from the Soviet Union by being able to control, not only
the sales of its own gas and oil, but, increasingly, transit services and also the sale
of Central Asian gas to these countries. Second, Russia’s manipulation of post-
Soviet energy dependencies for the pursuit of foreign policy goals. And, third, the
effects of domestic conditions (first and foremost corruption) on the post-Soviet
states’ ability to manage their energy dependencies.

Creating new energy dependencies

The post-Soviet states inherited from the Soviet energy system a number of
features that would significantly affect their ability to deal proactively with energy
issues after independence. While the most obvious of these dependencies are
infrastructural (the system of oil and gas pipelines centered on Russia and the fact
that the energy-poor states lack direct energy transport connections with non-
Russian energy producers, so that, even when able to buy oil and gas from other
suppliers, those would most likely need to go through Russian pipelines), these
are not the only ones. Other important legacies have to do with the fact
that some oil and gas reserves located outside Russia were not developed, the
fact that the republics had little control over the oil and gas infrastructure within
their borders2 (infrastructure which was controlled directly by ministries in
Moscow), and the fact that their overall development strategy was based on an
assumption of energy-abundance—reflected in heavy energy subsidies and unre-
alistically low energy prices that had little to do with real production and recov-
ery costs—that privileged inefficient energy-intensive industries, industries which
have little chance of survival under energy-poverty and market economy condi-
tions.3 To these dependencies Russia has been able to add new ones in the post-
Soviet period, sometimes with the help of domestic players in the energy-poor
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countries themselves. The clearest examples of these new types of dependencies
have to do with the issue of market control and of contractual diversification, and
control over transit infrastructure.

Russia’s role as monopsonist and its effects 
on contractual diversification

Ukraine and other energy-poor FSU states have sought to diversify their energy
supplies, especially through the buying of oil and gas from Central Asia (CA) and
the Caspian area. But geographical diversification per se has little meaning if con-
tracts are monopolized by a single company. Indeed, Russia’s role in hindering
contractual diversification brings to the fore the importance of distinguishing
between the various components of energy diversification—energy source diver-
sification, geographical diversification, and contractual diversification.4 In the last
years, Russia has been increasingly using Central Asian gas to compensate for its
own dwindling gas production, so that it can fulfill its contracts with Western
Europe, in the process buying up or controlling the marketing of most of the CA
states’ gas exports.5 In doing so, Russia is strengthening its role as both monop-
olist seller (in the sale of gas to Ukraine, the Baltics, Belarus, and Armenia among
others) and monopsonist (in the purchase of gas from Turkmenistan and other CA
states; in January 2006, Gazprom, Russia’s giant gas monopolist producer, mar-
keter and exporter began purchasing the totality of Turkmenistan’s gas exports,
much of which is re-sold to Ukraine). What these new roles mean is that when
Ukraine buys gas “from Turkmenistan,” the gas may have been produced in
Turkmenistan, but its marketing has been controlled by Gazprom.6 This largely
neutralizes the positive effects of geographic diversification.

A short excursus is needed on Russia’s role as a near-monopsonist buyer of
Central Asian gas, a topic that has received little attention in the West. By involv-
ing states such as Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan in contracts by which they sell
to Russia most if not all of their exportable production,7 Russia is simultane-
ously pursuing three goals: First and most importantly, to prevent competition
from Central Asian gas in Western European markets by marketing this gas
itself, while receiving the additional benefit of using CA gas to compensate for
missing Russian supplies necessary to fulfill contracts with Western European
partners. Second, to delay and counteract the building of new pipelines that
would allow the CA states to sell their energy directly in Western markets.8

Third, to prevent states such as Ukraine from truly diversifying their energy
supplies. Russia’s role as a monopsonist buyer of Central Asian gas also
involves domestic factors and political interdependencies; indeed, one of the
reasons Russia has been able to secure these contracts, and at favorable prices,
has been not only CA’s lack of alternative export pipelines bypassing Russia,
but also the fact that the Russian government has provided significant political
support to these regimes despite their poor human rights records.9 Although
beneficial to Gazprom in the short term, the personalization of the gas trade
relationship around concrete leaders such as Turkmenistan’s President
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Saparmurad Niyiazov (Turkmenbashi) leads to unpredictability in the medium
and long-term, as was seen clearly through the instability created by Niyiazov’s
death in December 2006.

Transit infrastructure

A second area where new dependencies are emerging has to do with control over
transit infrastructure. A Russian-centered pipeline infrastructure was one of the
most important legacies of the Soviet period, and the fact that most oil and gas
pipelines cross Russian territory gives Moscow significant power. Russia has
refused to ratify the Energy Charter Treaty10 providing for negotiated third-party
access to pipelines, and has not been shy to use its control over pipelines cross-
ing its territory, as when it refused Ukraine the transit of Central Asian gas in
2000, or refused to transit Kazakh oil to Georgia in 2005.

After the dissolution of the USSR, each new state gained ownership over
the pipelines crossing its territory, which, while not eliminating their dependency
on pipelines crossing Russia, gives transit states such as Ukraine, Belarus, and
Moldova the possibility of affecting Russia’s gas and oil exports, and thus
provides them with a means of counteracting Russia’s own flexing of its pipeline
muscle. Because energy exports are so important and profitable for Russia, it has
tried to counter this trend, and has sought to take control of the oil and gas trans-
port infrastructure located in the former Soviet republics. In the cases of Moldova
and Armenia, Gazprom has already been able to gain significant control over
these countries’ gas transit systems.11 Similarly, after Gazprom threatened to
sharply increase gas prices to Armenia in 2006, one of its demands in order to
limit the new price to $110 per 1,000 cm (cubic meters) was giving the company
significant control over the construction of a gas pipeline from Iran, a cause of
concern for Russia as it could reduce not only Armenia’s, but also Georgia’s and
Ukraine’s dependence on Russian gas and create competition for Russian—or
Russian-marketed—gas in Europe.12 In November 2006, Armenia and Gazprom
reached an agreement increasing the latter’s share in ArmRosGazprom, the
pipeline’s operator, to 58 percent.13

Even in the case of the Baltic states, which like no others have embraced
political and economic reform and Western institutions, Russian oil
companies and Gazprom retain important positions, with most of the area’s
oil and all of its gas imports still coming from Russia.14 As of 2006, Gazprom
owned 37 percent of shares of the fully privatized Estonian national gas
company AS Eesti Gaas (which owns the country’s gas transportation system),
34 percent of Latvia’s Latvijas Gaze,15 and 37.1 percent of Lithuania’s Lietuvos
Dujos.16

But even in the cases where it has not been able to gain control of the transit
infrastructure per se, Russia has been able to partially compensate for this by
gaining control of important transit infrastructure in a piecemeal but not insigni-
ficant fashion by using intermediary firms to gain control of important transit
activities (such as port services and the building of new pipelines that would not
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be part of state-owned gas and oil transit networks17), and to control the sale of
third-party gas to energy-dependent states.

What is especially interesting about these new dependencies is that they have
often been facilitated by the participation of local partners in the countries
involved. This raises the question of how domestic conditions affect the manage-
ment of the energy dependency relationship with Russia, a topic we return to after
a brief discussion of Russia’s new energy assertiveness.

Exploiting interdependency: Moscow’s growing 
control of energy industries and Russia’s 
use of energy as a foreign policy tool

Energy issues play an overwhelming role in all the post-Soviet states’ relationships
with Russia, and energy dependency has often been used—directly or
indirectly—by Russia as a foreign policy tool in those relationships. By keeping
these states tied to Russia, energy dependency has also helped maintain a number
of other dependencies on Russia that have often hindered the development of
broader relationships with Western institutions.

Throughout the post-Soviet area, we see important interdependencies affecting
the energy relationship with Russia. In some cases, these interdependencies have
to do mainly with energy transit (as in the case of Ukraine, Belarus and, to a lesser
extent, the Baltics and Moldova); in other cases, these have to do more with polit-
ical (Belarus, Moldova) and strategic (Belarus, Georgia, Armenia) factors. In all
these areas, the energy relationship with Russia has been both—depending on the
occasion—moderated and/or exacerbated by these larger interdependencies.

At the level of political and broader economic interdependencies, the best
example is provided by Belarus, where Russia has been supplying gas at lower than
market average prices18 in exchange for political loyalty in a context where
Belarus remains one of Russia’s few remaining allies in the wake of NATO and
EU expansion.19 Russian energy subsidies account not only for President
Aliaksandr Lukashenka’s political survival, but for the very survival of the
unreformed Belarusan economy.

With or without energy subsidies, Russia remains an important economic
player in the region, be it through its importance as a market, as a provider of
imports and investments, or through the stabilizing role played by labor migration
to Russia, as worker remittances make an important contribution to many cash-
strapped post-Soviet economies.20 Georgia’s economic dependence on Russia as
a market became painfully clear in 2006, when a politically motivated Russian
ban on the importation of Georgian wine and mineral water, two of the country’s
largest exports, dealt a major blow to the local economy.21

Strategic interdependencies also complicate post-Soviet energy relationships.
We should not forget that many in Russia see Ukraine as a “buffer” between an
expanding NATO and Russia, and that many in Ukraine itself (especially in
Eastern Ukraine and Crimea) see a strong relationship with Russia as essential for
balancing-out what they perceive as a growing encroachment by NATO and the
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West. Although moving toward a pro-Western foreign policy course since
2003, Moldova is almost totally dependent on Russian energy, and also politically
linked to Russia through the latter’s role as supporter of the unrecognized
Transdniester republic and possible intermediary in the conflict. Armenia’s inter-
dependency relationship with Russia goes well beyond energy and into strategic
issues, as Russia’s main ally in the volatile Caucasus region. For Armenia,
economically exhausted from the protracted conflict with Azerbaijan over
Nagornyi Karabakh and long under an economic blockade from its oil-rich neigh-
bor, military support from Russia is essential. While on much more conflictual
terms with Russia since 2003’s “Rose Revolution,” Georgia is strategically impor-
tant to Russia due to its proximity to Chechnia and its possible use as base by
Chechen insurgents.

At the level of energy transit interdependencies, Russia depends on transit
through Ukraine and Belarus for the profitable export of most of its oil and gas to
Western European markets, which provides Russia with its largest source of
foreign currency income. Although much less significant in absolute terms,
transit through Moldova plays a central role in Russia’s gas exports to Romania,
Bulgaria, and Greece.22 Before Russia’s oil pipeline monopolist Transneft stopped
shipping oil for export by pipeline through the Latvian port of Ventspils in 2003,
Latvia derived significant revenues from this transit role; although the port sought
to regain market share by shifting to shipments of oil and oil products to it by
railway freight, Transneft’s termination of oil shipments made the port lose two-
thirds of its business, and deprived the country of significant income.23 Despite
the Ventspils blockade, the transit of Russian oil and oil products by rail was
reported to bring Latvia $1.7 billion in annual income by 2005, equivalent to
30 percent of its annual budget.24

At the same time, transit is an important factor moderating the relationship of
energy dependency on Russia, as transit countries could—at least theoretically—
make use of the threat of transit disruption as an instrument of pressure on Russia. It
is not surprising, thus, that since the mid-1990s Russia has sought to build additional
pipelines bypassing states considered as troublesome transit partners, be it Ukraine or,
more recently, also Belarus and Poland.25 These interdependencies, however, do not
change the fact of these states’energy dependency on Russia, a dependency that exists
at the contractual, energy source,26 as well as at the specifically geographical level.

Changes in Russian domestic as well as foreign policies since Vladimir Putin’s
coming to power in 2000 have once again brought to the fore the question of
Russia’s use of energy as a foreign policy tool and, more specifically, as a means for
post-Soviet (re)integration on Moscow’s terms. The dramatic changes in Russia’s
domestic energy landscape since 2000, taking place against the backdrop of rapidly
rising world oil and gas prices,27 have strengthened the Russian government’s abil-
ity to use oil and gas deliveries as instruments of political pressure.28 While the
energy-poor states continue to be internally divided, Russia has become increas-
ingly centralized in energy matters. If by 1996 Russia’s energy sector had emerged
from the privatization process with the former oil monopolist largely privatized and
divided among around ten partially privatized companies, and with the former
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Ministry of Gas Production, now reshaped as AO Gazprom, retaining its monopoly
but with only a plurality of state-owned shares, ten years later the situation had
changed drastically.29 Nothing served as a clearer sign of these changes as the arrest
of Yukos’—until then Russia’s largest oil company—CEO Mikhail Khodorkovskii
in October 2003. By December of 2004 Yukos had been largely destroyed, with
much of its property passing to state hands. In September 2005, one of the few
remaining Russian oligarchs, Roman Abramovich, under pressure from the
Kremlin, sold a majority stake in Sibneft ,́ Russia’s fifth-largest oil producer, to
Gazprom. Also in the gas sector the trend toward increased state control—or at least
toward more direct control by President Putin—has been clear. In 2001, Gazprom’s
longstanding CEO Rem Viakhirev was replaced by Aleksei Miller, closely related
to Putin’s “St Petersburg group.” If throughout most of the last decade state owner-
ship of Gazprom’s shares had oscillated around 38 percent, by 2005 this had
increased to just over 50 percent. Most importantly, Gazprom’s acquisition of
Sibneft´ broke the administrative division between oil and gas, and the road seemed
to be paved for the eventual establishment of a powerful state-controlled kontsern
encompassing both oil and gas assets, which could become a mighty instrument for
the pursuit of foreign policy goals. The December 2006 retreat of foreign investors
(the Royal Dutch Shell-led consortium also including Mitsui and Mitsubishi) from
the multi-billion dollar Sakhalin II oil and gas development project after strong
pressure from Gazprom and the Russian government was a clear signal of the
Russian government’s desire to keep foreign companies at bay in major projects.

These changes have greatly increased President Putin’s ability to use energy as
a means of political pressure both within and outside the FSU. This ability comes
together with a new will to use energy for domestic and foreign policy goals.30

In the FSU, the best examples come from Moldova, Georgia, Belarus, the Baltics
(discussed earlier in this chapter), and Ukraine, which we discuss below.

At the same time, when thinking about Russia’s use of energy for foreign policy
purposes, we should keep in mind that this is not only a issue of a monolithic
Russian state using energy to pursue an equally monolithic national interest. Despite
widespread coverage of Putin as “bringing the state back in,” it is still unclear how
much of what is being presented as “state interests” in the battle against anti-Putin
oligarchs actually concerns the private interests of Putin’s close associates.31 A mul-
tiplicity of interests (state, corporate, and private-interests-within-the-corporation
interests) de facto still coexist in Russia’s energy sector and also in its largest, state-
controlled corporations.32 In particular, it is important to keep in mind not only
companies’ corporate interests and whether or not they may coincide with those of
the Russian state, but also those of their high management (“private interests
within the corporation”), which have often been pursued separately from the
companies’ “corporate” interests.33

The 2006 gas crises

When Russia suspended gas supplies to Ukraine in January 2006, the repercussions
went well beyond Ukraine. While it was Ukraine that received most coverage, the
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events of early 2006 can be seen as a coordinated Russian offensive vis-á-vis some
of its major gas customers in the FSU. Moldova was left without gas supplies from
Russia for two weeks, in part as a result of Gazprom’s suspension of supplies to
Ukraine, but also of Gazprom’s own attempt to raise prices to Moldova and use this
to pressure it into giving Gazprom a larger share in the MoldovaGaz gas transit
company than the 50 percent (plus one share) it held since the company’s estab-
lishment in 1999. Indeed, one of the conditions for limiting the new gas price to
$110 per 1,000 cubic meters (cm) (as opposed to the $160 Gazprom demanded)
was the increase in Gazprom’s share in Moldovagaz, the country’s gas transit
system, to 64 percent.34 Despite these concessions, effective July 2006, Russia
increased gas prices to $160/1,000 cm, and, effective January 1, 2007, to $170/
1,000 cm. In the case of Georgia, Russian energy and general economic pressure
in early 2006 led to speculation about the possibility of privatizing Georgia’s
state-owned gas transit system to Gazprom.

This cursory look at the role of Russia’s energy companies in the post-Soviet
area makes it hard to disagree with the interpretation that the Russian government
is using energy dependencies for political purposes, in order to pressure former
Soviet republics into not pursuing “too close” relations with the West and into
agreeing to Russian-led integration initiatives and otherwise following policies
considered desirable by the Russian leadership. The alternative explanation that
Gazprom is simply moving to commercially based “world prices” in its gas trade
with all former Soviet states loses much of its explanatory power against the evi-
dence that, as of January 1, 2007, various post-Soviet states were paying different
prices, from $100/1,000 cm for Belarus, to $235 for Georgia.35 This book takes
Russia’s use of energy for foreign policy purposes as a given, although it does not
in any way justify it. We seek to go beyond this question, however, by looking at
how domestic conditions in the non-Russian states can affect Russia’s ability to
use energy as a foreign policy tool.

The new dependencies just discussed—Russia’s role as a monopsonist buyer,
and control of transit infrastructure—also have in common and highlight the par-
ticipation of local partners in the countries involved, who often receive significant
profits from the relationship with Russia. This brings to the fore the question of
rents of energy dependency and their impact on the energy relationship between
Russia and the energy-poor former Soviet republics.

Dealing with energy dependency on Russia:
the role of domestic conditions and rents
of energy dependency

Moldova, Georgia, Belarus, the Baltics, and Ukraine provide important examples
of how domestic conditions—and especially the existence of significant rents of
energy dependency that can be appropriated by various domestic actors—can
play an important role in the energy relationship with Russia.

Much of this book is devoted to the competition and struggle between
economic groups over energy business and over the distribution of economic
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gains (and losses) from energy trade, transit, and domestic sales. Here the real
picture is less often one of clear national interests as of a variety of interested
actors, both domestic and foreign, sometimes competing and sometimes coalescing,
while all trying to make an economic and political profit out of this situation of
dependency.

But, why so much competition over energy business in energy-poor states? That
large profits can be made in the energy sector may seem obvious in the case of an
energy-rich country such as Russia, but counter-intuitive in situations of energy
dependency. It is here where the concept of rents of energy dependency comes in.
Energy can be, indeed, a very lucrative business in some of the energy-dependent
states of the former USSR. The apparent paradox of energy rents in a situation of
energy dependency is explained not only by the role of economic intermediary
groups in the energy-importing countries, but also through the fact that in many
post-Soviet transition countries the energy import, distribution and re-export
business has been a center of corruption activities. (While not limited to corrup-
tion gains, these compose a significant part of rents of energy dependency.)

By rents of energy dependency we are referring to whatever unearned benefits
an economic group within a country (or, for that matter, a regime or a country as
a whole) may receive from the continuation of energy dependency relationships,
especially with longstanding partners, in this case Russia. Such rents of depen-
dency can take a variety of forms: from, on the one hand, the subsidy effect
experienced by a whole economy (such as in the case of Belarus) to, on the other,
the concrete benefits received by specific economic groups.36 Legal, semi-legal,
or illegal businesses with privileged access to insider information and political
networks have been able to take advantage of the profitable arbitrage possibilities
created by a situation in which the energy market has not been liberalized and
where differences between domestic, “near abroad” and export prices continue to
be significant despite the gradual move to market-based trade relations.37,38

For the purposes of this book, we will focus on the rents of energy dependency
accrued by economic groups, of which the best example is provided by the
Ukrainian case in the post-independence period.

Understanding rents of energy dependency is central for understanding politics
and policy-making in the energy-dependent post-Soviet states. This is so at two
levels. At a first level, each of the various rent-seeking schemes associated with
the energy sector can have and has had a direct effect on the management of
energy dependency. How various groups will benefit from the rents of depen-
dency will affect whether they will want to prolong this situation of dependency
(in general, or in respect to a specific partner). At a second and more general level
such rent-seeking system can have broader effects on a country’s ultimate ability
to define and implement a national energy policy, and on the overall development
of its political system.

Although Moldova, Georgia, and Latvia also provide good examples of this
situation, it is in the case of Ukraine, due to its dual role as both a large energy
consumer and important transit country, that we see the largest number of potential
rent-acquisition opportunities in the energy trade area, and the largest revenue
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potential in rent-seeking. The next section presents the Ukrainian case as
exemplary of the energy policy challenges facing the post-Soviet states.

Ukraine as case study of post-Soviet interdependencies

The energy interdependence issues discussed earlier are richly illustrated by the
case of Ukraine. While Ukraine is not the only energy-dependent post-Soviet
state, it presents a uniquely relevant case study of the relationship between
domestic and external factors on energy issues. If on the one hand the Ukrainian
case reflects all of the main problems faced by other post-Soviet energy-dependent
states, a number of factors make Ukraine’s case especially important.

First, because of Ukraine’s importance as a transit state for Russian oil and gas
to Western Europe—80 percent of Russia’s gas exports to Western Europe go
through Ukraine—nowhere are the broader international implications of the
energy relationship with Russia as clear as in this case. This was made evident by
the effects on Western Europe of the January 2006 gas crisis, which caused shock
in European markets and prompted a substantial debate in the EU, not only about
its energy relationship with Russia, but also about its energy security more
generally and about the very need for a single EU energy policy.39

Second, Ukraine is representative of the types of energy dependencies tying the
energy-poor states to Russia. Although Ukraine’s absolute level of energy depen-
dency (45.82 percent of total consumption in 200440) is not unusually high in
terms of the energy-poor post-Soviet states, if we include nuclear energy in this
picture, its situation of energy dependency becomes more alarming. If nuclear
energy were not to be counted as domestic production—given the fact that its raw
materials (fuel cells or nuclear fuel) are almost exclusively imported from Russia,
which also provides 85 percent of the nuclear power plant equipment—then the
figure for Ukraine’s total energy dependency would rise significantly, to around
70–75 percent.41 As will be discussed later, however, Ukraine’s energy depen-
dency is also moderated by elements of asymmetrical interdependence between
itself and Russia.

Third, Ukraine presents the most powerful example of Russia’s use of the
energy weapon as a means to influence the foreign policy orientation of a post-
Soviet state, and as “testing ground” for Russia’s possible use of energy as a
foreign policy weapon elsewhere in the former USSR and beyond. This became
especially clear in December 2005 as the Putin government sought to use the
threat of rising prices to punish President Yushchenko for following a pro-Western
foreign policy line, and to pressure Ukraine to join a pro-Russian economic,
political, and military bloc.

Finally, it is in the case of Ukraine that some of the domestic struggles for the
control of energy-related profits have been most keen, and have had the clearest
repercussions throughout state and society. Because of its importance as both an
important energy market and energy transit country, several billion $ dollars
(estimated at $3.1 billion in 2005 and nearly $4.9 billion in 2006 in gas trade
alone42) of energy-related real or virtual money changes hands in Ukraine yearly,
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and it is in Ukraine that that we see the largest number of potential rent-acquisition
opportunities in the energy trade area, and the largest revenue potential in energy
rent-seeking. In the Ukrainian case, the possibilities for profit-making in condi-
tions of energy dependency have been plentiful—from opportunities created by
barter and other deals used to pay for imports of Russian energy, to energy
companies (both local and Russian) using energy debt to gain control over forced-
to-become-insolvent companies unable to pay their energy bills, to the state
assuming responsibility for private traders’ unpaid energy debts vis-á-vis Russia,
to non-transparent privatization deals, to outright stealing from the state. We
discuss these in detail in Chapter 7.

Focus of the book

Ever since its independence in 1991, Ukraine has been pulled between, on the one
hand, the desire for sovereignty, and, on the other, its longstanding dependencies
on Russia. Nowhere is this dependency as deep as in the case of energy, to the
point that, looking at Ukraine, some have questioned the meaning of formal state-
hood when a state lacks control of the basic resources needed by its economy to
function.43

Most discussions of the Ukrainian-Russian energy relationship have focused
on the international relations and strategic aspects of the issue, posing the ques-
tion as one of a confrontation between Russian versus Ukrainian national policies
and interests. While such factors are important, they are not sufficient to explain
Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency relationship with Russia and
lack of resolve in pursuing its energy interests vis-á-vis its foreign partners.
What is missing in this picture is an assessment of the impact of domestic
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Table 1.1 Post-Soviet States’ energy import
dependency in comparative perspective
(in percentages), as of 2004

2004

Ukraine 43.01
Belarus 87.26
Moldova 97.33
Georgia 54.41
Armenia 64.78
Estonia 32.49
Latvia 66.52
Lithuania 46.06

Source: IEA, IEA, Key World Energy Statistics 2006,
available at www.iea.org/textbase/ nppdf/free/2006/key
2006.pdf (accessed January 15, 2007). Energy depen-
dency is defined as “Net Imports/Total Primary Energy
Supply.”



Ukrainian political factors in Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency
relationship with Russia.

The purpose of this book is to seek to understand the domestic factors that
stand behind Ukraine’s continued energy dependency on Russia and its apparent
inability to escape it. Why is it that, 16 years after independence, Ukraine has not
been able to take decisive measures to break its extreme energy dependency on
Russia, even when such dependency threatens the very essence of its
independence? How did and do domestic factors affect Russia’s ability to use
energy as a foreign policy tool vis-á-vis Ukraine? This book addresses these ques-
tions by analyzing the management of energy dependency in Ukraine during the
Kuchma (1995–2004) and early Yushchenko (2005–2006) presidencies. The end
point is August 2006 with the formation of the first government after
the March 2006 parliamentary elections and the entrance into force of the
Constitutional Agreement limiting presidential power and Viktor Yanukovych’s
return to power as Prime Minister. Due to their overwhelming importance both in
Ukraine’s energy balance and in trade with Russia, our analysis concentrates on gas
and oil; other sources of energy are discussed only when relevant, and in less detail.

The Ukrainian case and debates on 
state-business relations and policy-making 
in post-Soviet development

The Ukrainian case, with its rich examples of the complex connections between
politics and energy policy, can help us shed light on a number of debates on the
role of business and the state in post-Soviet societies. A first debate relates to the
power of the state: are we seeing a situation where the power of the state is increas-
ing, and this predatory or “grabbing state”44 is using economic actors to pursue
its interests, or, instead, are we seeing a situation where the state is captured by
economic interests? As this study will show, although there is much to be said for
the state capture hypothesis, the Ukrainian case adds important nuances to the
equation, for example, the fact that various economic interests may control
separate areas of the state, and the role of the president as “arbiter” in this sys-
tem. Most importantly, the complexity of the Ukrainian case tells us that it is not
sufficient to look at the situation in terms of “state” versus “private” interests, but
that it is important to recognize the role of other actors and interests created by
the specific nature of the post-Soviet transition, such as the separate corporate
interests of state-owned companies, and the private interests that may be located
within these, which do not necessarily coincide.

The case of Ukrainian energy policy is also central to the debate on the sources
of public policy in the post-Soviet states, especially in terms of the relationship
with Russia. Realist and constructivist approaches have sought to answer the
question of policy choices, with mixed results. Realist approaches see the state as
the main decision-maker and most important level of analysis, emphasizing it
above the level of domestic actors. They emphasize states’ choosing their trade
policies on the basis of the strategic opportunities open to them (strategic
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opportunities which are, in turn, based on the state’s capabilities and the existing
international power configurations).45 From this perspective, achieving and main-
taining energy independence would be part of a state’s desire to increase its power
and maintain independence more generally. In terms of trade, this would mean
that countries will try precisely to “create conditions which make the interruption
of trade of much graver concern to its trading partners than to itself.”46

Yet realist explanations, centered on state power, are insufficient to explain why
independent Ukraine has been unable to adopt a consequent and proactive energy
policy, despite the obvious importance of doing so for geopolitical reasons. The
reason a realist approach cannot explain these issues satisfactorily is because
attention to domestic considerations—concerning both political culture factors
and the domestic institutional structure—is missing from this perspective. Energy
relationships in the post-Soviet area include multiple actors with a variety of often
murky relationships to state policy, making the question very difficult to tackle
using only a state-as-actor perspective, or posing it as one of, first and foremost,
a confrontation between Russian versus Ukrainian national policies and interests.

Looking more specifically at the post-Soviet world, constructivist-inspired
authors such as Rawi Abdelal and Andrei Tsygankov have stressed the role of
national identity in the making of foreign economic policy, and have argued that
national identity issues have significantly affected the way post-Soviet states have
developed economic and trade relations with Russia in the post-Soviet period.47

One weakness of this approach, however, is that it runs the risk of overseeing the
real differences existing within a single society, as well as the economic interests
associated with these, as shown by the case of Ukraine.

The modified institutional approach used here

We believe a modified institutional approach, supplemented with significant
detailed research on the actual workings of the system, can provide the most
productive means of understanding Ukraine’s policy wavering in the post-Soviet
period. Such an approach allows us to look closely at the domestic institutions
that have facilitated certain types of behavior by interest groups, and at the behavior
of these interest groups. In doing so, analyzing the case of Ukraine will help us
generate hypotheses that could be later tested on the cases of other energy-
dependent post-Soviet states as well.

Understanding the nature of domestic interest groups, how Ukraine’s
energy dependency has affected them differentially, and how various ways of man-
aging this dependency have different effects on them is essential for understanding
Ukraine’s convoluted energy policies since independence. Most importantly, these
institutional factors and the economic and political-economic interests of the various
groups involved may lead specific groups to favor—or oppose—a continuation of the
energy dependency relationship with Russia. The basic starting point here is the ques-
tion of how changes in the global economic environment (changes in relative energy
prices, for example) differentially affect various domestic sectors or actors and, thus,
may make some groups—and not others—push for specific policies.48
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Framing factors in Ukraine’s energy relationship with Russia

Ukraine’s energy dependency on Russia must be understood within the context of
two important framing factors: the elements of asymmetrical interdependence
existing in the Russian-Ukrainian relationship, and Ukraine’s relationship with
other energy suppliers, especially Turkmenistan.

Asymmetrical interdependence

When we refer to Ukraine as energy dependent and to its energy relationship with
Russia as one of dependency, we are not denying the fact that this relationship is
also characterized by elements of asymmetrical interdependence between both
sides. Some elements of this interdependence are the control that can be poten-
tially exerted by Ukraine on Russian export pipelines going through its territory,
the influence it has as a large and potentially lucrative sales market, and its indirect
influence as recipient of important investments by Russian energy companies.
These are elements of power Ukraine can use in formal or informal negotiations
with Russia, and in the management of its energy dependency more generally.

In terms of Ukraine’s possible importance as a market, it is important to note
that with the overall improvement of the economy after 2000, Ukraine has
become an important market for Russian oil and oil products, both largely being
purchased at world market prices. With gas prices paid by Ukraine also moving
toward average Western European levels, it is clearly important for Russian pro-
ducers to maintain Ukraine, the world’s fifth largest importer of gas, as a sales
market for Russian suppliers.

In terms of investments, it is important to note the strong Russian interest in all
areas of Ukraine’s energy sector—not only oil and gas, but also electricity gener-
ation and distribution. Investments in Ukraine have played an important role for
concrete Russian oil companies, as refining in Ukraine has been used by them as
part of a larger strategy of maximizing the export of refined oil products to
Western Europe while minimizing taxes and the impact of Russian export
restrictions and pipeline capacity shortages.

Most important among these interdependence factors is Ukraine’s important
role in the transit of Russian gas to Western Europe. As of 2006, about 80 percent49

of Russian gas exports—themselves providing nearly 55 percent of Russia’s
export revenues50 and more than a quarter of the state budget—went through
Ukraine, a very significant amount considering Gazprom’s concentrated efforts
since 1995 to become less dependent on Ukraine as a transit country and to
bypass Ukrainian gas pipelines through new pipeline projects such as the Yamal
Pipeline via Belarus. Similarly, Ukraine’s role in the transit of Russian oil is very
important, as about 30 percent of Russian oil exports to Western Europe transit
through Ukraine. While the importance of transit as a defense against Russia’s
own use of energy as a pressure tool is bound to decrease as Russia continues
to develop additional export routes bypassing Ukraine, transit continues to be
an important factor moderating the relationship, as Ukraine could—at least
theoretically—make use of the threat of transit disruption as an instrument of
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pressure in the relationship. Due to Ukraine’s well-developed gas pipeline network
and the fact that its capacity can be significantly expanded (from its current 130
bcm per year to 200 bcm) at a relatively low cost, transit via Ukraine remains
highly competitive despite the growing use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) tech-
nologies making possible the shipping of gas overseas via tankers, and despite
Russia’s announcement that it will start building a Northern European Gas Pipeline
linking Russia and Germany directly. Thus, in a mid-term perspective, Ukraine is
poised to remain Russia’s most important gas transit partner.51 Similarly, Gazprom’s
gas export strategy requires access to Ukraine’s gas storage facilities, as it allows
adjustment for seasonal gas demands and maximization of profits.52

At the same time, the existence of elements of interdependence does not
change the reality of Ukraine’s energy dependency, it only qualifies it and makes
it more complex.

Ukraine’s energy purchases from Turkmenistan 
and the question of energy dependency on Russia

A second qualification has to do with Ukraine’s energy relationship with
Turkmenistan, Central Asia’s largest gas producer, from which Ukraine has been
purchasing relatively large amounts of gas since before independence.53 What
does this mean in terms of our very conceptualization of Ukraine’s energy depen-
dency on Russia? Does this mean Ukraine is no longer “energy dependent” on
Russia? In the same way as energy diversification has to do not only with the
physical diversification of supplies but also with contractual diversification,
energy dependency has to do not only with the physical origin of supplies, but
also with control over its transportation and over the contractual forms these
imports take. The case of Ukraine’s energy relationship with Turkmenistan and
other Central Asian states once again highlights the importance of distinguishing
between the various components of energy diversification—energy source diver-
sification, geographical diversification, and contractual diversification. Ukraine’s
growing imports from Turkmenistan have not amounted to real diversification, as
control over these contracts (contractual diversification), as well as over trans-
portation, has remained outside Ukraine’s hands. More specifically, imports from
Central Asia have not amounted to real diversification because, due to the legacy
of Soviet-era pipelines, gas supplies have currently no alternative but to go
through Russia.54 As Russia has not ratified the Energy Charter Treaty, and has
not hesitated to deny transit rights over its territory when it has seen fit to do so,
gas transit from Turkmenistan (as well as other potential Central Asian suppliers)
remains firmly in Russia’s hands. In terms of the contracts involved, since the
mid-1990s the importation of Turkmenistan gas has not taken place directly but
through a series of intermediaries, either controlled directly by Russia,55 or by
non-transparent structures, in each case making a significant profit out of the rela-
tionship and having murky connections to the management of Ukraine’s state-
owned energy companies. The concrete mechanisms used for the importation of
Turkmenistan gas are discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.
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Central concepts discussed

In this section, we define central concepts to be used throughout the book, as well
as some limits and caveats to their application.

Energy dependency

We do not see energy dependency as an absolute, but as something that can take
a variety of intermediate values. However, for the purposes of this book,
by “energy dependency” we mean a situation where

a more than one-third of a country’s total energy supply comes from foreign
sources;

b more than 50 percent of a country’s annual consumption of a single major
energy source (in most of the CEE states, oil or gas) come from foreign
sources or

c a country depends on a single external provider for more than 60 percent of
its imports of a major energy source for that country or 45 percent of its
consumption of that energy source. Ukraine clearly fulfills these conditions.

Management of energy dependency

By “management of energy dependency,” we are referring to ways of going about
energy issues in a situation of dependency, regardless of whether these are proac-
tive or just passive. In particular, we are referring to three main issue areas. First,
ways of going about the direct management of energy supply diversification
issues. Second, ways of going about the organization of energy trade with the main
current supplier(s) on which the country is still dependent (in the post-Soviet
cases, Russia). Third, we are referring to ways of going about more general
energy issues, in those of their aspects related to and having implications
for energy dependency issues, in particular the structure of policy-making in the
energy sphere, subsidies for particular types of users, and policies about foreign
investments in the energy area.

By “management of energy dependency,” we do not imply a normative stance
in the sense of considering only good management of energy dependency man-
agement at all. Rather, energy dependency can be managed (a) in more or less
transparent ways, running the spectrum from transparent to non-transparent; (b)
in ways that predominantly reflect the interests of particularistic interests, or
national interests as a whole, running the spectrum from particularistic to
non-particularistic, and; (c) in ways that run the spectrum between fostering the
continuation of the energy dependency relationship and, conversely, fostering
growing energy independence and diversification.

How countries manage their energy dependencies will have an important
impact on their domestic and foreign policies. The domestic impact is a result of
the fact that, even in conditions of energy dependency, energy can be a very
profitable business and, as such, is at the center of conflicts over the distribution
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of significant economic gains and losses. At the same time, there are limits to the
management of energy dependency in the sense that, no matter what the man-
agement of energy dependency will be, other factors—structural legacies and
path dependencies created by the Soviet system, cultural factors, international
price dynamics, and international political relationships—will play important
roles in the determination of energy outcomes.

Interest groups, “clans,” and Business-Administrative Groups

One of the elements that makes the Ukrainian case especially rich is the prominent
role of economic groups in energy policy. Here it is essential to note that these
are not “simply” economic groups, but that their strength is very much related to
the combination of political and economic power they were able to acquire in the
years following independence. While these groups are commonly referred to as
“clans,” the term “Business-Administrative Groups” (BAGs) better captures their
essence and role.56 The term is used to denote the fact that these groups combine
both economic resources and administrative decision-making power. In fact, their
distinguishing feature is the “unification of business and political (decision-making)
assets under control of a narrow circle of the group’s leaders.”57 Indeed, as will be
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 , it is exactly this feature which made their role so
significant in Ukraine, and which allowed them to move beyond their original
roles as regional players and into the very core of national policy-making. While
economic interests have played an important role in all the post-Soviet states,
having a multitude of strong economic groups with significant administrative
power is a feature not shared by all post-Soviet states, first and foremost Belarus
with its centralized system of power under Lukashenka.

The Ukrainian economy since independence:
major trends and landmarks

Ukraine’s energy policy did not take place in a vacuum, but was influenced by
changes in the country’s overall economic situation since independence. We can
identify five main periods in Ukraine’s economic history since independence. The
first period, encompassing the first five years after independence, was character-
ized by chronic inflation (reaching its high point in 1993 at over 10,000 percent
per year), currency instability, and industrial collapse. Hyper-inflation, due
largely to cheap state credits and other deficit-creating subsidies, led to a crisis of
liquidity, which, together with the fall in foreign-currency reserves as a result of
the Soviet collapse, led to a significant increase in barter transactions at all levels.
From 1991 to 1998, Ukraine’s real GDP declined cumulatively by over 62 percent
(a decline second only to Turkmenistan’s in the former USSR58), much of it the
result of the collapse in intra-USSR trade. For the first five years following inde-
pendence Ukraine did not have its own currency, but used hastily printed and
quickly depreciated Kupony and Karbovantsi, which came to personify the
instability of the economy as a whole.
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The introduction of the Hryvnia in September 1996 was a major achievement
which set into motion a more general stabilization of the economy and for the first
time created the possibility of implementing President Kuchma’s October 1994
“Program of Radical Economic Reform.” Although the movement toward stabi-
lization continued, Kuchma’s reforms remained haphazard and contradictory,
largely as the result of the lack of a clear reform coalition in the Verkhovna Rada
(Rada) and among the major Ukrainian interest groups. As GDP and living stan-
dards continued to fall and the economic costs of even limited reforms became
clear, many in the population started to turn away from the idea of reforms at all.

Privatization of large-scale firms—including major oil refineries—which until
then had remained limited, started to take off in 1999; much of it, however, was
conducted with little transparency and reeked of crony dealings between
President Kuchma and some of the main clans close to him. Viktor Yushchenko’s
appointment as prime minister (PM) in December 1999 (and that of Yuliia
Tymoshenko as first Vice PM for energy issues shortly thereafter) inaugurated a
period of relatively bold reforms, especially in terms of decreasing the role of the
state in the economy, fighting corruption, and reducing barter transactions and
arrears, especially in the energy sector. These reforms largely stalled, however,
with Yushchenko’s removal as PM in April 2001.

In 2000, the Ukrainian economy started to grow again—GDP grew by almost
6 percent in 2000, continued to grow throughout the early 2000s, and reached
12 percent annual growth in 2004.59 After a slowdown in 2005, growth
rebounded to an estimated 6.3 percent in 2006.60 Many saw this recovery not
only as a sign that the post-Soviet recession had reached its low point in the late
1990s, but also as a delayed result of the reforms introduced by Yushchenko as
Prime Minister. Yet this period of growth was not accompanied by a renewed
commitment to economic reform—in fact, the years between Yushchenko’s dis-
missal as PM and his return to power as president in 2005 can be characterized
as a period of “frozen transition”61 in which Ukraine remained “stuck between
the plan and the market” in something approaching “a semi-permanent stage of
‘near-transition.’”62 While the Orange Revolution represented a political water-
shed, it is still to be seen whether the impasse over real economic reform has
been broken for good.

These economic changes—such as the crisis of liquidity and the generalized
use of barter in the first years after independence—had important effects on the
situation of Ukraine’s energy sector, and on her energy relationship with Russia.
Moreover, they also limited the range of choices available to Ukrainian actors in
terms of energy policy, and also affected the types of energy-related rents
available to Ukrainian and Russian actors in Ukraine. Although energy-related
rents were important throughout the post-independence period, the ways in which
they could be accessed changed in accordance with changes in Ukraine’s broader
economic situation. Thus, for example, some kinds of rent-extraction schemes
that can make sense in a situation of lack of liquidity and generalized barter no
longer make sense once the situation has stabilized, opening the door for other
types of rent-extraction deals. We discuss this in Chapter 7.
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Chapter overview

This book is divided into three parts. Part 1 presents the context in which the
management of Ukraine’s energy dependency takes place. Chapter 2, “The
Energy-Foreign Policy Nexus,” analyzes the role played by energy in Ukraine’s
relations with its main partners, including Russia, the EU, and international
financial institutions. Chapter 3 looks at the nature of the Ukrainian political
system under Kuchma, in order to analyze how its specific features—in particular
the emergence of the president as a powerful “balancer” between various interest
groups—affected energy policy-making. Chapter 4 provides a historical overview of
the development of Ukraine’s energy markets and policies in the period from
independence to 2004.

Part 2 of the book looks at the interrelationship between domestic politics and
energy policy during the Kuchma period (1994–2004). Chapter 5 analyzes the
extent to which the energy diversification slogans proclaimed by every Ukrainian
government after 1991 were reflected in actual policy. Chapter 6 discusses how
domestic institutions—both formal and informal—affected Ukraine’s manage-
ment of its energy dependency between 1995 and 2004 and helped transform
declared diversification goals into non-diversification policies and results.
Chapter 7 discusses in detail the main ways in which the rents of energy
dependency system worked during the 1995–2004 period, how it evolved with
time, and how it related to President Kuchma’s role as “arbiter” between BAGs.

Part 3 of the book looks at energy policy and energy dependency after the
Orange Revolution. Chapter 8 asks whether there has been a significant change in
energy policy following Yushchenko’s coming to power in early 2005, in particu-
lar in terms of energy diversification policies, the functioning of the energy rents
system, and the fight against corruption. Chapter 9 concludes by asking how the
easy availability of energy-related corruption funds has affected political and
economic reform in post-Soviet Ukraine, and how domestic political and rent-
seeking games in post-Soviet states affect Russia’s ability to use energy as a
foreign policy tool in Ukraine and beyond.
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Part 1

Frame of reference and
context of the energy
question





This chapter analyzes the role played by energy in Ukraine’s foreign relations
with its main partners, including Russia, the EU, and international financial
institutions. It looks at both the effects of pre-existing energy dependencies on
foreign policy relationships, and at the effect of political relationships on the
maintenance or overcoming of energy dependencies. After looking at the foreign
policy, state-to-state level of the issue in this chapter, we turn to the domestic side
of this question in the remaining chapters of the book.

To a great extent, the history of Ukraine’s foreign relations since independence
has been the history of its policy wavering between Russia and Euro-Atlantic struc-
tures such as NATO and the EU. Although often presented by President Kuchma
during his presidency (1994–20041) as a conscious policy choice in the form of a
“multi-vector policy,” such wavering was, in reality, most often the result of the lack
of clear policies, of the struggle between various interests within Ukraine itself, and,
especially during 1999–2004, of the use of foreign policy for the pursuit of
Kuchma’s own interests and those of his close associates.2,3

Whatever their sources, these two relationships have been central for Ukraine’s
management of its energy dependencies. Part 1 of this chapter looks at the role of
energy in the broader Russian-Ukrainian relationship, after which we turn to the
Western side of the equation.

Energy and the Ukrainian-Russian relationship

Introduction: the international context of the 
Russian-Ukrainian energy relationship

Sixteen years after independence, Ukraine remains highly dependent on Russia,
and their energy relationship takes place in the context of a broader political and
economic relationship marked by strong dependencies and interdependencies.
The two economies remain closely connected, especially in areas such as metal-
lurgy and machine-building. Although exports to Russia declined dramatically
in the 1990s (from 34.8 percent Ukraine’s total exports in 1993 to 18.7 percent in
2003), imports from Russia (also declining, but at a much more slower pace) still
constituted 37.6 percent of Ukraine’s imports in 2003, largely as a result of energy
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imports.4 Despite the fact that Russian investments have lagged behind those
from Western Europe and the US,5 Russia continues to be Ukraine’s main creditor
and one of its main markets, especially for metals, pipes, chemical industry
products, military and high-technology exports, and, last but not least, agricul-
tural products, where Russia remains the main market. Such dependencies make
the Ukrainian economy very vulnerable to the ups and downs of the relationship
with Russia, as was shown during the so-called trade wars of 1997, 1999–2000,
2002, and 2006.6 As discussed in Chapter 1, this relationship also includes
elements of asymmetrical interdependence, with Russia relying on Ukraine not
only for energy transit, but also for joint projects, especially in the military area,
where both countries’ military-industrial complexes developed in a closely
intertwined way during the Soviet period. The closeness of the overall economic
link with Russia means that, no matter what Ukraine’s official foreign policies
may be, Russia will continue to hold significant bargaining chips in the
relationship in the near future.

There is some debate about how Russia has responded to these dependencies.
While some have argued that from the very beginning Russia tried to use
Ukraine’s dependencies to (re)establish control over Ukraine, others, such as
Tor Bukkvoll, maintain that, especially before Putin’s coming to power in 2000,
Russia lacked a clear strategy toward Ukraine.7 Given a lack of clear policy guide-
lines the role of economic actors such as Gazprom and other energy companies
becomes even more important, as “[i]n this institutional vacuum the activism of
non-state actors often moved alongside and supplemented the ambivalent mes-
sages coming from foreign policy agencies.”8 This raises the question of how to
understand the relationship between business and the state in Russian foreign
policy. Without doubt, this multi-faceted and evolving relationship plays an impor-
tant role in Russian-Ukrainian relations, but it would be inaccurate to speak simply
of the state “using energy companies” for its own foreign policy goals as an all-
explanatory element. Especially when looking at the case of a large and complex
company such as Gazprom, we need to look not only at its possible role as an
instrument of Russian state goals, but at the multiplicity of interests (state, corpo-
rate, and private-interests-within-the-corporation) coexisting within it. In particu-
lar, it is important to keep in mind not only companies’ corporate interests and
whether or not they may coincide with those of the Russian state, but also the inter-
ests of their high management (“private-interests-within-the-corporation”), which
have often been pursued separately from the company’s “corporate” interests. As
will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, the Ukrainian case provides ample
examples of such a situation, with the added twist that top managers on both sides
of the border often found a common language through corruption and other
non-transparent deals.

In addition, the interrelationship between state, corporate, and private-interests-
within-the-corporation (such as those of Gazprom and NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy
managers) has changed with time and in accordance with shifting political circum-
stances. If from 2001 on (with the replacement of Rem Viakhirev as Gazprom’s
CEO by Putin associate Aleksei Miller) we can talk of a stronger role of the state in
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Gazprom, we need to keep in mind that in the mid-2000s—as the January 2006 gas
crisis made clear—some of the private-interests-within-the-corporation schemes
continued in place, but now connected not only to individual managers, but possi-
bly also to higher levels in the state machinery, and bringing together personal and
foreign policy interests.

In the following sections, we analyze the main turning points in Ukrainian-
Russian relations in the 1995–2006 period from the perspective of energy policy.
In doing so, we aim to show both the ways in which energy was used by Russia
to attain broader foreign policy goals involving Ukraine and, similarly, the way in
which other aspects of the bilateral relationship were used by both sides to attain
desired outcomes in the energy area.

Energy and Russian–Ukrainian relations in the 
first years after Ukraine’s independence

Not all of Russia’s energy-related behavior toward Ukraine has been politically
motivated, especially in the very initial period. During the first months and years
following independence in 1991, although the Russian state still had a large
degree of direct control over energy companies (energy privatization had barely
begun), the increased prices charged by Russia to Ukraine were more the result
of domestic changes in the Russian economy (the domestic price liberalization
needed to set economic reform in swing) than of policies specifically aimed
at Ukraine.9

By 1993–1994, however, it had become clear that Russia was willing to use
energy as an instrument for the pursuit of broader policy objectives in Ukraine, in
particular to make Ukrainians “rethink the wisdom of their sharp break with
Russia.”10 During this period and that immediately following it, Russia was able
to use energy as a tool of its foreign policy vis-á-vis Ukraine in three main ways.

First, through the threat of a cut-off in supplies,11 which was raised in a variety
of occasions, as will be discussed later.

Second, through the issue of Ukraine’s large energy debt, which gave Russia
indirect leverage over the Ukrainian economy. By 1994, this debt amounted to
c. $2 billion, which was later converted into Ukrainian state debt toward Russia.12

Indeed, it could be said that the Russian state, despite complaining loudly about
Ukraine’s rapidly growing debt, in reality welcomed this, as this debt provided
Russia with a kind of “rain-check” it could make use of when necessary, to be
exchanged for political or economic concessions, not only at the level of bilateral
relations broadly understood, but also at the more concrete level of issues such as
control over the Black Sea Fleet, the future of Ukraine’s nuclear weapons, and
control over its gas transit system.

Third, by continuing to provide Ukraine with energy on relatively favorable
conditions13 (through lower than world prices, credits, and barter deals, for exam-
ple), Russia insured that Ukraine would remain dependent on it, as opposed to
a situation where Russia would have drastically increased prices and the
Ukrainian economy would have suffered but ultimately adapted, moving away
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from near-exclusive dependence on Russian energy in the process. By continuing
to offer relatively favorable conditions, which, moreover, were tied to various
schemes involving and benefitting its local partners, Russia created for itself
mighty Ukrainian allies of convenience more interested in maintaining their
profitable schemes than in Ukraine’s energy security.

These three elements were used together in variations of a “carrot-and-stick”
approach. The use of such an approach was exemplified by Russian behavior
during and immediately preceding the early September 1993 Massandra summit
between presidents Yeltsin and Kravchuk, where the fate of the Black Sea Fleet
and of Ukraine’s nuclear weapons was to be discussed. A week before the sum-
mit, citing lack of payment, Gazprom reduced gas supplies to Ukraine by about
25 percent14 as a way of letting Ukraine know what could be the consequences of
not complying with Moscow’s requests. During the summit, Russia offered
Ukraine a “zero option” agreement that would have erased Ukraine’s gas debts in
exchange for giving Russia full control of the Black Sea Fleet, surrendering its
nuclear weapons, and signing the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.15,16 Although
President Leonid Kravchuk initially agreed to the deal, furious uproar in the
Ukrainian parliament precluded ratification of the agreements, and Russian retribu-
tion followed. Although gas supplies were not cut completely, the actual amount of
gas supplied to Ukraine during fall and winter 1993–1994 declined considerably,
leaving many public buildings unheated, many streets in the dark, and many citizens
wondering whether the price paid for independence was not, indeed, too high.

Was this pressure “successful?” Russia’s success was limited if one defines suc-
cess as getting Ukraine to relinquish its quest for independence and sovereignty.
Yet two clarifications are in order. The first concerns the “disposability” of the
energy weapon. Russia refused to use an all-out energy embargo against Ukraine,
in part because it could have endangered the transit of Russian gas to Europe via
Ukraine and ongoing discussions between Russia, the EU, and the US about
Ukraine’s nuclear disarmament, but also, D’Anieri argues, because Russia was
unwilling to use the “ultimate weapon” (an all-out embargo against Ukraine)
which, he argues, can, almost by definition, only be used once.17 It is worth empha-
sizing that one characteristic feature of the way in which Russia has used the
energy “weapon” in its relationship with Ukraine has been (in addition to the “car-
rot-and-stick approach” and the ability to incorporate local partners in the rela-
tionship) the conscious use of the energy weapon in a relatively limited form, that
is, not cutting off supplies totally or engaging in actions that would leave Ukraine
no option but to adapt to world market prices in a harsh, one-time shock and reori-
enting its energy imports toward non-Russian sources. Rather, in every occasion,
a “solution” was found, which—together with the interests of important Ukrainian
Business-Administrative Groups (BAGs)—helped weaken Ukraine’s resolve to
take the painful measures needed to reduce its energy dependency on Russia.18

The second clarification concerns the very definition of success. Although
Russia was not successful in getting Ukraine to relinquish its quest for indepen-
dence and sovereignty, to a certain degree the realization of Ukraine’s energy
dependency on Russia took the wind out of the sails of militant nationalism.19
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Similarly, energy pressure may have prompted Ukraine to sign the January 1994
agreement giving up its nuclear weapons and signing the Non-proliferation
Treaty. (Although the agreement does not seem to have been reached as a result
of direct energy blackmail by Russia, it is likely that the reduction of supplies
in fall 1993 and promises of low prices “played a significant, if not crucial part,
in that deal.”20) Most importantly from the point of view of the argument of this
book, throughout the early and mid-1990s, Russia was able to tie important
Ukrainian interest groups to a view of energy security that was less based
on Ukraine’s national interests than on a de facto joint view of energy security and
on successful (from the point of view of individual participants) “joint business”
with Russia, a reality that was to have long-term effects on Ukraine’s energy policy.

Energy and foreign relations in Kuchma’s 
first presidency, 1994–1999

Around 1994 we start to see a double change in Russia’s use of energy issues in
the relationship with Ukraine, affecting both the goals of its use and the means
through which these were pursued. If in the period 1993–1994 Russia tried to use
energy as a foreign policy tool vis-á-vis Ukraine rather directly, after receiving no
direct positive outcome in this quest, it turned to more indirect methods (and
methods that also involved local partners) after that. The goals also started to
change. In 1994 Russia seemed to move away from using the energy weapon for
political concessions, and into more concrete goals related to control over energy
transit infrastructure and economic integration in the CIS. In 1994–1995 Russia
sought to use the imposition of an excise duty on oil exported to Ukraine as a way
to pressure Ukraine to join the CIS Customs Union.21 In the mid-1990s, Gazprom
also used energy pressure to seek to gain control over Ukraine’s gas pipelines,
which, if realized, would have left Ukraine with no control over transit going
through its territory and, thus, no way to counter Russia’s pressure by threatening
to cut-off supplies to Western Europe. Despite Russia continuing to exert pressure
for a deal giving it control of the pipelines,22 the deal failed due to strong oppo-
sition in Ukraine, especially in the Verkhovna Rada, which responded by outlaw-
ing the privatization of all “strategic” enterprises, including the oil and gas
industries.23 The energy war ebbed in the fall of 1994, in part because now, hav-
ing received support from international financial institutions, Ukraine started to
be much more proactive in terms of paying its gas debts on time.24

The 1997 agreements on the Black Sea Fleet—which had been a major bone
of contention between Russia and Ukraine since independence—provide an addi-
tional example of the variety of ways in which energy concessions were used to
deal with political issues. It is not clear where the idea of “compensating”
Ukraine for giving up its part of the Fleet through reducing its gas debt came
from, but we know that, already in 1995, Russia’s President Yeltsin had been
linking negotiations on the Black Sea Fleet to Ukraine paying back its debt to
Russia.25 Similarly, during the Yeltsyn-Kuchma negotiations in Sochi in
June 1995, the idea of paying for Russia’s leasing of the Sevastopol base in the
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form of energy supplies and forgiveness of Ukraine’s debt came up and was
agreed to in principle,26 although never implemented due to very strong domestic
opposition in Ukraine.

The 1997 agreements included a significant energy component. In the agree-
ments, as compensation for the reduced-rate rent agreed to in the 20-year lease
given to Russia for the Black Sea Fleet bases in Crimea, Russia would credit
Ukraine’s debt to Gazprom $526 million, and a further $200 million for the 1992
transfer of nuclear weapons. Other parts of the package agreement included both
countries dividing the Black Sea Fleet on a 50–50 percent basis, and Russia
leasing the ports in and around Sevastopol for twenty years at $97.75 million per
year.27 Ukraine subsequently agreed to a division giving Russia 81.5 percent of
the Fleet in exchange for additional energy debt relief.28 This agreement was to
have long-term consequences, as, for example, when Russia raised gas prices
charged to Ukraine in January 2006, Ukraine responded by arguing that it would
also raise the rent charged to Russia to market prices.

The Black Sea Fleet agreements opened the door for other important
agreements between Russia and Ukraine. The 1997 Russian-Ukrainian Treaty on
Friendship, Cooperation, and Partnership (ratified in 1999) that accompanied the
agreements on the Black Sea Fleet had broad repercussions for Ukrainian-Russian
relations, as it finally established official Russian recognition of Ukraine’s sover-
eignty and international borders. Thus, it established the base without which
closer cooperation would have been unthinkable. In February 1998 Ukraine and
Russia signed a large-scale Treaty on Economic Cooperation for the Period
1998–2007, which officially opened Ukrainian privatization to Russian investors,
and signaled the beginning of large-scale Russian investments in all areas of the
Ukrainian economy.29 Russia’s recovery from the 1998 crisis and the rise of
powerful economic conglomerates in Russia also promoted this trend.

How did these processes fit in—or did not fit in—within larger trends in
Ukraine’s foreign policy during this period, and how did they influence Ukraine’s
response to Russia’s energy overtures? If the image of Ukraine’s wavering
between Russia and the West is largely valid for the whole post-Soviet period,
there were important differences between Kuchma’s first and second presidential
periods.

During his first term in office, between 1994 and 1999, several factors made it
difficult for President Kuchma to follow an openly pro-Russian foreign policy.
Some of these factors were the following: First, the considerable nationalist
opposition to such a rapprochement, a stance which was made easier by Russia’s
foot-dragging in recognizing Ukraine’s sovereignty as an independent state.30

Second, the fact that the West was still keenly interested in Ukraine, and economic
and political support for the country provided Ukraine with an important coun-
terweight to Russia.31 Third, during Kuchma’s first term in office he had to rely on
the moderate nationalist national democrats for political support; in Kuchma’s
second term, these became sidelined as potentially more pro-Russian oligarchic
groups gained a greater role as Kuchma’s allies and developed a strong political
base as “centrist” parties in the Verkhovna Rada.
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Energy and Russian-Ukrainian relations in the second
Kuchma presidency, 1999–2004

If at the time of his re-election in 1999 President Kuchma promised to engage in
a “multi-vector” foreign policy of strategic partnerships with both Russia and the
US, a number of domestic developments very soon put an end to this plan and
started to push Ukraine closer and closer to Russia. In the early 2000s two scan-
dals rocked Ukraine, both with important implications for Ukrainian-Russian
energy relations. The first concerned the September 2000 disappearance and
assassination of investigative journalist Heorhii Gongadze (whose focus on
corruption, including energy corruption, had put him out of favor with the
government32); President Kuchma was indirectly implicated in the disappearance
through comments allegedly made and recorded in his office. The second scandal
(the so-called Kolchugate) flared up when Kuchma’s plan to secretly
sell Kolchuga passive radar systems to Irak was unveiled. (Paradoxically, the
political crisis unleashed by the Gongadze scandal also swept with it the govern-
ment of PM Viktor Yushchenko, who since 1999 had been seeking to introduce a
measure of real reforms.)

These scandals had important implications for Ukraine’s relationship with
Russia, as they (and, in general, Kuchma’s increasingly non-transparent domestic
and international policies during his second administration) led to his becoming
more and more internationally isolated. This put the president in a situation
where, on the one hand, he became increasingly dependent on Russian support
and, on the other, his weakness vis-á-vis Moscow also weakened his ability to
stand up to it in terms of energy issues.33 With few reserves of legitimacy at
home34 or allies abroad, Kuchma had little alternative but to comply with Russian
wishes and requests, including in the area of energy policy. The growing orienta-
tion toward Russia was reflected in a number of Ukrainian-Russian bilateral
agreements and programs of coordination in foreign policy and defense
enterprises, including the February 2001 agreements on linking both countries’
energy grids. (Indeed, the period immediately following the bursting out of the
Gongadze case saw a flurry of activity in Ukrainian-Russian relations, with both
presidents meeting a record eighteen times in 2000–2001.35) Most importantly, a
series of Ukrainian-Russian energy agreements were signed in the period 2000–2004.
Among these the most talked about—although ultimately unimplemented—was
the October 7, 2002 agreement for the creation of an Ukrainian-Russian gas tran-
sit consortium which would have de facto given Russia a veto power in Ukrainian
gas transit policy and transit relations with the West.36 Ultimately more important,
however, were the series of lower-level energy agreements by which, one by one,
Ukraine gave Russian or Russian-dominated companies control over significant
portions of Ukraine’s gas and oil transit.37

This growing role of Russia in Ukraine’s energy policy was supported by larger
trends in Kuchma’s second term in the direction of more pro-Russian policies.
In addition to Kuchma’s growing isolation, discussed earlier, a number of other
factors were moving Ukraine in a more pro-Russian direction. Domestically,
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Ukrainian economic groups with important connections to Russia were becoming
increasingly important, both in terms of their economic weight, and of their
weight in the Verkhovna Rada and the Kuchma coalition.38

Internationally, two other circumstances coincided to facilitate Russia’s
increased control over Ukraine’s energy policies. First, Vladimir Putin’s accession
to the Russian presidency in 2000, which marked the beginning of a much more
assertive policy toward former Soviet republics, and the West’s growing
disillusionment with Ukraine.39 Taken together with the negative developments
taking place within Ukraine itself, these tendencies contributed to Ukraine’s
moving closer to Moscow. This does not mean, however, that, that there were not
important limits to economic cooperation with Russia. At a more general level, as
stated by Kuzio, “Just as he [Kuchma] and his advisers were not interested in
sharing power domestically with the opposition, so too did they oppose integra-
tion eastwards or westwards, as this would have entailed a threat to their total
monopolization of power.”40 More specifically, the system of connections between
BAGs (often referred to as “clans”) and political power meant that businesses lacking
a “roof ” of clan protection—including many Russian businesses—had little
chance of success in the Ukrainian market.41

Second, Ukraine’s growing rapprochement with Russia also had effects on
energy policy through the issue of GUAM. One of the few means Ukraine had of
counterbalancing Russia’s hegemonic control of the post-Soviet space was
through its participation in—and, by 2001, de facto leadership of—the informal
alliance GUAM, created by Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, and Moldova in 1997
(and later joined, for a time, by Uzbekistan) as an attempt to develop an alternative
to Moscow-centered integration plans in the post-Soviet area. But even this
organization, which had a strong potential in the energy area through its ability to
promote the development of non-Russian-centered energy transit structures (in
particular the Baltic-Black Sea link that could have been pivotal in helping these
countries’ break their energy dependence on Russia) seemed to fall victim to
Ukraine’s closer relationship with Russia. Under likely pressure from Russia,
Ukrainian support for GUAM started to dwindle even before Yushchenko’s
dismissal as Prime Minister in 2001, and the very idea of working toward
Euro-Atlantic integration was removed from the agenda of the day.42

In many ways it could be said that these foreign and energy policy changes were
the price Ukraine had to pay for Moscow’s support of the embattled President
Kuchma.43 But while the benefits of Russian support could only be reaped by
Kuchma and his associates, the “price” of this support had to be paid by society as a
whole, including giving up a significant degree of sovereignty in energy policy.44

The year 2000 marked the beginning of large-scale Russian investments in
Ukraine’s energy sector, especially refineries.45 In 2000, Russia’s Tiumeń
Oil Company acquired 67 percent of the Linos refinery,46 LUKoil and Sintez
Oil acquired a controlling package of shares in the Odesa refinery,47 and a
number of Russian companies, led by Tatneft, acquired 57 percent of shares in
the Kremenchuk refinery.48 By 2002, Russian companies had acquired control
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over the most important four of Ukraine’s six oil refineries. Gazprom, which
since 1995 had pushed for conversion of some of Ukraine’s debts with the com-
pany into shares in strategic industries,49 also sought to take advantage of this
wave of investments to acquire control over Ukraine’s gas transit system,
although strong opposition in the Verkhovna Rada once again precluded this
from happening. The energy offensive went beyond the oil and gas sectors,
however, with Russia’s United Energy Systems (RAO-UES, led by Anatolii
Chubais) showing a strong interest in regional power companies (oblenerhos)
in Ukraine.50

Energy issues and Russia’s attempt to get Ukraine 
to join a Russian-dominated economic bloc

The Ukrainian-Russian relationship takes place in the context of Russian
attempts to build a closer relationship—economic and political—with former
Soviet republics.51 What Russia expected from Ukraine in exchange for support
of the Kuchma regime went beyond the purely bilateral relationship and also
involved Russia’s plans to beef-up economic integration plans—first under the
name of “Eurasian Economic Community” (EEC) and later that of “Single
Economic Space” (SES)—in the former Soviet space.52 Here the role of
Ukraine was seen as crucial, not only because of its economic importance, but
because of its ability to attract other post-Soviet states to the enterprise. Yet,
despite Russian pressure, Ukraine failed to adopt a consequent policy on the
issue. If in March 2002 Kuchma spoke of full membership in the EEC, after
facing strong protests at home he changed to proposing associate membership
and, by December 2002, to rejecting membership altogether. In a new reversal,
in February 2003 Kuchma declared Ukraine’s readiness to join the organization
while continuing negotiations to join the World Trade Organization (WTO).53

In September, 2003—despite the objections of several ministers—Kuchma,
together with the presidents of Russia, Kazakhstan, and Belarus, signed an
agreement (ratified in April 2004) on the later establishment of a SES including
a free-trade zone and a customs union. Yet problems with ratification by
parliament meant the agreements remained unlikely to be implemented. Many
saw Kuchma’s support of the SES proposal as, first and foremost, a way to
support Viktor Yanukovych in the 2004 presidential elections, both in a
broader political sense and in terms of assuring Russian economic support for
Yanukovych’s candidacy. The energy component here was twofold. On the one
hand, Russian-Ukrainian cooperation in a Single Economic Area signaled a
willingness to also cooperate in other areas, for example, in the management
of Ukraine’s gas transport system, and, in connection with this, Russia’s will-
ingness to abandon the idea of building new pipelines around Ukraine.54 In
addition, Ukraine joining a post-Soviet free-trade zone seemed to bring with it
the hope (never officially corroborated by Moscow) that energy prices may be
lower for SES states.
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Russian energy pressure under Yushchenko

As things worked out, even with mighty Russian support, President Kuchma was
not able to secure a Yanukovych victory in 2004. Viktor Yushchenko’s arrival to
power in early 2005 opened—or at least so it seemed at the time—a new era in
Ukrainian foreign policy, characterized by a clear Ukrainian striving for mem-
bership in NATO and the EU. Such an approach was not welcomed by Moscow.
As shown by the events of fall 2005, Russia not only used the threat of rising gas
prices as a way to punish President Yushchenko for following a pro-Western
foreign policy line, but also to seek to persuade Ukraine to join a pro-Russian
economic, political and military bloc—already including Belarus—which could
serve as the basis for a larger reintegration process sellable to other post-Soviet
states as an alternative to NATO and the EU. This attempt ended in the Ukrainian
gas crisis of January 2006, the cut-off of gas supplies by Russia, and their
resumption after the signing of a highly questionable gas supply agreement, all of
which are discussed in Chapter 8.

So far we have discussed Russia’s use of energy pressure to attain broader
foreign policy goals vis-á-vis Ukraine. But Russia did not hesitate to apply pres-
sure in other policy areas to attain desired outcomes in the energy sphere. In late
January–February 2006, for example, when public outcry mounted in Ukraine
over the January gas agreements with Russia, and these agreements seemed under
threat of being canceled, Russia put pressure on Ukraine through other policy
areas—for example, by provoking a confrontation on the use of a lighthouse in
the Crimea area leased by the Russian Black Sea Fleet, and banning the importa-
tion of Ukrainian meat and milk products. This is interesting because it shows
how other aspects of the bilateral relationship have been used to attain desired
outcomes in the energy area.

Energy and Ukraine’s relations with Western 
states and financial institutions

Chornobyl, energy policy and relations with the West

If Ukraine appeared in the Western energy map—and, some would say, in
the Western map altogether—it was first and foremost because of the
Chornobyl nuclear reactor accident of April 26, 1986. Thus, nuclear energy and
Chornobyl damage-control emerged as an important area of Western policy
toward Ukraine, with important implications for Ukraine’s diversification possi-
bilities. After the Chornobyl accident, one unit of the damaged reactor continued
in use, creating tensions with the international community. In 1995 Ukraine and
the G-7 group signed an agreement on the closing of the Chornobyl nuclear
power plant by the end of 1999 in exchange for financial support for the modern-
ization of Ukraine’s energy system and the building of a sarcophagus to limit radi-
ation leaking from the original reactor.

What followed, however, has been a rather tense relationship in which,
especially during the Kuchma presidency, the Ukrainian side has repeatedly
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accused the EU of not fulfilling its 1995 commitments.55 Under both the Kuchma
and Yushchenko presidencies, Ukraine has insisted on a return to an increased use
of nuclear energy, seen by many as especially urgent given Ukraine’s dependency
on Russian gas and oil. (As of 2004, nuclear energy provided 16.2 percent of
Ukraine’s Primary Energy Supply, including 40 percent of Ukraine’s electricity
production.)56 The issue of whether Ukraine should continue to depend largely on
gas for its energy needs came to the fore again after Ukraine decided to finally
close down the Chornobyl nuclear power plant on December 15, 2000 and the
issue of how to replace that lost capacity had to be grappled with. (The govern-
ment’s plan has been to replace this lost capacity with two new nuclear power
plants, Rivne and Khmelnystkyi, which were 80 percent complete in 2000.) In
August 2004, President Kuchma reopened the second block of the Khmelnytskyi
nuclear power plant. However, as Ukraine depends on Russia for nuclear fuel,
increased nuclear power production does not in and of itself resolve the question
of energy dependency on Russia.

Ukraine’s energy dependency and its relationship 
with Western partners and institutions

In general, Ukraine’s energy dependency on Russia has affected its relationship
with the West in the sense that this energy dependence is part of the larger set of
dependencies and interdependencies that keep the Ukrainian economy tied to
Russia’s and, thus, have contributed to Ukraine’s foreign policy wavering between
East and West for most of the post-independence period. At a more specific level,
energy dependency on Russia brings to the fore the role of Ukrainian economic
groups in the relationship with Russia. Although there is some debate as to
whether and to what extent Ukraine’s main oligarchic groups supported economic
integration with Russia,57 Ukraine’s energy dependency on Russia under its par-
ticular post-independence political conditions set into motion a number of
processes involving BAGs and their interests, processes which, as discussed in
Chapter 7, worked to strengthen Ukraine’s dependency on Russia. These mutually
reinforcing processes in turn made it difficult for Ukraine to build closer relations
with the West. Moreover, the corruption and lack of transparency that have
characterized much of Russian-Ukrainian energy trade since 1991 contributed to
Ukraine’s image as a country with which it is difficult to do business, and where
it is not safe to invest. Ukraine’s chronic dependency on Russian energy and
chronic inability to pay for it also contributed to the ballooning of Ukraine’s
external debt, which from $8.42 billion in 1995 had soared to $23.88 billion by
2005.58 In fact, Ukraine was borrowing from the West to pay its energy debts to
Russia, as payment due for yearly energy imports amounted to a significant
portion of Ukraine’s export revenues, making it necessary for Ukraine to either
borrow from abroad (from Russia or the West) or enter into often murky barter
and other deals in order to keep gas supplies flowing.

Ukraine’s energy situation has also affected the relationship with its Western
partners through issues such as energy intensity and energy subsidization. While
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low energy efficiency (discussed in Chapter 5) lowers the competitiveness of
Ukrainian exports in the long term, the other side of the coin is that energy
subsidies have been a way of subsidizing this inefficient production and promoting
Ukrainian exports. Indeed, it is Ukraine’s most energy-intensive industries
(metallurgy, and to a certain extent petrochemical industries) that have generated
the most exports since 1991. This means that “part of the higher energy
consumption resulting from the biased industrial structure is paid for by increased
exports.”59 But at the same time, the relative success of these energy-intensive
exports to Western Europe, the US, and the Far East60 during a good part of the
1990s kept Ukraine tied to an unconstructive energy use model. Yet, it was exactly
this subsidization through subsidized energy prices that made some Western
partners, in particular the EU, suspicious of possible Ukrainian dumping in steel
production and other exports.

How Ukraine’s relationship with Western partners
and institutions affected its energy relationship with Russia

Ukraine’s relationship with Western institutions had a variety of effects on
Ukraine’s energy dependency on Russia. Yet the effects have not been clear-cut,
with some of the policies supporting Ukraine’s energy diversification, and others
indirectly contributing to a continuation of the status quo.

A number of Western initiatives have been directed at helping Ukraine diver-
sify its energy resources and diminish its energy dependency on Russia. Several
Western countries (in particular the US and Germany) have established programs
to help Ukraine increase its energy efficiency. At the level of the EU in general,
programs such as TRASECA61—devoted to creating a variety of transportation
links between Caspian and Black Sea area countries and Western Europe—have
been very important. Indeed, it was in the context of TRASECA that the building
of the Odesa-Brody pipeline intended to diversify Ukraine’s oil supplies took
place.62

While many of the EU’s energy-related regulations affecting the Central
European former candidate states do not affect Ukraine because Ukraine is not a
candidate for membership,63 some of its indirect initiatives could affect Ukraine’s
situation as an important consumer and transit state. Of these, the most important
is the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT), intended to provide a comprehensive
approach to deal with energy investment, exploration, production, and trans-
portation policy, based on World Trade Organization rules, non-discrimination,
and Third-Party Access to pipelines.64 Russia’s refusal to ratify the Charter has
created serious obstacles for its implementation. However, the treaty still has
important political effects. For a large consumer and transit country such as
Ukraine, the most important contribution of the Energy Charter lies in the fact
that it could protect transit from political disputes, which would increase 
transit revenues by increasing security. According to experts such as Opitz and
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von Hirschhausen, this could significantly increase Ukraine’s transit revenues,
especially when combined with an international concession-based management
of its pipeline system.65 Moreover, full implementation of the Energy Charter
could mean that Ukraine could have access to Central Asian gas—even through
Russian pipelines—without Russia being able to forbid its transit at will.66

Despite their support for Ukrainian independence, Western institutions were
not able or willing to provide Ukraine with decisive help to break its energy
dependency on Russia. This had to do with several factors. First, Ukraine’s energy
dependency problem is too large, and too chronically embedded in the country’s
whole political and economic system to be able to be solved easily from the out-
side. Second, Western institutions such as the EU had their own interests and
perceptions of energy security, interests and perceptions that focused mainly on
Russia as supplier and that did not give much importance to the development of
alternative gas pipelines linking new Central Asian gas suppliers with Ukraine
and Europe by-passing Russia. Ukraine has been relatively neglected in a EU policy
that clearly privileges the relationship with Russia, especially in the energy area.
Indeed, many of the smaller countries of the region have shown apprehension that
the EU’s “energy dialogue” in regard to Russia may not consider their interests.
This refers not only to the possibility of rising prices, but also to fears that, in the
rush to increase imports from Russia, their transit interests may be ignored; for
example, that the EU may not take into account Ukraine’s interests in deciding
about new transit routes for gas. But other parts of the “energy dialogue” could
also have far-reaching implications for the CEE countries dependent on Russian
oil and gas, for example, the call for the demonopolization of Russia’s domestic
gas market and export system, something Gazprom has opposed, but which, if
ever implemented, could create real competition from which large consumers
such as Ukraine could benefit.67

Finally, the EU’s ability to help Ukraine was severely limited by the fact that in
Ukraine itself there was limited interest at best in both a significantly closer
relationship with the EU and in real energy diversification, especially among
important interest groups. The Kuchma leadership did not seem to be, beyond the
rhetoric, particularly interested in actual integration with Western institutions. In
fact, as time passed, even the rhetoric became less pro-Western, with constantly
pushed back target deadlines and presidential statements such as “[h]aste is
absolutely not required” setting the tone.68 In fact, it seemed that by the last year
of the Kuchma presidency, important Ukrainian political actors were intent on
sabotaging whatever was left of Ukraine’s “pro-European” vector. This was seen
clearly in the energy area around the Odesa-Brody oil pipeline (discussed in
Chapter 6), a major diversification project that seemed to be torpedoed from
within the Ukrainian side itself.

By 2001–2002 the West was losing both interest and patience in Ukraine,
partially as a result of its deteriorating domestic dynamics—which robbed
Ukraine of credibility as an EU candidate—but also of changing international
circumstances. As noted by Kuzio, after the September 2001 terrorist attacks the
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US started to concentrate much more on Russia as a strategic partner in the fight
against global terrorism, which took much attention away from the US-Ukrainian
partnership started under President Clinton.69

The retreat of Western institutions and Western interest meant increased
opportunities for Russia in Ukraine. In many ways, in building closer relations
with Ukraine (including in the energy area during 1999–2004), Russian President
Putin was taking advantage of opportunities created by the lack of a sufficiently
strong and decisive EU energy policy vis-á-vis Ukraine, and vis-á-vis the devel-
opment of an energy security strategy looking beyond Russia to other important
regional producers such as Central Asia.

Western institutions and the management of 
Ukrainian–Russian energy relations

In the final analysis the strongest impact of Western institutions on Ukrainian
energy policy was not direct—by either radically increasing or decreasing the
country’s energy dependence—but indirect, by helping Ukraine moderate and
manage its continuing energy relationship with Russia. For example, Western
mediation helped Ukraine restructure its energy debts with Russia in 1995 by,
among other things, putting pressure on Russia, making an agreement on debt
with Ukraine an indirect condition for granting Russia a large stand-by credit.70

The role of Western-led international financial institutions was essential at
another important turning point in Russian–Ukrainian energy relations, namely
the large-scale entrance of Russian capital into Ukraine’s oil refining sector in the
late 1990s. Having shown unimpressive macroeconomic improvements in the last
years, Ukraine’s prospects of acquiring new loans from international financial
institutions stood at a low point, and these started to put pressure on Ukraine to
relax restrictions on large-scale privatization.71,72

Conclusion

This chapter analyzed the foreign policy, state-to-state level of the energy question,
including Russia’s use of energy as a foreign policy tool. Having looked at this
question, in the following chapters of the book we look behind this state-to-state
picture to show how, given this external situation, Ukraine’s domestic conditions
made a difference in terms of its way of dealing with its energy dependency
situation.
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Introduction

A central argument of this book is that the nature of its political arrangements
affected Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency and its ability to
develop a consistent energy policy, as well as the opportunities available for the
realization of Russian energy interests in the country. To analyze this, a first step
involves characterizing the political system and its implications in terms of
establishing certain patterns of interest articulation and policy-making. In this
chapter, we analyze the general aspects of this question, that is, how Ukraine’s
political system under President Kuchma affected policy-making in general;
Chapter 6 discusses the system of energy policy-making more specifically. Here,
we look at the nature of the Ukrainian political system between 1995 and 2004,
and trace how its specific features affected interest articulation and policy-
making. We look at three important elements of this system—the de facto system
of interest articulation, the role of the executive, and the role of the parliament—
whose interaction largely determined the way politics and policy-making were de
facto conducted in Ukraine.

Our discussion of the Ukrainian political system here focuses on the 1995–2004
period. Although Leonid Kuchma was sworn into office in 1994, we have
chosen 1995 as the starting point for the analysis due to the importance of the
1995 Constitutional Agreement in shaping some central features of Kuchma’s
“system.”1 As will be discussed in Chapter 4, by the mid-1990s the main cleavage
had already started to shift from one between state enterprise managers (“red
directors”) and private property owners to one between various regional
Business-Administrative Groups (BAGs), and the 1995 Constitutional Agreement
serves as a landmark representing the beginnings of the new system. The
Agreement greatly strengthened the role of the president, giving him significant
new powers allowing him to play a balancing role between various groups.2

The system described here comes to a tentative end with the October 2004
presidential elections and the concomitant crisis of the Kuchma system.

In most general terms the Kuchma regime can be characterized as a semi-
authoritarian system following the letter if not always the spirit of democracy.3

Some have characterized it as “electoral authoritarianism”4 or a “hybrid
state” combining elements of democracy and authoritarianism.5 Within the
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“hybrid state” framework, some have described Kuchma’s regime as “competitive
authoritarianism”6 where, despite the existence of democratic institutions and
their survival as real mechanisms of political competition, they are systematically
manipulated by the regime through bribery, co-optation, and other informal
means that nevertheless often fall short of a clear violation of existing laws.
Looking at some of its more specific features, some have described the Ukrainian
system under Kuchma as semi-presidentialist (emphasizing the president and
prime minister as “dual executive”) or as presidential-parliamentary.7

Regardless of the specific way the Kuchma regime may be characterized, there
is agreement that one of its central features was the ambiguous demarcation of
powers between the president, the parliament, and the government (the Cabinet of
Ministers system). This ambiguity was compounded by ambiguity in the rule-
making authority within government institutions themselves, with ministries and
other agencies able to “issue instructions which are akin to presidential and
cabinet decrees.”8 With the lack of viable majorities and other bottlenecks making
legislation increasingly hard to pass in the Verkhovna Rada, such quasi-legislative
instruments became increasingly important and provided the president with an
additional opportunity to wield his significant informal powers.

Clans, interest groups, and “balancing”

Some have characterized post-independence Ukraine as a “captured state,” in the
sense of particular actors gaining great power within the state, to the point that
they can use its institutions and resources for their own goals as opposed to
general interests.9 While we leave a detailed discussion of the applicability of this
model to Ukraine for Chapter 6, it suffices to note here that the Ukrainian system
under Kuchma was characterized by strong interest articulators having significant
power and having taken over state policies in many areas, with the autonomy of
the state limited by this power.10

By 1995, regionally based (or originally regionally based) interest groups
started to emerge as the most important interest articulators active in the system;
their economic power was further strengthened as a result of large-scale privati-
zation in the late 1990s. These groups could be further divided into “in-system”
and “non-system” interest articulators. Our discussion here focuses on the role of
in-system BAGs (clans) that is, those groups that participated in the president-
centered system of “balancing” and exchange of economic favors for political
support, which we discuss below.11 As will be discussed in Chapter 4, each BAG’s
level of influence fluctuated in the period under our consideration; here we
concentrate on the general aspects of their role in politics and policy-making.

By the late 1990s the Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, and Kyiv clans had emerged as
Ukraine’s main BAGs.12 These in-system interest articulators were strong,
had access to their own media outlets, regional leaders, and political parties, and
competed both in the Verkhovna Rada (discussed below) and in more informal
policy-making arenas.13 At the same time, as noted by Bukkvoll, we should not
assume that these BAGs were fully cohesive, or free of internal conflict.14
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Although competition between BAGs was often open, the means by which it took
place were not transparent to the general population. To the public, they were best
known through their main oligarchs-turned-politicians: Andrii Derkach and Serhii
Tyhypko of the Dnipropetrovsk BAG (Working Ukraine Party), ViktorYanukovych,
Rinat Akhmetov of the Donetsk BAG (Party of Regions), and Viktor Medvedchuk,
Hryhorii Surkis, and Leonid Kravchuk of the Kyiv BAG (Social Democratic Party
of Ukraine (United), SDPU(o)). Each of these main BAGs and their main players
also had important energy-related interests. While these BAGs competed for control
over policies and related economic benefits, they had a common interest in the
maintenance of the general system of interest articulation as such and of a presi-
dential “balancing” between them.15 As put by a Ukrainian journalist: “the only
thing that brought together Ukrainian oligarchs was the ‘roof’ [system of protec-
tion]—on 11 Bankivska Street, where the President’s Administration is located.”16

Indeed, it has been argued that the 1996 Constitution strengthening the role of the
president represented BAG’s recognition of their “need of a strong president as a
means of [regulating] their influence on each other.”17

The role of the executive

The role of the executive was central in this system. While authors such as Prostyk
have referred to the Ukrainian system under Kuchma as “semi-presidential,” with
the president and prime minister effectively constituting a “dual executive,”18 when
it comes to the “balancing” system of interest articulation, the system centered
around the president. Thus, we use the term “executive” to denote the president.

Role of the president as “arbiter” and interest articulator

A central feature of the Ukrainian system under Kuchma was the coexistence of
strong interest articulators and a strong president. It was characterized by a
system of informal balances between these strong BAGs with President Kuchma
playing an important balancing role between them. Thus, we refer to this as a
“president-as-balancer” system. While the strength of some interest articulators
reminds us of Hellman’s concept of “state capture,” what sets the 1995–2004
Ukrainian case apart is the role of the executive in this system. Although strong
interest articulators were able to take over state policies in many areas, limiting
the autonomy of the state, the president acted as a powerful “balancer” between
them, playing the role of informal arbiter while pursuing his own economic and
political interests. The president’s ability to play the arbiter in this system was a
result of his formal and informal powers, as well as of other features of Ukraine’s
constitutional system.

The president as “balancer” and “arbiter” —cooptation, 
negative retribution, and blackmail

The president—as political actor and not necessarily as representative of a single
state interest—played a complex role in this system, moving between his role as
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arbiter within various interest groups and as representative of his own interests.
Yet the president was far from being an uninterested arbiter in this system, as he
often represented his own economic interests and those of his close associates.

The means through which the president played the role of arbiter were closely
related to his own electoral ambitions and desire to stay in power, and this role had
economic as well as political aspects. On the economic side, central to this system
was the executive’s allocation of preferential treatment with potentially high
economic value (patronage appointments, administrative benefits, and licensing
rights) in exchange for the informal sharing of some profits, recycled into regime-
maintenance and election-preparation activities, or more general financial and
media-coverage contributions.19 On the political side, the manipulation of
Rada deputies and coalitions (discussed below) was essential. By helping maintain
a balance between the various groups, the president not only prevented any one
group from gaining total power, but also prevented two or more groups from join-
ing together to challenge him. This “balancing” could be accomplished by, on the
one hand, playing various interest groups and clans against each other—seeking to
make them “fight it out among themselves,” not stopping at blackmailing when
necessary20—and, on the other hand, by keeping this conflict under control by,
among other means, establishing a measure of predictability in the system of
access to governmental positions21 and state-related rents by the various BAGs.22

Formal and informal powers

Undoubtedly, some of Kuchma’s ways of doing policy may have had to do
overwhelmingly with his personal style, but these could not have come to the
surface nor have had so much of an effect had it not been for the institutional
system that made them possible. Thus, important clues for understanding
Ukraine’s way of managing its energy dependency are to be found in the system
of powers afforded the president, especially the combination of formal and informal
powers he had access to. Indeed, it is impossible to understand the real system of
power in place in Ukraine under Kuchma without looking, not just at the formal
domestic political system, but also at the more or less informal institutional
arrangements as they really worked, including the informal powers held by the
president. In terms of formal powers, it is important to note the president’s
significant appointment and dismissal powers, including not only the power to
appoint the government, but also lower-level functionaries and the heads of state
companies, not an irrelevant prerogative given the fact that the chairmanship of
state-owned NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy (NAK NU) was widely seen as being worth
“a whole wagon-load of ministerial posts.”23 The 1996 Constitution, by strengthening
presidential appointment powers, provided the president with additional means of
offering economically relevant preferential treatment to his allies, putting them in
a position to access important sources of income. The presidential power to
appoint the government (subject to approval by the Rada), for example, put
important limits on the potential independence of the Cabinet of Ministers.24

In addition, the country’s unitary system and the appointment of regional
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governors further strengthened the president’s power as “arbiter” in the system, as
it gave regional governors more independence from local electorates than if they
were elected, and put at their disposal a significant amount of resources from Kyiv
(e.g. access to by-appointment patronage positions) which they could use to fur-
ther build their clientelistic networks and support preferred parties in the
elections. Because regional governors were appointed and dismissed by the
president, this strengthened their clientelistic links with the president (with
the practical implication that, in order to keep their jobs, they would need to be
able to mobilize votes for the president, strengthening “party of power”
clientelistic structures).25

The president also had important informal powers at his disposal, including
through the selective application of administrative regulations, through the politi-
cization of the government bureaucracy, law enforcement agencies, and the tax
administration, and through his informal control over the media, electoral and
patronage-for-votes processes, and of choice real estate holdings through the
presidential administration.26

Such informal powers allowed the president to use the state machinery to both
prosecute opponents and provide allies with preferential access to profitable
contracts and rent-access opportunities. In these areas, the president was able to
use formal rules and informal power in a mutually reinforcing way—using formal
rules to exercise informal power, using this informal power to give himself more
formal power, and in turn using these new “formal powers to gain additional
informal powers, and so on in a self-reinforcing cycle.”27

These informal powers contributed to what van Zon calls Kuchma’s imposition
of “strong presidential rule by stealth.”28 Understanding the president’s informal
powers also helps us understand his strength vis-á-vis the prime minister, with
whom he was often in a situation of competition and open or veiled confrontation.29

Such competition often led to instability in the cabinet, which, together with the
general ambiguity of policy-making powers, encouraged the development of
“alternative arenas for decision making” such as various presidential councils and
corporatist bodies30 and, most importantly, of the Presidential Administration as
“the second centre of executive power.”31

Using these powers, President Kuchma and his Presidential Administration
were able to increasingly sideline the government in major foreign policy
decisions, as was the case with Single Economic Space agreements in 2003.
Despite the fact that according to Ukrainian law all international agreements need
to be discussed by the Cabinet of Ministers, which then forwards its non-binding
recommendation to the president, the fact that the government depended on the
president for its survival de facto limited this power.

The role of the parliament (Verkhovna Rada)

The nature of political relations in the parliament (Verkhovna Rada) also fostered the
president’s strong role in the system. As discussed above, in the period 1995–2004
(and especially 1999–2004), Ukraine’s three main BAGs were able to build their own
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parties and representation in the Verkhovna Rada. The Dnipropetrovsk BAG had
control over the Labor Ukraine (Trudova Ukraina) Party, Donetsk over the Party of
Regions (Partiia Rehioniv), and the Kyiv BAG over the Social Democratic Party of
Ukraine (United) (SDPU(o)). Both internal and external laws and regulations affect-
ing the work of the Rada helped BAGs to translate their economic into political
power, as they helped inter-party competition proceed mainly along “clientelistic
rather than ideological lines.”32 Some of the elements contributing to this situation
were the nature of Ukraine’s party system, electoral laws and regulations, and the
Rada’s internal rules and regulations.33

General nature of the party system

Some features of the Ukrainian party system, such as the fact that parties were
mainly brought together by important personalities and not a shared ideology, and
the fluidity of party divisions and affiliations, contributed to making parties espe-
cially vulnerable to pressure from interest groups and the president. This
overlapped with Ukraine’s regional cleavages to create a situation where no single
party or orientation (left, right, or center) ever had a “natural” majority. However,
the situation was not simply one where parties happened to lack a strong
ideological basis, but one where parties were often artificially created (or taken
over) by BAGs for their own purposes.34 Compounded with internal Rada
regulations, this would hinder the formation of stable parliamentary coalitions.
For example, the fact that the Rada itself is not structured along party lines, but
on the basis of “factions” (in the system in place until 2005, once elected to
the Rada, each MP could choose to join a number of “factions,” and could change
factions at will) also means the president will have more of a chance to use
divide-and-rule tactics to influence voting in the Rada. As noted by Dubrovs´ky,
Graves et al, the lack of development of a strong party system also played a role:
“Without strong political parties that would be politically accountable and would
control the Cabinet, the underlying logic of political struggle is the competition
of BAGs for the rent.”35

The electoral system

Until 1998, Ukraine used an exclusively single-mandate district (SMD) system of
representation. Effective in the 1998 elections, it moved to a mixed
system (with half of the deputies chosen on a SMD and half on a proportional
representation basis) and, effective in 2006, to an exclusively proportional
representation system.36 While the gradual introduction of this system gave more
of a chance to politicians without state connections to win seats, the single-mandate
district system partially or fully in force until 2005 fostered competition between
individual candidates, not parties, and “favored individual politicians who were
government office-holders and were able to command significant material and
organizational resources in order to win majority SMD districts,”37 fostering
electoral clientelism.38 SMD districts also encouraged the election of a large
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number of deputies formally unaffiliated with any party (in the 1998–2002
Ukrainian parliament, 136 out of 450 deputies39) available to be later recruited for
membership in various party and non-party caucuses (factions) as well as change
factions at will—most often in one of the centrist factions close to the president—
as part of their participation in the system of potential clientelistic rewards.
Indeed, it was mainly in the Rada that much of clan-controlled party activity con-
centrated. As noted by Whitmore, the role of economic interests and patronage
was reinforced by the growing role of entrepreneurs elected to the Rada as these
not only brought with them their own economic interests, but also “provided a
reservoir of potential clients for presidential co-optation.”40 That a variety of
entrepreneurs at different levels of the transparency scale were attracted to the
Rada in a period characterized by both selective law enforcement and large-scale
corruption is not surprising, as one of the main “perks” coveted by oligarchs—
highly prized parliamentary immunity from criminal prosecution—was available
only through the Rada.

Although this situation did not lead to a strong and stable presidential majority
in the Rada (see below), it created a pool of ideologically and otherwise
unattached “centrist”41 deputies ready to be tapped into (through different
configurations) by the president for the formation of situational coalitions and
majorities.42

Rada rules and regulations

In addition, institutional factors such as Rada regulations setting a low threshold
for the formation of new factions (for the 1998–2002 Rada, a minimum of
25 deputies), allowing individual deputies to change factions, and providing no
incentives for building larger factions43 promoted the development of a multitude
of small caucuses, and made it easier for deputies to change from one to another
based on opportunistic clientelistic considerations. At the same time, the consti-
tution, “by limiting the Rada’s role in government formation and survival, did not
provide sufficient incentives for majority formation.”44 It must be noted, however,
that the lack of a viable majority in the Rada was not only the result of institutional
factors such as the electoral system, but of the very reality of regional divisions
and fragmented elites.45

How did this fragmentation of the Rada, especially of its “center,” affect
Kuchma’s ability to play the arbiter? For much of 1999–2004 there was no clear
presidential majority,46 but also no clear opposition majority, in part due to
opposition factions’ inability to form durable alliances.47,48 However, as stated
above, there were many ways for President Kuchma to build situational, ad hoc
pro-government majorities when needed (e.g. as in 2000–2001 and 2002–2004).
Echoing his more general way of dealing with various BAGs, President Kuchma
was able to exploit fragmentation in the Rada using negative retribution and
blackmail to pursue his own objectives.49 Another effect of this fragmentation was
that it often took protracted bickering, including vetoes and their overriding, to
pass important legislation.50
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Conclusion: impact on policy-making

The implications of this situation for the policy-making process were clear: first,
the ambiguous separation of powers, together with the use of legislative institutions
for clientelistic purposes gave the president increased opportunities to use his
significant informal powers for the pursuit of “balancing” between BAGs. This
created a situation where it was easy for policy-making institutions to be misused
or ignored for the benefit of particular interests, including those of the executive.
At the same time, in this system various elites (even when dependent on the
system of favors presided over by President Kuchma) were rather strong, and,
thus, were able—to a certain extent—to create competition in energy policy.

If it could be said that in its classic form the Kuchma “system” of clan balancing
ended with the Orange Revolution in 2004, the outcome is far from certain.
Chapter 8 discusses how Viktor Yushchenko’s coming to power in 2005 affected
this policy-making system, both as an effect of the institutional changes resulting
from the amendments to the Constitution agreed to in December 2004 (and which
came into force on January 1, 2006) significantly reducing in the power of the
president, and of the more general changes in the country’s political life brought
about by the Orange Revolution.
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“[The rules for the organization of the Ukrainian energy market have been so
changing and complicated] . . . like a soap opera with [too] many plots.”

(Hanna Liuta)1

Introduction

We complete Part I of this book with an overview of the development of Ukraine’s
energy markets and policies in the period from independence to 2004. This
chapter seeks to answer the question of how did changes in domestic political
conditions and the “balancing” between various Business-Administrative Groups
(BAGs) affect the development of Ukraine’s energy markets between 1995 and
2004. In doing so, we aim to provide a context for the more focused analysis of
the role of energy rents in Ukrainian energy policy in Part II of the book.

Situation at time of independence

Structural and political factors defined Ukraine’s energy situation at the time of
independence and the period immediately following it. Ukraine acquired
independence in 1991 in a situation of enormous energy dependency on the rest
of the Soviet Union: 89 percent of its oil needs and 56 percent of its gas needs
were covered by imports, mainly from Russia.2 This dependency encompassed
both structural as well as mental elements. It had to do not only with “pure”
dependency on energy supplies and the lack of infrastructure needed for alternative
imports, but with an economy organized in ways that depended on the industrial
infrastructure of the rest of the USSR—especially in areas such as refining,
metallurgy, and heavy machine-building—and even the way in which the
Ukrainian political and economic elites lacked a Ukraine-centered concept of
energy security, as apposed to one based on a common balance of energy supplies
and expenditures with Russia.

The political aspect—more precisely, the way in which Ukraine acquired
independence—reinforced this dependency. The fact that Ukraine acquired inde-
pendence as a result of a “bargain” in which independence was accepted by the
old elites but these remained in power meant that, despite many declarations to
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the contrary from all sides of the political spectrum, many old ways of looking at
energy issues remained in place. Ukrainian elites did not come to terms with the
reality of energy scarcity. Second, the fact that the old Communist Party of
Ukraine elites’ support for independence was based on an implicit bargain:
trading their support for Ukrainian independence in exchange for maintaining the
highest possible degree of influence3 (which could, in hindsight, not only be easily
translated into freedom from the Soviet Union, but also freedom to steal). In other
words, as stated by van Zon, “[W]hen Ukraine became independent, loyalty of
the elite to the state was promoted by the fact that the state was the most lucrative
feeding ground and it gave elites the opportunity for career advancement and self-
enrichment.”4 As we will see throughout this book, the combination of these two
factors (old ways of looking at energy dependency and new or newly articulated
interests) would turn out to be decisive for the way Ukraine would come to deal
with its energy dependency in the next 15 years.

1991–1994: Heyday of the “red directors”

The first years after independence clearly show the lasting effects of Soviet-era
legacies and Soviet-era ways of looking at energy issues. Indeed, in the first years
after independence, we see a situation where structural factors—the continuation
of very cheap energy deliveries by Russia throughout at least 1993 and the short-
term survival of giant Soviet-era industries—combine to contribute to the rise of
state-owned companies’ managers as important factors of power and keepers of a
certain approach to energy issues. The fact that many parts of Ukraine had been
heavily industrialized during the Soviet period almost automatically made this
group one of the most important political players in the first years after inde-
pendence.5 Many of the so-called red directors were directors of huge Soviet-era
factories characterized by their high energy intensity, energy inefficiency, and,
thus, dependency on cheap supplies of Russian energy. The “red directors” also
carried with them Soviet-era ways of looking at the question of energy indepen-
dence, in the sense of looking at a Soviet-wide energy balance, not a specifically
Ukrainian one, and, thus, of seeing energy inputs as basically unlimited and only a
soft constraint on their production cycle. In other words, they still felt as if they
lived in an energy-rich state. Moreover, because energy prices for Ukraine did not
increase immediately after independence, enterprise directors did not feel the full
economic shock of changed external conditions.

The large role of the “red directors” in the Ukrainian political system during
the first years of independence coincided in time with the centralized system of
gas purchases from Russia (through the state company Ukrhazprom), and the two
reinforced each other. Managers also had the full support of conservative state
officials “strongly inclined toward maintaining the volumes of production and
preserving the existing entities along with existing cadres by the means of their
habitual resource-oriented policy.”6 The huge role of the industrial sector in
Ukrainé s total energy consumption (61 percent in 1998) magnified the impact of
such policies and attitudes on Ukraine ś overall energy situation.7
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1993: Energy prices increase, but enterprise directors spared

Starting in 1993, energy prices for Ukraine start to rise,8 but the directors’ way of
looking at energy questions in Soviet-size terms did not change, because they
were cushioned from the full impact of external changes by domestic institutional
arrangements, in particular the system of soft credits made available by the
Ukrainian state at this time.9 As a result of these soft credits10—which later
contributed to increasing Ukraine’s state foreign debt—the most energy-intensive
sectors of the Ukrainian economy not only survived, but actually grew during this
period, making Ukraine even more dependent on energy imports from Russia.11

Indeed, Ukraine presents a fascinating case of what happens when a state
suddenly changes from being an energy-rich country to an energy-poor one, but
the elites fail—at least in the short term—to change their behavior as a response,
and, moreover, try to influence institutions (in this case, the system of soft credits)
in order to keep the status quo, or even to seek a profit out of this situation.

1994–1997: From red directors to oligarchs

The influence of Soviet-era industries and their directors during the early years of
independence was reflected in the general structure of power in Ukraine at the
time. Together with the agrarian lobby, the former CPSU nomenklatura and—to
a lesser extent—the new businesses started after 1991, the “red directors” com-
posed the main interest articulators in the first post-independence years.
Significantly, during this early period these main interest groups and the cleavages
among them were based on each group’s position in the economic structure (and,
to a lesser extent, on sectoral interests12) and not so much on regional
relationships. (As most heavy industry was concentrated in Eastern Ukraine,
however, the “red directors” power base was also concentrated there.) Moreover,
each of these groups did not seem to have at its disposal the variety of resources
(own media, political parties, and so on) we would later associate with Ukrainian
regional clans. This situation was to change after 1994 with the entrance of BAGs
(or clans) into the scene.

Kuchma’s access to the prime ministeŕ s post under President Leonid Kravchuk
in October 1992 coincided in time with the timid beginnings of a new system of
interest articulation. First, through the process of nomenklatura privatization,
many enterprise directors became owners or acquired de facto control over state
property. Second, the “red directors,” Kuchma’s original power base, start to forge
links and merge their interests with new economic structures, thus starting to
combine policy-making and economic resources, and leading to the beginning of
the development of the so-called clan system.13 Later on, in the mid-1990s, vari-
ous groups and alliances within the “party of power”14 formed more rigid struc-
tures and eventually became known as clans. These structures combined business
and political (access to decision-making) assets under the control of a narrow
circle of leaders.15 Thus, the main difference between interest articulators
before and after 1994 was that before, the main groups were created on the basis
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of their position in the economic structure; after 1995, it was increasingly on the
basis of regional clans.16

The kind of clan system we see under Kuchma did not exist under President
Kravchuk. Indeed, the Ukrainian system we characterize as a “president-as-
balancer” system can be seen as Kuchma’s creation (“his contribution to state
building,” in a kind of ironic sense), but a creation that could not have been
possible without these preceding changes. By the time Kuchma becomes
president in 1994, BAGs are in full development, first and foremost that
established around his own power base, Dnipropetrovsk, and start to acquire
important positions in both state and rent-seeking structures locally and in the
capital, largely dominating politics for the next two years. Indeed, it is estimated
that over 200 officials moved from Dnipropetrovsk to Kyiv following Kuchma’s
election.17 A later but no less significant arrival from Dnipropetrovsk was Pavlo
Lazarenko, whose influence and wealth started to grow immediately after being
named Vice Prime Minister in September 1995 and whose role in the restructuring
of energy markets will be discussed below.

Energy money and the formation of the 
post-1991 Ukrainian political system

The rise of gas traders and Lazarenko

If in the early 1990s industrial enterprises and their directors could access rents
stemming from subsidized energy imports from Russia and their subsequent
re-export at near-Western prices, when heavily subsidized imports stop in 1994
this “true” source of rents becomes replaced by a “virtual” one—payments to
Russia for gas stopped almost totally, with the debt most often eventually taken
over by the state.18 In other words, the external source of rents represented by the
subsidized gas prices becomes replaced by an internal one—the simple shifting
of the costs to other internal sources, first and foremost the state.

The shift of costs to the state took place in the context of serious liquidity
problems and general economic instability, exemplified by hyper-inflation, workers
going unpaid for months at a time, and currency depreciation. The lack of cash
for payments—magnified by the increase in energy prices—largely contributed to
the rise of the so-called gas traders (hazotreidery) during this period. Gas traders
were able to solve some of the problems created by the generalized lack of liq-
uidity by carrying through flexible payment schemes through barter operations
and through the restructuring of non-performing gas loans.19 Indeed, the
1995–1996 reorganization of the gas import system—from a centralized system
based on Ukrhazprom to a “decentralized” one—was based on the premise that
private gas traders would be more flexible in dealing with Gazprom, that they
would help increase collection rates by being more willing than the state to cut
off non-paying customers, and that this would help move to a system where
market forces—and not a state organization—would determine gas demand and
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import requirements.20 The hazotreidery engaged in a whole array of creative
deal-making to overcome liquidity problems. Particularly notorious were their
complex barter deals (trading goods, IOUs and even tax scrip for gas), through
which traders were not only able to guarantee gas supplies to enterprises and
residential consumers, but to amass considerable fortunes through legal and
illegal means. (We discuss this at length in Chapter 7.) It was also at this time,
1994, that the gas trading company ITERA starts to enter the Ukrainian market,
with the active support of Gazprom’s management, which gave it some of its con-
tracts and later offered it preferential access to its pipelines for the transit of
Turkmenistan gas to Ukraine.21 ITERA’s growing role in Ukraine must be seen in
the context of its relationship with Gazprom; it has been estimated that, between
1996 and 2002, Gazprom handed ITERA more than 50 percent of its gas markets
in the former Soviet Union.22 In Ukraine itself, ITERA’s rise was greatly sup-
ported by PM Pavlo Lazarenko, who in early 1996 gave the company permission
to import c. 18 bcm of gas from Turkmenistan to Ukraine.23

While the hazotreidery system sounded good on paper, in reality it led to chaos
in the gas market, with a multiplicity of suppliers, prices, and deals going on
simultaneously in any given area of the country. This rather chaotic situation gave
rise to an attempt to put it under control, an attempt which eventually ended
getting out of hand. Private intermediaries (wholesale importers) were given
regional monopolies to buy gas from Russia and Turkmenistan and to enter into
barter contracts with factories in their regions, with the state (through
Gosneftehazprom, the State Oil and Gas Industry Committee) playing a regulating
role, including the territorial division of the market between wholesale gas
importers, something that would lead to significant problems. While giving the
profitable industrial contracts to well-connected hazotreidery, the state itself kept
the contracts with the largely insolvent residential customers, often unable to
pay.24 One can make sense of this seemingly irrational situation by looking at it
in terms of the capture of state companies by various economic interests, and by
the exchange of preferential regulatory treatment for political and economic
support, discussed in Chapter 7.

Significant problems arose when one of these regional supply groups,
Dnipropetrovsk’s Iedyni Enerhetychni Systemy Ukrainy (United Energy Systems,
IESU), started to acquire power and influence well beyond its original area, and its
economic power started to synergize with its growing political power in a way that
threatened the balance established at the time. PM Lazarenko’s heavy involvement
with IESU led to corruption and political infighting—indeed, Lazarenko as PM car-
ried out a radical restructuring of the gas sector (see below) specifically to benefit
IESU. If in early 1996 eight independent wholesale importers were granted regional
monopolies to buy gas from Russia and Turkmenistan and to establish barter
contracts with factories in their regions, soon afterwards the number of licensed
companies was reduced to two, prompting speculation about government favoritism
and the use of illegal methods of privatization.25 Following this, IESU, linked to
Lazarenko, expanded rapidly, including into the traditionally rival Donetsk region.
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Estimates vary, but the New York Times estimated that Lazarenko personally netted
around $200 million a year in oil and gas deals.26 The territorial division of the
market meant industries had no choice but to buy from the dealer given monopoly
rights in each region, which created large profits for the gas traders—for example,
traders often imported gas from Russia at effective prices of $40 or $50 per 1,000 cm
but sold it to “captive industrial consumers for $80.”27 Those factories unable to pay
were subject to bankruptcy procedures and takeover by the gas suppliers themselves
in profitable forced bankruptcy schemes.

Based in Dnipropetrovsk (hometown of both President Kuchma and
PM Lazarenko), IESU quickly grew to supply half the natural gas traded in
Ukraine. IESU’s establishment of a near-monopoly on gas supplies also threat-
ened to disrupt the “balancing” system between various BAGs. The lack of strong
institutions able to limit the misuse of power at the highest levels heightened the
influence of Lazarenko and his Dnipropetrovsk clan, magnifying the impact of his
use of political power for personal enrichment.

PM Lazarenko’s heavy-handed tactics in supporting IESU’s expansion into
rival territories threatened to plunge Ukraine into a cycle of mafia-like violence
unacceptable even for the low standards of the day. A murky assassination attempt
on Lazarenko in the summer of 1996, followed by a widespread campaign of offi-
cial intimidation against Donetsk businessmen (accused of participation in the
attempt on Lazarenko) fueled speculation about a new battle over the division of
Ukraine’s gas markets, perhaps with the acquiescence of the highest echelons of
power, and led to fears that Lazarenko’s reprieve against Donetsk was getting out
of hand. The November 1996 gangster-style assassination of Yevhen Shcherbań ,
a prominent Donetsk businessman and leader of the Liberal Party of Ukraine, was
widely believed to be related to struggle between the Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk
clans for control of the gas market;28 many saw it as Lazarenko’s response to
Shcherbań ’s call for resistance to IESU’s growing power.29 (The so-called
Dnipropetrovsk clan, which controlled United Energy Systems, was associated
with Lazarenko; Shcherbań was associated with a rival company, Aton, and the
“Donetsk group”.)

Lazarenko’s fall and a new division of the gas market

As Lazarenko starts to gain de facto control over the Cabinet of Ministers,30

pursuing policies independent of President Kuchma and even heading a move-
ment against him, the confrontation between interest groups starts turning into a
confrontation between different groups in the executive power and between
different parts (pro-president and anti-president) of the Dnipropetrovsk clan
itself. Lazarenko’s use of gas rents to build his own political movement and chal-
lenge Kuchma’s power was the final straw for Kuchma. So, after having turned a
blind eye to Lazarenko’s misdeeds while he supported him, the President now
denounced him. Moreover, the Parliament started a special investigation into the
division of the country’s gas market.31 Pressure from all these factors finally led
to Lazarenko’s resignation in June 1997.
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Lazarenko’s resignation led to an open division of the Dnipropetrovsk clan
between its pro-Kuchma and pro-Lazarenko factions, the latter becoming
organized around the “Hromada” (Unity) party. Lazarenko was replaced as
PM by Valerii Pustovoitenko, associated with the pro-presidential wing of the
Dnipropetrovsk group, which quickly found a base in the newly created Popular
Democratic Party, which also incorporated many economic interests related to the
energy sector.32 Lazarenko remained close to the Hromada party, formed in
summer 1997 around IESU head Yuliia Tymoshenko. Since its very inception,
Hromada launched a virulent campaign against Pustovoitenko, Lazarenko’s suc-
cessor as PM, accusing him, among other things, of “open administrative terror”
against the country’s industrialists and energy sector corporations33 such as IESU,
that is, of exactly the same abuse of power Lazarenko had himself conducted until
a few months before.

Prime Minister Pustovoitenko reacted to Lazarenko’s “too quick and too loud”
political comeback by taking measures to curtail IESU’s business interests. For
example, a successful bid by IESU to buy up shares in Ukraine’s largest manu-
facturer of petroleum and gas pipelines was reversed by the government.34

New rules for the division of the gas market, adopted in the wake of the non-
payments crisis of summer 1997—when Russian supplies were reduced due to
lack of payment—also negatively affected IESU’s interests.35 By 1998, IESU had
lost its gas trading license and its customers had been redistributed to rival com-
panies. The brunt of the attack on Yuliia Tymoshenko, now head of the company,
came from rival gas-related oligarchic structures (especially the gas company
Interhaz then headed by Ihor Bakai and Hryhorii Surkis), something she did not
forget by the time she became first Vice PM for energy issues in 2000. Despite
Lazarenko’s fall from power, the deals made by IESU continued to have an impact
on Ukrainian-Russian relations. After IESU lost most of its costumers, it still
owed Gazprom several hundred million US dollars for imported gas, a debt
Gazprom argued should be taken over by the Ukrainian state.36

Indeed, the government’s measures against IESU seemed to go beyond a simple
return to normalcy. Deprived of President Kuchma’s support, the company was
basically ousted from the market, but other Kuchma associates continued to
control the gas market. The Popular Democratic Party, Kuchma’s new base, was
successful in winning 28 seats in the Rada elected in 1998. But “controversies over
the redistribution of gas contracts” led twenty-three of its deputies to eventually
abandon the faction37 to join Working Ukraine or the Party of National Revival.

The system of balances between various BAGs only came into full swing after
1995 and especially after 1997 following the defeat of Pavlo Lazarenko’s attempt to
give one clan overwhelming control over the Ukrainian economy. At the same time,
parallel to the eradication of IESU’s power, a new process was gaining strength
which in many ways represented a response to the uncontrolled growth of IESU’s
and Lazarenko’s power. IESU’s uncontrolled growth had deeply frightened
President Kuchma. First, because the power of Lazarenko’s sub-clan was growing,
taking over more and more positions outside its original geographical area, and
this threatened the nascent “balancing” system Kuchma was putting in place.
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And, second, because of Lazarenko’s direct challenge to the president. The lesson
was clear: never again allow one clan to acquire so much power as to threaten the
system and Kuchma’s power in it. Kuchma’s response was to develop a two-track
strategy: while seeking to safeguard and perfect the balancing system, he simulta-
neously sought to promote a set of cadre—first and foremost in the energy area—
that would be accountable only to him.38 Indeed, it has been argued that President
Kuchma needed to create NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy (thereafter Naftohaz) to gain
some independence from the various clans.39 “After the experience with Pavlo
Lazarenko, Kuchma does not trust anyone in the energy sector, he does not ‘trust it’
to either his PM nor the First Deputy PM in charge of energy, therefore he tries to
control the sector directly.”40 This may explain, for example, the close relationship
he established with Ihor Bakai, since the mid-1990s involved in gas trading through
the companies Respublika and Interhaz. Bakai was named chairman of the State
Committee for Gas and Oil Industry (1997) and first head (1998–2000) of Naftohaz
Ukrainy. Ironically, only four years earlier, in 1994, Kuchma had ordered an inquiry
into Bakai’s Respublika barter deals with Turkmenistan.41 It appears, however, that,
with time, Kuchma understood that it was much more advantageous to use Bakai’s
contacts and “business savvy” for his own goals, than to oppose him. Because this
was not just about having a devoted cadre but about having personal access to the
rents system, it became necessary to create new structures and institutions.
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy was the most significant of them.

NAK NU’s establishment and development

Chapter 7 discusses in detail the role of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy (NAK NU); here
we highlight only the most important aspects. The company was established in
May, 1998, and started to work in full about a year later, concentrating under it
practically all state companies dealing with the oil and gas area.

The amount of resources gathered under NAK NU can barely be underesti-
mated, as the company came to nearly monopolize Ukraine’s multi-billion yearly
gas trade with Russia. NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s efforts to push out remaining gas
traders from Ukraine’s gas market42 and to concentrate virtually all “gas monies”
through Naftohaz’s subdivision Haz Ukrainy43 fitted in well with President
Kuchma’s desire to acquire centralized control over energy-related money flows.
This allowed the president to put important financial flows, especially those in the
rent-rich energy area, under his direct control, giving him more independence vis-
á-vis the various BAGs, while making it possible for him to continue to play the
role of “arbiter” between them. In terms of the relationship with Russia, this
increase in NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s control basically transformed the Ukrainian-
Russian energy relationship into, as noted by Shiells, a “bilateral monopoly,” with
Gazprom and NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy as monopolists in the Russian and
Ukrainian sides respectively.44

Energy, “balancing,” and the 1999 elections

Such direct control over important financial resources came especially handy in
preparation for the 1999 presidential elections, as it allowed President Kuchma
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more independence from the various BAGs he sought to balance. At the same
time, Kuchma’s preparation for the 1999 presidential elections showed the system
of “balancing” and exchange of economic favors for political support in full
force. For example, both Oleksandr Volkov and Viktor Pinchuk of the
Dnipropetrovsk BAG gave significant monetary support to Kuchma’s re-election
campaign, “and to compensate the first [Volkov] it was necessary [to give him
control over] several newspapers and TV channels, and to compensate the second
[Pinchuk] [it was necessary to give him control over] several metallurgical com-
plexes and oil and gas companies.”45,46

Although Kuchma had relied on support from the Popular Democratic Party
and the SDPU(o), in the months before the election the signal was sent that
business support for his re-election would be welcomed (and, one would assume,
also rewarded) regardless of political affiliation.47 As a result, various informal
business holdings were established to support Kuchma’s re-election bid, although
in many cases these, in a similar way to the situational coalitions of the Verkhovna
Rada discussed in Chapter 3, were temporary collections of differing interests,
and thus inherently unstable.

Kuchma’s November 1999 re-election was in large part made possible by the
financial support of energy traders making significant profits from barter opera-
tions, in particular the gas trading company Interhaz and its head Ihor Bakai.
Interhaz, arch-rival to Lazarenko and Tymoshenko’s IESU, gained the support of
the state, and was de facto “brought into” NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, with Interhaz
head and Kuchma associate Ihor Bakai promoted to head of the company, which
he led until March of 2000, when he was forced to resign in the wake of corruption
allegations. Interhaz was granted exclusive rights to sell gas imported from
Russia to Ukraine’s three hundred largest companies, and was able to accrue large
profits out of this; in addition, a variety of deals were used by the company to
finance both Kuchma’s 1999 campaign and provide for Mr Bakai’s own personal
profit.48

Therefore, it is not hard to understand why, when energy reforms were started
in 2000, those energy traders that had supported Kuchma’s 1999 re-election
turned resolutely against them.

Understanding the Yushchenko/Tymoshenko 
reforms of 2000–2001

Largely under pressure from the IMF and the World Bank, President Kuchma
decided to name a reformist, Viktor Yushchenko, as PM in December 1999. A
month later, Yuliia Tymoshenko was named Vice PM for energy issues. Her
accession to this post reflected both President Kuchma’s needs at the moment as
well as her political path since 1998. If in the first months after Lazarenko’s
resignation she had defended IESU’s interests through the Hromada party, after
Lazarenko’s February 1999 arrest in the United States, the Hromada fraction in
the Rada largely dissolved, and Yuliia Tymoshenko decided to lead her own
political party, Bat’kivshchyna (Fatherland), considered by some Ukraine’s “first
dissident oligarchs’ party.”49
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Pressure on Kuchma from the international community was compounded by the
weight of objective factors precipitated by the Russian 1998 crisis, first and
foremost the Russian government’s increased pressure on Gazprom to deliver
revenue, forcing it to demand cash payments from Ukraine.50 Indeed, the naming
of a reformist PM was preceded by a worsening of trade relations between Ukraine
and Russia—the so-called trade wars of 199951—and a number of energy supply
reductions, of which the most significant was Russia’s oil embargo of winter 1999,
justified on the Russian side by Ukraine’s alleged illegal re-export and stealing of
gas, and foot-dragging on its gas debt to Russia. In what some called “the first full
scale oil war between Ukraine and Russia,”52 Russia suspended oil supplies to
Ukraine in December 1999-January 2000, thus raising the threat of a possible
energy shortage that would continue to disrupt agricultural work.

Russia’s oil blockade, compounded with Western urging, pressured Ukraine to
put its house in order in the energy area. Moreover, as noted by Dubrovs´ky et al,
the uncontrolled “overfishing” for rents was threatening the stability and viability
of the system as a whole.53

The Yushchenko-Tymoshenko reforms of 2000–2001: 
sources and limits

MAIN REFORMS

The period encompassing Viktor Yushchenko’s tenure as PM and Yuliia
Tymoshenko’s work as Vice PM for energy issues in 2000–2001 was characterized
by a push for increased transparency and accountability in energy policy. Soon
after taking office, Yushchenko and Tymoshenko declared a three-month “state of
emergency in the energy sector” in January 2000 and embarked on an important
reform program. Its main goal was to reduce the role of non-monetary payments
(i.e. barter and other similar constructions) and non-payments (unpaid bills and
credits) in Ukraine’s energy sector. Some of the main achievements of these
reforms involved the move away from barter, the establishment of oil auctions,
and the re-establishment of some degree of state control over gas purchases from
Turkmenistan. Cash payments for energy were promoted—barter trade was
outlawed, and settlement of gas payments limited to that done through special
accounts in the Oshchadbank (Savings Bank).

The attempt to eliminate oil traders was an important goal, which Yushchenko
and Tymoshenko pursued through the establishment of oil auctions, and made
them compulsory for the sale of a certain percentage of oil produced in Ukraine.
Another important goal of the oil auctions was putting an end to the “administra-
tive distribution” (de facto heavily subsidized distribution) of fuel, especially to
the agricultural sector and its replacement by sales through auctions. This was
significant because the auctions slowed down or stopped the state’s wholesale
granting of oil credits (which were often not repaid) to the agricultural sector at
the cost of domestic producers and refineries (who were often subject to confiscation
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of their oil products for these to be delivered to the agricultural sector).54 Despite
a number of problems, the central achievement of oil (and gas55) auctions was
their contribution to making oil trade operations more transparent, and, hindering,
in particular, the continuation of sweetheart deals that often led to the sale of
domestic oil at prices too low to make domestic production profitable.

In addition, Tymoshenko was able to reach an agreement with Turkmenistan on
the continuation of gas supplies to Ukraine—which had been periodically
suspended in the 1990s—but now with direct sales to a wholesaler’s market under
the control of the Cabinet of Ministers, instead of through intermediaries.56

Eliminating barter trade in the energy sector threatened to eliminate one of the
main sources of unregulated rents in the Ukrainian system. More specifically,
Tymoshenko’s reforms threatened the rent-seeking ability of the dominant groups
in each of the four main energy areas: coal, electricity, oil, and gas. In the coal
sector, Tymoshenko’s desire to establish open auctions for the sale of some types
of coal threatened the profits of not only the most important members of the
Donetsk group (the Industrial ńa Spilka Donbasu, ISD), but, indirectly, also the
interests of Viktor Pinchuk’s (Dnipropetrovsk) group. Concerning the oblenerho
(regional electricity distributors) system, Tymoshenko’s attempt to make the
conditions of privatization tenders more open and transparent, to allow electricity
prices to increase, and to eliminate non-monetary payments in order to attract
Western investors, threatened Ukrainian oligarchs’ control of the area. All of this
did not bode well for Hryhorii Surkis and Konstantin Grigorishin’s plans for
taking over Ukraine’s oblenerhos, where they had already made significant
inroads. In terms of the oil market, oil auctions threatened to disrupt the cozy
non-market division of the oil market (and especially of domestically produced
oil) among associates “at a price three times lower than its market price,”57

making domestic production unprofitable. Moreover, the ending of state oil
credits to the agricultural sector threatened their use as a currency of favors in
clientelistic relationships. Tymoshenko’s gas sector policies were the most
problematic, and we discuss them separately below.

GAS MARKET POLICIES AND THE ATTACK ON NAK NAFTOHAZ UKRAINY

Even more problematic and controversial was Tymoshenko’s attack on
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy; in order to understand it we need to keep in mind both
the objective and subjective reasons for the onslaught. Among the objective rea-
sons were the need to impose payment discipline in the Ukrainian energy market,
to end the cycle of non-payments, and to deal with some of the underlying factors
that were worsening the already thorny energy relationship with Russia. Among
the subjective reasons, the most important was Tymoshenko’s desire to exact
revenge on Hryhorii Surkis and Ihor Bakai, her main opponents of the late IESU
period and mainly responsible for the virtual destruction of the company, and for
the state’s refusal to take over some of IESU’s debts vis-á-vis the Russian Ministry
of Defense.58
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In early March 2000, Tymoshenko announced a new concept for the organization
of the gas market, based on the breaking of Naftohaz Ukrainy’s monopoly on the
purchase, transport, and distribution of gas.59 This would have not only meant
breaking one of the biggest sources of politically related rents, one of the most
important sources of income for the Interhaz-Bakai group, but also one of the main
sources of unregulated income for President Kuchma’s use in coalition mainte-
nance and electoral activities (according to Tymoshenko, Ukrainian oligarchs lost
up to UAH 9 billion ($1.8 billion) in foregone rents due to her policies60).

In Ukrainian energy issues the domestic is never far away from the foreign,
and it should come as no surprise that the confrontation between Tymoshenko and
Bakai quickly moved to the level of relations with Russia and, more specifically,
to the level of debt negotiations with Gazprom.61 Negotiations on Ukraine’s debt
to Gazprom had been going on for years, and had been complicated by issues of
state responsibility for private debts, non-repayment of previously restructured
debt, and accusations of unsanctioned taking of gas from the pipeline and illegal
re-exports.62 Since about 1999, Naftohaz and Gazprom had been in conflict as to
the real amount owed by NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy to Gazprom, with the Naftohaz
management arguing that the debt amounted to less than $1 billion, while
Gazprom used a figure closer to $2 billion. Then, during her visit to Moscow in
January 2000, Tymoshenko made the sensational announcement that NAK’s debt
to Gazpom actually amounted to over $2 billion.63

How was NAK affected by the new figures unveiled by Tymoshenko? First,
because unclear debt amounts, together with lack of clarity about the exact gas
amounts supplied by Gazprom seemed to be part of an “unclear numbers game”
that benefited top managers at both NAK and Gazprom. Second, because
Tymoshenko used the new debt figures as an opportunity to accuse NAK NU of
continued stealing of Russian gas, something that not only threatened managers’
own deals and access to rent-seeking opportunities, but also dealt a huge public
blow to their reputation. In accusing NAK NU of theft and mismanagement of its
debt to Gazprom, Tymoshenko was not only seeking to “exact revenge” on Bakai,
but preparing the ground for a new carving of the Ukrainian gas market and per-
haps also for the finding of a negotiated solution to the problem of IESU’s $350
million debt to the Russian government, which her opponents argued she was
trying to add to NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s debt to Gazprom.64

In their confrontation, Tymoshenko and Bakai relied on allies within Gazprom.
While at first glance it could be assumed Gazprom would be happy to see a higher
debt recognized by Ukraine, it should be noted that much of NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy’s non-transparent business (not mainly but also including the manipula-
tion of debt figures, as discussed in Chapter 7) was done with the knowledge and
acquiescence of at least part of Gazprom’s top management. At the same time, it
seems as if Tymoshenko tried to use ITERA—suspected of ties with the top
Gazprom management under Viakhirev—as a weapon in the confrontation with
Bakai.65 Since spring 1999 most of the Russian gas sold to Ukraine was going
through ITERA; in 2000 Tymoshenko proposed a gas market restructuring plan
involving the creation of an ITERA-NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy joint venture to
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handle all gas imports,66 and allowing Russian companies to participate in
competitive bids for regional gas distribution (monopoly) licenses issued by the
JV.67 Later that year Tymoshenko proposed dividing the market, with ITERA
supplying industrial consumers and NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy residential
consumers and budget organizations, an arrangement suspiciously reminiscent of
the division of the gas market under Lazarenko, where privileged companies were
given the contracts with the able-to-pay industrial customers, and the non-privileged
with less able-to-pay residential customers.

This brings to the fore the question of whether the Yushchenko-Tymoshenko
reforms may be automatically equated with an across-the-board attempt at
“defending Ukrainian interests” vis-á-vis “Russian interests.” In addition to
Tymoshenko’s good relationship with ITERA at the time,68 it should not be for-
gotten that the years of the Yushchenko-Tymoshenko reforms were also the years
of massive entrance of Russian capital into the Ukrainian oil refining sector.
Indeed, it has been argued that fostering the entrance of Russian capital into the
Ukrainian refining sector may have been a way to play Russian oligarchs (and also
ITERA) against those Ukrainian ones Tymoshenko was battling against, first and
foremost Boiko and Surkis.69

The answer from Boiko and his associates was clear. Even after pressure from
Tymoshenko and “blackmail from above”70 forced him to resign as head of
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy in March 2000, Boiko and his associates continued the
battle against Tymoshenko’s reforms. In a first step, they sought to bog down and
“neutralize” these reforms. This was not difficult to do given the fact that many
of these policies had significant shortcomings and could be seriously criticized.

Almost from her first day in office, Tymoshenko found herself in conflict with
Minister of Fuel and Energy Serhii Tulub, who is said to have been given the posi-
tion in an attempt by Kuchma and associated oligarchs to “balance” Tymoshenko.71

Moreover, not only were big-name energy oligarchs against these reforms,
but also were many members of parliament directly or indirectly deriving 
profits from energy trade.72 As a result, the reforms were quickly mired down in
political infighting and opposition to them in the parliament and the presidential
administration.

The state machinery failed to fully support Tymoshenko’s policies. The
government remained divided on issues such as the extent to which energy
corruption should be prosecuted, and on whether private energy debts should be
taken over by the state.73 In many cases the judiciary failed to fully tackle energy
corruption cases.74 In great part due to pressure from powerful energy traders, in
July 2000 President Kuchma signed a decree providing for the state indirectly
to take over energy debts,75 which greatly contradicted the gist of the Yushchenko-
Tymoshenko reforms.

In a second step, the oligarchs took the offensive and sought to push Tymoshenko
and Yushchenko out of power. The conflict with Ihor Didenko (temporary head of
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy after Bakai’s resignation in March 2000) proved greatly
instrumental in this. In May 2000 Didenko openly accused Tymoshenko of making
false allegations against Naftohaz Ukrainy,76 and argued this was Tymoshenko’s
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way of “getting even” with Naftohaz Ukrainy after the company had refused to take
over some IESU’s debts to the Russian Ministry of Defense. Didenko was dismissed
by Tymoshenko a month later, only to challenge this in court and be reinstated in
September 2000, in a clear blow to her authority.77

Energy policies after Yushchenko-Tymoshenko

By summer 2000 the political atmosphere had taken a clear anti-Tymoshenko
slant, with daily rumors of her impending removal.78 Indeed, some argued that the
reason she had not been removed already had to do with Kuchma’s own political
calculations and the demands of the “balancing” system: Kuchma decided to wait
some time before firing Tymoshenko because he could not lead the constitutional
reform to completion without the support of 23 deputies in Tymoshenko’s Rada
group Bat’kivshchyna.79 Moreover, another reason Kuchma waited was because
he did not want to give the job of Vice PM to either the Kyiv or the Donetsk
groups, the groups that had suffered the most from Tymoshenko’s reforms.80,81

Tymoshenko was removed in January, and Yushchenko in April 2001, brought
down by a parliamentary coalition of Communists and parties related to the main
in-system BAG’s (USDP(o), Trudova Ukraina, Rehiony Ukrainy, Democratic
Union, and Yabluko), “united in criticizing the increased liberalization of the
Ukrainian economy”82 and brought together by Kyiv’s Viktor Medvedchuk,
whose rising influence started to become clear at this time, and who was named
head of the Presidential Administration in May 2002. The rising Kyiv clan was
soon joined in power by the Donetsk BAG, whose “return” to Kyiv became
clear with the naming of Viktor Yanukovych as PM in November 2002. From this
moment on, the three main clans started to fully flex their muscles in terms of
influence, leading in some cases to protracted indecision, as with Donetsk’s Serhii
Yermilov’s replacement as energy minister in March 2004, which took over five
weeks—during which the important post remained vacant—as the various groups
negotiated among themselves.83

Tymoshenko was replaced by Oleh Dubin, a representative of the metallurgical
lobby,84 who declared that the war against non-payments and non-monetary
payments would continue. In reality, however, after Tymoshenko’s dismissal,
many oligarchs who had been against her forced the approval of new laws,
decrees and edicts watering down the effect of Tymoshenko’s original ones. In
a signal of the change in the general mood concerning energy reform, soon
after Yushchenko was sacked, Kuchma declared a moratorium on oblenerho
privatization.85

Although interest groups turned out to be more powerful than the reform
team, some of the reforms introduced during the Tymoshenko-Yushchenko
period (especially those concerning payment discipline in the energy sector)
remained in place. The survival of some of these policies is explained by some
through the fact that increased payment discipline, although at first not
welcome or not feasible, was now desirable for the largest participants in the
energy market.86
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A balance of Tymoshenko’s reforms

Do the Yushchenko-Tymoshenko reforms of 2000–2001 and the move toward a
more transparent system (and thus their difference from the non-transparent
policies most commonly associated with the Kuchma period) invalidate our
analysis and our characterization of Kuchma’s “balancing” system?

Indeed, during this period we see a change in Ukraine’s de facto management
of its energy dependency—a move toward greater transparency and an attempt to
bring some of the gas import operations from Turkmenistan more firmly under the
control of the state by limiting barter operations. But these reforms nonetheless
fit well with the balancing model in the sense that what brought the changes was
exactly the domestic-political infighting and “balancing” characteristic
of the 1995–2004 period. Indeed, the naming of Tymoshenko as Vice PM—one
of the reasons why Kuchma did not outright oppose her reforms, at least openly—
may have been partially related to Kuchma’s own desire to maintain the system of
balances among BAGs, by using Tymoshenko and her energy-sector reform poli-
cies as a way of “balancing,” not only the growing power of the left (Communist
Party) in the Rada,87 but also that of Ihor Bakai, whose role as head of NAK
Naftohaz Ukrainy gave him access to significant cash flows.

So, what remained of the Tymoshenko-Yushchenko reforms in the energy
sector? Despite her loud confrontation with Bakai and NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy,
Tymoshenko’s challenge to the company was not successful, and she was not able
to fully reform the gas supply system. Concerning the tug-of-war issues of NAK
NU’s debt to Gazprom and state guarantees for energy debt, when an agreement
on Ukraine’s debt to Gazprom was finally reached in 2001, the debt was converted
into Naftohaz Ukrainy bonds with the provision that, should Naftohaz Ukrainy go
bankrupt or be liquidated, the debt would be converted into state debt.88 In real-
ity, however, the question remained unregulated until August 2004, as Gazprom
(ostensibly due to tax liability reasons) refused to accept NAK’s corporate bonds
deposited in the Bank of New York.89 Yet one important element of the 2001 debt
agreement becomes clear when compared with the 2004 agreements reached dur-
ing the last days of the Kuchma regime—the fact that in the 2001 agreements
Ukraine would pay back the debt in cash, and in the 2004 agreements it would
pay in gas, “returning” to Gazprom 5 bcm of gas yearly from the amount received
in lieu of payment for transit.90

Tymoshenko’s reforms of the electricity system were more successful, despite the
fact that some of them were canceled or watered down after her dismissal. Yet the
area where reforms were able to have the most significant long-term effects was in
the area of increasing cash payments to NAK NU (which went from 15.8 percent in
1999 to 87 percent in 200191) and reducing the role of barter in energy trade.
Although it was not only Tymoshenko but also Gazprom who were interested in
increasing cash payments and reducing barter transactions, the long-term positive
significance of these changes for Ukraine should not be underestimated.

Most importantly, Tymoshenko’s reforms proved monetary payments “to be
possible and efficient.”92 Despite the stalling of other reforms, the move away
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from barter and other non-monetary payments proved to be very significant. It set
a trend that continued to develop after Tymoshenko’s dismissal and set a new
standard—and limits—for the work of energy-related BAGs which, despite
continuing to extract energy rents in a variety of ways, no longer “dared” (nor
found it profitable) to return to the widespread use of barter schemes in the energy
sector.93

The development of energy markets from Yushchenko’s 
dismissal to the 2004 elections

The development of Ukraine’s energy sector from Tymoshenko’s dismissal in
2001 to the 2004 presidential elections was affected by five important processes:
the move away from barter, the further pushing out of private gas traders and
ITERA from the Ukrainian market, the growing role of Russian capital, and the
further consolidation of an Ukrainian economic elite with its own interests
despite the continued strength of BAGs.

In the first place, the move away from barter and toward a higher degree of cash
payments in the energy economy continued to develop, with consequences for the
whole energy sector. This contributed to the further pushing away of hazotreidery
from the market—a process already begun by NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy in 1998—
because, with liquidity problems on the wane, companies such as NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy no longer needed them to secure payments.94 A third trend was the easing
away of ITERA as a player in the Ukrainian market, a process driven by the
growing control of Gazprom by the Russian state.95

At the same time, the role of Russian energy capital grew significantly. This
was to a significant extent a delayed effect of the legacies of the Soviet system96

and of the challenges posed by its dissolution—the severing of many links with
other parts of the once-Soviet energy complex, chaos in the oil supply chain, and
lack of investments paralyzed the Ukrainian refining sector after independence.
By 1999, this crisis had made Ukraine especially receptive to Russian oil companies’
offers to take over Ukrainian refineries in debt-for-shares deals.97 In the course of
six months in 2000, Russian companies took over more than half of the Ukrainian
petroleum market, controlling supplies to most refineries.98 The massive Russian
investments of 2000–2001 and the associated revival of the refining sector had a
significant stabilizing effect on the Ukrainian oil refining sector. If in 1998
Ukrainian refineries were working at a fraction of their capacity, by 2002 they
were much closer to reaching full capacity. By 2002, the largest six of the eight
Ukrainian refineries, as well as several important aluminum plants, were under
Russian oil companies’ control; by 2003, 90 percent of refining was done by
Russian companies, with 86.6 percent of Ukrainian oil supplies being provided
by Russian companies as well.99 Control over refineries was especially significant
as this allowed Russian oil companies in Ukraine to develop vertically integrated
production and distribution chains (from the import of crude oil to refining to sale
and export of oil products), to increase their weight in the Ukrainian energy
market, and to participate in it as independent actors.100
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This period also saw the consolidation of an Ukrainian “national economic
elite,” which became reflected in ever more self-confident BAGs—whose
influence in energy policy remained strong—and which some authors (Puglisi)
have associated with the emergence of a “militant nationalist agenda” in part of
this elite.

The strengthening of Ukrainian economic groups coincided in time with the
large-scale entrance of Russian capital into the Ukrainian energy sector. In pon-
dering this coincidence, what at first appear to be two contradictory views of this
relationship emerge. On the one hand, a view based on the idea that it was in the
economic interest of many Ukrainian oligarchs to coalesce with Russian
economic actors such as Gazprom—or private actors within it—even when this
would threaten Ukraine’s energy security. On the other hand, the view that many
Ukrainian oligarchs did not want to “share” with Russian economic actors the
benefits they had received in Ukraine in exchange for political support for
President Kuchma. Yet this apparent contradiction fades away upon a closer look:
in both cases, the central initiators of the process are domestic Ukrainian oli-
garchic groups and the opportunities afforded them by domestic Ukrainian
processes, which led them to either “coalesce” with Russian oligarchs when this
allowed them to increase their rents, or move against them when they threat-
ened their direct control of some areas of the economy (as in the case of
the Kryvorizhstal’ steel mill, for example101). As we will see in the next section
of the book, the impact of these domestic factors in the actual conduct of energy
dependency-management would turn out to be decisive.
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Part 2

Rents of dependency 
and the Russian factor in
Ukrainian energy policy
under Kuchma, 1995–2004





Introduction

In the last chapter, we provided an historical overview of how Ukraine’s energy
markets developed in the first decade after independence, and of how they
interrelated with the political battles and developments going on in the country.
In this chapter, we ask ourselves: how did these developments reflect them-
selves in the management of energy dependency? To what extent were the energy
diversification slogans proclaimed by every Ukrainian government after 1991
reflected in actual policy? To what extent did these slogans reflect actual
intentions? Did these policies produce the intended results?

Ukraine’s energy situation at the time of independence was characterized by
three elements: high dependency on Russian energy supplies, dependence on
Russian pipelines for the transit of Central Asian energy, and high levels of energy
inefficiency. In 1991, 47.4 percent of Ukraine’s energy needs—and 89 percent of
its oil needs and 56 percent of its gas needs, vital for important sectors of the
economy—were covered by imports, mainly from Russia.1

How did the Ukrainian government deal with these legacies? We can look at
the Kuchma regime’s track record in the management of energy dependency in
terms of three issue areas: the direct management of energy supply diversifica-
tion, the organization of energy trade, and other aspects of energy policy having
implications for energy dependency issues. After looking at each of these areas,
we will look at the direction the management of energy dependency took during
this period, in terms of transparency, the role of particular interests, and the
creation of synergies in favor of or against the continuation of energy dependency.

Management of energy supply diversification issues2

Domestic diversification: energy diversification via 
energy savings, energy efficiency and increased production

The first and most obvious way of offsetting external energy dependencies is by
dealing with the domestic side of the question: reducing demand through
increasing efficiency, reducing consumption without increasing efficiency

5 Ukraine’s management of 
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(by increasing prices or rationing, for example), increasing domestic production,
and/or changing the energy mix in favor of fuels produced domestically.

Energy savings and energy efficiency programs

As a result of both pre-1991 legacies and post-1991 developments, Ukraine’s
levels of energy efficiency remained very low throughout the Kuchma period
(see Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1). In Ukraine, energy loss measured in terms of the
difference between the Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES) and final consumption
is one of the highest in the world, with TPES exceeding consumption by 71 percent
in 2005.3

Not only does Ukraine have one of the highest levels of energy intensity
(energy consumption per unit of GDP) in the world, but energy intensity actually
increased significantly from 1991 to 1999.4 (Although the validity of this calcu-
lation has been challenged by those arguing that GDP produced in the hidden
economy needs to be included in the equation, the existence itself of high levels
of energy intensity has not been challenged.5) Even after decreases in the early
2000s, by 2004 Ukraine retained high levels of energy intensity (see Table 5.1)
and remained the most inefficient energy user in Europe, including Russia.6

Despite having a population of only 48 million, by the early 2000s Ukraine was
the seventh largest gas consumer in the world, with a yearly consumption of
75–78 bcm per year.7

Throughout the mid-1990s and early 2000s, the Ukrainian government
launched a number of energy efficiency initiatives.8 While limited-scale pro-
jects produced positive results (e.g. programs aimed at increasing energy
efficiency in public buildings), the magnitude of the obstacles on the way to
improving energy efficiency on a larger scale should not be underestimated.
By 2005, more than half of the households did not have gas meters, and were
charged for gas on the basis of flat-rate calculations, discouraging gas
conservation.9

Many of Ukraine ś power stations are old and use outdated technology difficult
to modify without significant investments. While this makes potential energy
savings significant, it also makes system-wide changes especially expensive.

Moreover, many of the energy efficiency measures implemented at the local and
regional level were largely canceled by some of the more general trends taking
place in the country since 1991, in particular budget problems, often contradictory
legislation, the continued influence of large, energy-intensive industries, and the
general problems of abuse of influence and corruption.10 Because Ukraine did not
introduce market prices for energy in the first years after independence, neither
were individual consumers pushed to reduce consumption, nor the country as a
whole to abandon an energy-intensive production mix in favor of a more efficient
one.11 In fact, before they were raised by the Yushchenko government in 2006,
Ukrainian residential gas and electricity prices were some of the lowest in the
former USSR, at $35.2 per 1,000 cm, lower than in energy-rich Russia ($44.3) or
highly Russian-subsidized Belarus ($52.8);12 they had remained unchanged since
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1998, and, in fact, had declined in real terms.13 Low residential prices isolated
Ukrainian consumers from the worst effects of energy dependency on Russia and
made diversification policies, more expensive in the short term, hard to sell polit-
ically; in other words, by keeping residential energy prices low, the government
basically deprived the proponents of diversification of political support among the
population, and made the continuation of energy dependency on Russia seem
palatable to broad sectors of the population. But there is no such thing as a free
lunch—the higher costs for gas were paid indirectly by the population, in the form
of inflation and higher foreign indebtedness. The share of energy in the cost struc-
ture of Ukrainian goods was 25 percent in the late 1990s, 8.3 times higher than in
France and four times higher than in the US.14 This inefficient production contin-
ued to be subsidized, with a doubly negative effect: the incentive for increasing
efficiency was lost, and the state budget had to carry the costs of such subsidiza-
tion. At the same time, the relative success of energy-intensive metallurgical
exports to Western Europe, the US, and the Far East15 to a certain extent “paid” for
“part of the higher energy consumption resulting from the biased industrial struc-
ture,”16 thus contributing to keeping Ukraine tied to an energy-intensive industrial
model. Because those most energy-intensive industries (energy, metallurgy, and to
a certain extent petrochemical industries) “declined less than industry as a
whole,”17 their impact on overall energy intensity increased. This seems to explain
the difference between energy intensity development patterns in Ukraine, Russia,
and, in particular, the Central European early reformers, where decreases in energy
intensity were observable since 1991 (see Figure 5.1).

68 Rents of dependency and the Russian factor

Figure 5.1 Ukraine’s GDP energy intensity trends in international comparison,
1989–1997 (1989 � 100).

Source: HELIO International Sustainable Energy Watch Report for Ukraine, available at 
www.helio-international.org, citing data from the German Advisory Group in Ukraine.
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Energy mix diversification

Energy imports can also be reduced through energy mix diversification,
that is, by switching to fuels more commonly available domestically. As of 2004,
47 percent of Ukraine’s Total Primary Energy Supply (including electricity genera-
tion) was covered by gas, one of the highest levels in the world; the share of gas in
Ukraine’s total energy supply has increased by over 10 percent since the early 1990s,
making the country increasingly gas-dependent on Russia.18 (At the same time, oil
consumption has decreased dramatically since 1991, from 813 thousand barrels per
day, to 370 in 2004.)

Gas was followed by coal (23.6 percent), oil (12.7 percent), and nuclear energy
(16.2 percent).19 Of these, only coal and nuclear energy have been real alterna-
tives to imported gas, but political, economic, and environmental issues have
stood in the way of either becoming a long-term substitute. In the case of coal,
the poor quality of the local coal sorts, low labor productivity, the manipulation
of prices by BAGs,20 and the de facto bankruptcy situation of most mines (which
makes them dependent on heavy state subsidies) have been major factors pre-
venting coal from becoming a real alternative.21 Moreover, the political decision
to keep coal mines active despite their low rentability was not accompanied by
any clear strategy to convert electricity generating plans to coal from gas, dimin-
ishing the chance that domestically produced coal could be used to partially
replace the import of oil and gas from Russia.22

Diversification through the increased use of nuclear energy was also problematic.
Although the last reactor in the Chornobyl complex was shut-down in 2000, in
defiance of tacit Chornobyl-related agreements with the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, Ukraine put into operation two new nuclear
power units in 2004.23 However, nuclear energy is not a reliable diversification
solution for Ukraine given the significant domestic (opposition from environmen-
tal groups) and foreign (tensions with the EU and international financial organiza-
tions) political dangers involved, as well as the fact that nuclear fuel needed for the
type of reactors in use in Ukraine needs to be imported from Russia, thus mini-
mizing the geographical diversification effect of an increased use of nuclear
power.24 In terms of renewable resources, both the 1996 National Power Energy
Program and the 2001 Alternative Energy Resources bill aimed to develop alter-
native and renewable sources of energy (such as hydroelectric, solar, and wind
power), but these still represent a small amount (0.9 percent in 2005) of TPES.25

Increased domestic production

Ukraine’s energy production and distribution26 system is sorely outdated, leading
to significant energy losses and limiting the growth of domestic production.
Ukraine’s gas pipeline system is outdated and in a poor state; this contributed to
the fall in gas and oil production since 1990 (see Table 5.4).27 Corruption and
complex, investor-unfriendly rules also hindered the entrance of foreign investors
(especially Western ones) into oil production areas in Ukraine, which could have
helped Ukraine increase domestic production (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3).28 Despite
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Table 5.2 Ukrainian gas consumption and production, 1990–2005, in trillion cubic feet
(1990–2005)

Year Consumption Production

1990 N/A 0.99
1991 N/A 0.83
1992 3.50 0.74
1993 3.87 0.68
1994 3.33 0.64
1995 2.97 0.62
1996 2.94 0.64
1997 2.83 0.64
1998 2.61 0.64
1999 2.76 0.63
2000 2.78 0.64
2001 2.62 0.64
2002 2.78 0.65
2003 3.02 0.69
2004 3.05 0.68
2005 (est.) 3.20 0.68

Sources: Gas production: US Energy Information Administration, available at www.eia.doe.gov/
pub/international/iealf/ table13.xls (Total gas consumption; table posted May 31, 2006) and (for 2005)
estimated from IEA, International Energy Agency, Ukraine Energy Policy Review 2006, p. 173. Gas
consumption: www.eia.doe.gov/pub/international/iealf/ table24.xls (gas production; table posted
May 31, 2006); Borys Kostiukovś kyi, “Enerhetychna kryza v Ukraini,” Enerhetychna Polityka
Ukrainy 2000 No. 4, April 2000, pp. 46–50 (for 1990 and 1991 data); and (for 2005) estimated from
US Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Country Analyses Briefs, Ukraine,
available at www. eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Ukraine/Full.html (accessed June 15, 2006).

the recent discovery of several gas fields, official Ukrainian sources estimate that
oil and gas condensate reserves will be exhausted between 2025 and 2030, and
natural gas reserves by 2032.29

External diversification

Geographic diversification: the declarative level

It was in the area of geographical diversification that the biggest contradictions
could be observed between official declarations and practice during the Kuchma
period. At the level of declarations, great attention was paid to diversification.30

(It should be kept in mind, however, that, as discussed in Chapter 4, there was no
real consensus in the Ukrainian political and economic elite about the need for
diversification as a goal in itself or on whether to give primacy to a Ukraine-centered
view of energy security. Actually, if there was a de facto—not just declarative—
elite consensus, it was rather in the direction of a common energy balance with
Russia.)



Already in 1996 a “Concept for the Diversification of Gas and Oil Supplies”
(Kontseptsiia dyversyfikatsii dzherel postavok hazu ta nafty v Ukrainu) was
adopted by the Ukrainian government. It included proposals for increased energy
diversification through imports from Turkmenistan, Iran, Uzbekistan, and the
Near and Middle East. The “Concept” also supported the building of a pipeline
which could transit Caspian oil to Ukraine (the Odesa-Brody pipeline). The 1997
National Security Doctrine adopted by the Rada also emphasized the problems
created by Ukraine’s dependence on Russian oil and gas.31

A second wave of diversification proposals came in 2000 during the government
of PM Yushchenko. A 2000 update of the 1996 “Concept” (the document had to
be “corrected” in 2000 because the goals assigned in 1996 had not been reached
by 2000) called the import of more than 30 percent of gas from a single source
“economically unsafe” for the state,32 implying that supplies from a single source
should be limited to less than 30 percent of total supplies. It was also during this
time that Ukraine adopted the “State Concept (Kontseptsiia) for the Development
of Ukraine’s Oil Pipeline Transport System,” in line with the TRASECA (Euro-Asian
Oil Transit Corridor) program sponsored by the EU stressing the importance of
supplies from the Caspian area. Yushchenko and Vice PM Tymoshenko also
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Table 5.3 Ukrainian oil consumption and production, 1990–2005, in thousand barrels
per day (TB/d)

Consumption Production

1990 N/A 110.0
1991 N/A 98.0
1992 812.7 80.7
1993 569.6 79.2
1994 495.3 81.9
1995 484.4 82.0
1996 393.0 81.0
1997 372.5 86.2
1998 365.9 83.7
1999 288.5 100.9
2000 260.1 91.2
2001 304.5 90.2
2002 308.0 85.9
2003 338.5 85.9
2004 370.0 85.1
2005 (est.) 370.0 85.1

Source: US Energy Information Administration, available at www.eia.doe.gov/pub/international/
iealf/table12.xls (Total oil consumption; Table posted June 5, 2006); www.eia.doe.gov/ pub/interna-
tional/iealf/tableg2.xls (Oil Production; Table updated June 19, 2006) and (for 2005) estimated from
US Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Country Analyses Briefs, Ukraine,
available at www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Ukraine/ Full.html (accessed June 15, 2006) and Borys
Kostiukovs´kyi, “Enerhetychna kryza v Ukraini,” Enerhetychna Polityka Ukrainy 2000 No. 4 (April
2000), pp. 46–50 (for 1990 and 1991 data).



supported the idea of building a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan to Western
Europe via Ukraine bypassing Russia.

In addition, a number of diversification initiatives were announced by President
Kuchma each time there would be a gas or oil supply crisis with Russia, for exam-
ple during the oil blockade of early 2000 and the oil supply crises of May–June
2004.

Diversification: the de facto level

Despite support for diversification at the declarative level, the de facto diversification
policies followed by the Kuchma regime were often haphazard and contradictory.

GEOGRAPHIC DIVERSIFICATION: TURKMENISTAN

Although Ukraine has been receiving gas from Turkmenistan since before
independence and in 2004 gas imports from Turkmenistan amounted to 42 percent
of Ukraine’s gas imports,33 they never were managed in such a way as to create a
real guarantee of decreasing energy dependency on Russia. These imports lacked
long-term guarantees, were often affected by Turkmenistan’s other relationships
(both with Russia and with Russian-controlled intermediary companies such as
ITERA), and remained subject to Russian influence, as they had to be transported
through Russian pipelines. Moreover, the long-term continuation of these deliv-
eries seemed to come under question in April 2003 as Turkmenistan signed a
long-term gas delivery contract with Russia which, from 2007 on, would sell to
Gazprom almost the entire Turkmenistan gas production, putting these capacities
under Gazprom’s control and leaving little free capacity for exports to Ukraine.34

As will be discussed in Chapter 8, imports from Turkmenistan did not become a
more reliable source of real diversification after 2005.

Even before the problem of Turkmenistan committing the near totality of its
gas production to Russia appeared, however, other problems clouded the
Turkmen-Ukrainian energy relationship, first and foremost frequent payment
arrears and complications created by the large role of barter in these relations
which, on the one hand, allowed Ukrainian traders to make large profits, but which,
on the other hand, led to significant lack of transparency in pricing, delays in the
supply of the agreed commodities, and frequent irritation on the Turkmenistan
side.35 During her time as Vice PM, Tymoshenko tried to put Ukrainian-Turkmen
gas relations on a firmer footing by eliminating barter transactions in the area.
However, President Kuchma often vetoed her initiatives. For example, when
Tymoshenko traveled to Turkmenistan in July 2000 seeking to restart the gas
import contracts with Turkmenistan (which had been frozen by the Turkmenistani
side), President Kuchma did not seem to support her initiative, referring to the
delegation, despite the importance of the mission, as a “so-called government
delegation.”36 Also in 2000, when Tymoshenko was about to reach an agreement
with Turkmenistan establishing that gas purchases would be paid in monetary
form only, President Kuchma intervened to make sure the final agreement
included provisions on a 50 percent payment in bartered goods and services.37
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GEOGRAPHIC DIVERSIFICATION: ODESA-BRODY

Ukraine’s track record in energy diversification during the Kuchma regime is
well-exemplified by the case of the Odesa-Brody pipeline. The pipeline started to
be discussed in the early to mid-1990s as a way of fostering Ukraine’s energy sup-
ply diversification and helping put the country on the map as a transit corridor for
Caspian oil to Europe. Delayed by a variety of problems, when the project was
completed in 2002, it turned out—or so at least was the official version offered
by the government—that no sellers of Caspian oil were available to supply oil to
the pipeline at an economically viable price, and no buyers (refineries in Central and
Western Europe) were ready to sign import contracts committing themselves to buy
the oil to be supplied through the pipeline. By July 2004 the Ukrainian government
had agreed to a Russian proposal for the reversal of the pipeline, that is, to transit
Russian oil from Brody in the North to Odesa in the South (to be shipped further
West by tanker), that is, in the opposite direction from the one originally intended.
We return to this case in Chapter 6, but for now it suffices to highlight that the
pipeline, from its original conception as a pro-diversification measure, to its
eventual use in an anti-diversification direction, clearly exemplifies the distance
between theory and practice in Ukrainian diversification policy. This problem was
compounded by the fact that, despite the policy initiatives unveiled in 1998, 2001,
and 2004 at the time of each major oil supply crisis,38 by 2006 Ukraine had not taken
steps to develop a 90-day reserve of oil and oil products to help stabilize the market
and act as a buffer in case of interruptions in the supply of Russian oil; by 2006
Ukraine’s oil storage amounted to only a minimal portion of its yearly needs.

CONTRACTUAL DIVERSIFICATION

In contrast with geographical diversification, contractual diversification is first
and foremost about developing a variety of contractual relationships both in terms
of companies and type of contracts (short-term, long-term, and so on), even when
the energy originates from a single country. In this area, Ukraine’s track record
during the Kuchma regime was rather negative. If there were some aspects of
contractual diversification that fell beyond the control of the Ukrainian side (the
fact that no alternative Russian gas exporter to Gazprom was available, for example),
in other areas the Ukrainian side consciously entered into unfavorable contracts
with various Russian companies, contracts that took away income, diversification
options, and decision-making power from the Ukrainian side. These contracts,
which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7 were most often with offshore
companies of dubious provenance and involved the transfer of highly profitable
areas of activity to them at the expense of state income and state decision-making
power,39 for example, in the case of contracts with the offshore company Collide
for the management of the Odesa (Pivdennyi) oil terminal.40

ORGANIZATION OF ENERGY TRADE WITH MAIN CURRENT SUPPLIER(S)

In the area of contractual organization of energy trade with Russia, the track
record is one of non-transparent organization of the sector, and the use—at least
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until 2001—of ways of organizing payments and financing (such as barter deals,
unclear credits and accounting, and so on) which actually permitted the gains from
this trade to accrue to politically well-connected groups, while the losses were
shifted to the state. This has been the case, for example, when the state has assumed
the debts of energy traders, or when it absorbs losses related to energy waste.

WAYS OF GOING ABOUT MORE GENERAL ENERGY ISSUES, IN 

ASPECTS RELATED TO AND HAVING IMPLICATIONS FOR 

ENERGY DEPENDENCY ISSUES41

In this area, the track record of the Kuchma period is one characterized by the
lack of institutionalization in the energy policy-making sphere, and dubious
allocation of domestic gas and electricity distribution licenses which in turn
created plenty of opportunities for the exchange of distribution rights for political
favors. We discuss these issues in detail in Chapter 7.

The medium-term results of these factors in terms of Ukraine’s energy
dependency and diversification are discussed below.

Outcomes

Ukraine’s total energy dependency is one of the highest in the Central-East European
(CEE) region (see Table 5.4). What in this table appears as a declining trend in Ukraine’s
energy dependency must also be seen in the context of the sharp fall in the country’s
economic activity and GDP in the first decade after independence (between 1991 and
1999, Ukraine’s GDP fell by almost 60 percent).42 In the case of the Central European
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Table 5.4 Ukraine’s total energy import dependency in comparative perspective, selected
years 1990–2004 (in percentages)

1990 1995 2000 2001 2003 2004

Ukraine 47.4 49.9 43.7 41.00 43.01 43.01
Belarus N/A 87.0 86.1 85.40 85.78 87.26
Moldova N/A 99.0 97.9 98.00 98.78 97.33
Estonia 41.8 N/A 37.3 36.10 29.73 32.49
Latvia N/A N/A N/A 59.30 61.18 66.52
Lithuania N/A N/A N/A 46.88 44.23 46.06
Hungary 49.8 N/A 56.0 54.40 62.07 60.73
Czech Republic 11.9 N/A 23.3 25.77 25.09 25.71
Poland 2.0 N/A 10.7 10.50 14.63 14.75
Slovakia 77.0 N/A 66.1 61.60 64.79 67.07

Source: Calculated from European Commission (EC) “Energy in Europe—2000 Annual Energy
Review.” Special Issue of Energy in Europe (Brussels, 2001), International Energy Agency, Key
World Energy Indicators, 2000, 2001, and 2003, available at www.iea.org/statist/key2003.pdf (last
accessed on December 10, 2006) and International Energy Agency, Key World Energy Statistics 2005,
available at www.iea.org/dbtw-wpd/Textbase/nppdf/free/2005/key2005.pdf (last accessed on August
31, 2007) and International Energy Agency, Key World Energy Statistics 2006, available at
www.iea.org/textbase/nppdf/free/2006/key2006.pdf (accessed January 15, 2007). Energy dependency
is defined as Net Imports/Total Domestic Consumption or Total Primary Energy Supply.



states,43 in contrast, both the GDP decline and its recovery took place earlier than in
Ukraine, leading to increased energy consumption and dependency as well. Ukraine’s
GDP started to grow again in 2000–2001 (see Tables 5.2 and 5.6). With a return to pre-
crisis levels of economic activity, energy consumption increased, but at a more moderate
tempo than economic growth, leading to slightly decreased energy intensity.

At the same time, the percentage of energy dependency, in and of itself, may not
be enough to provide a full picture. Looking at gas and oil vulnerability—net imports
of gas or oil (measured in oil equivalent) per unit of GDP—may provide an important
additional perspective. From this perspective, Ukraine’s situation emerges as espe-
cially worrisome: if not as energy dependent as some other states in the region, its
high energy intensity (amount of energy needed to produce a certain amount of GDP)
makes it one of the most energy-vulnerable countries in Europe. Thus, for example,
while Germany imports around 78 percent of the gas it consumes, a similar ratio as
Ukraine’s, its gas vulnerability index is only 0.06, as compared to Ukraines’ 0.35.44

The situation looks clearer from the viewpoint of Ukraine’s total energy
consumption and imports, comparing the change in energy dependency with
changes in energy consumption. So, we can see that throughout the 1990s energy
dependency fell only slightly or remained constant, while energy consumption
fell significantly (see Tables 5.5 and 5.6). This is the result of declining domestic
production and inefficient energy use, among other factors. According to a study
by the Ukrainian Centre for Economic and Political Studies, should current trends
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Table 5.5 Ukraine’s total energy imports and total energy consumption (TPES) in million
tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe), 1990–2004

Year Total net imports Total primary 
of energy energy supply

1990 119.79 252.63
1991 132.52 250.57
1992 107.77 219.90
1993 89.50 193.66
1994 75.25 165.13
1995 82.50 165.53
1997 N/A 141.00a

1999 59.86 140.21
2000 57.69 139.21
2001 58.15 141.58
2003 57.02 132.56
2004 64.30 140.33

Sources: IEA, Energy Balances of Non-OECD Countries 2000–2001 (2003 Edition) and IEA, Energy
Policies of Ukraine. 1996 Survey (Paris: 1996), and (for 2002–2003) www.eia.doe.gov/ pub/interna-
tional/iealf/tablee1.xls (last accessed on August 31, 2007) and (for 2004). International Energy Agency,
Key World Energy Statistics 2006, available at www.iea.org/textbase/nppdf/free/2006/key2006.pdf
(accessed January 15, 2007). For a table of Ukraine’s TPES from 1991 to 2003 in Quadrillion BTU’s, see
www.eia.doe.gov/pub/international/iealf/tablee1.xls.

Note 
a IEA, Ukraine Energy Policy Review 2006, p. 76.



continue, Ukraine’s total energy import dependency could rise to 65–70 percent
by 2020.45

Direction of the management of the energy 
dependency relationship

What does the track record in each of these areas tell us about the direction of the
management of energy dependency under Kuchma? As discussed earlier, energy
dependency relationships can be managed in a variety of ways having to do with
the following issues: (a) transparency of management, running the spectrum from
transparent to non-transparent; (b) whether it predominantly reflects the interests
of particular interests, or national interests as a whole, running the spectrum from
particular to non-particular, and; (c) whether it is managed in ways that foster the
continuation of the energy dependency relationship or, conversely, foster growing
energy independence and diversification.

In terms of the spectrum from transparent to non-transparent, the management
of Ukraine’s energy relationships during the Kuchma period was characterized by
very low levels of transparency. In terms of reflecting the interests of particular
interests or national interests, particular interests clearly had the upper hand, with
the added twist that the particular groups whose interests came to be reflected in
policy changed regularly as a result of President Kuchma’s “balancing” strategy.
In terms of the spectrum between fostering the continuation of the energy depen-
dency relationship and proactively fostering growing energy independence and
diversification, during the Kuchma period the contractual aspects of energy diver-
sification were managed in such a way as to weaken diversification—control over
important areas of energy policy was actually given to economic actors with a
clear interest in the maintenance of Ukraine’s energy dependency status quo.
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Table 5.6 Changes in Ukraine’s energy import dependency as compared to
decreases in energy consumption

1990–1995 1990–2003

Decrease/Increase �34.48 �52.4
in energy
consumption
(TPES) (in %)

Decrease/Increase �5.27 �9.28
in energy import
dependency 
(in % of earlier level)

Source: Calculated on the basis of International Energy Agency, Key World Energy
Indicators, 2000, 2001, and 2003, IEA, Key World Energy Statistics, 2005, IEA,
Energy Balances of Non-OECD Countries 2000–2001 (2003 Edition) and IEA, Energy
Policies of Ukraine. 1996 Survey (Paris: 1996).



Conclusion

Domestic and international consequences

Ukraine’s energy dependency and vulnerability had a variety of domestic
consequences—the state was robbed of valuable resources it could have used in
other areas, and became further weakened, which, in a vicious circle, made it less
able to get a grip on the energy system and its problems. Energy problems and the
lack of proactive approaches to these also created dissatisfaction in the popula-
tion and increased political apathy, further weakening Ukraine’s still unstable
democracy.46

The international implications are no less important. Ukraine’s blatant energy
dependency on Russia, together with the government’s inability to take a strong
policy stance on energy issues, made the country especially vulnerable to price
fluctuations in Russia47 and further complicated both countries’ already difficult
relationship. Energy remains both a bottleneck in the country’s economic
development and Ukraine’s Achilles’ Heel in its relationship with Russia, a
relationship which, in a reflection of Ukraine’s own foreign policy wavering
between Russia and the West, remains a highly ambiguous one at the political,
military, and economic levels. In the context of Ukraine’s strained relationships
with other foreign partners during the Kuchma period, such dependency led to
increased pressure for closer economic and political integration with Russia, and
increased Ukraine’s weakness and vulnerability in negotiations with its most
important partner.
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Introduction: intervening institutions
and the management of energy dependency 
in Kuchma’s Ukraine

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, there were significant differences between
Ukraine’s declared energy diversification goals and actual pro-diversification
policies. The main argument of this chapter is that it was to a great extent the
nature of domestic institutions which transformed declared diversification goals
into non-diversification policies and results. In Chapter 3 we discussed Ukraine’s
political system under Kuchma and how it affected policy-making in general.
This chapter discusses how broader domestic institutions—both formal and
informal—affected Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency between
1995 and 2004.

In the case of Ukraine under Kuchma, domestic institutions affected the
management of energy dependency through (a) the system of energy market
organization and its level of transparency; (b) the general system of interest
articulation; (c) the de facto system of energy policy-making, including the sys-
tem of presidential powers; (d) the de facto system of access to and use of rents
of dependency. These institutions came—black-box like—between the declarative
and real levels in Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency, especially in
terms of diversification initiatives. In Chapter 7 we will deal specifically with the
system of access to rents of energy dependency; this chapter considers the
first three institutional factors.

System of market organization: transparent 
or non-transparent

The level of transparency in Ukrainian markets had important effects on
Ukraine’s way of managing its energy dependency. By transparency, we mean not
only transparency in the sense of public access to information about the
functioning of various companies, but also the existence of the regulatory and
institutional means of securing and guaranteeing that openness, for example,
through clear property rights legislation and corporate governance rules.

6 Domestic institutions and
Ukraine’s responses to 
energy dependency



Clear and strong property rights, in turn, play a role in moderating competing
interests, as they help regulate the relationship between various economic actors
and prevent the over-appropriation of rent resources (“overfishing”). At the same
time, in a situation of weak property rights, an actual “arbiter”1 (such as, many
would argue, President Kuchma between 1995 and 2004) can compensate for the
missing institutional framework, using his power to coordinate (or “balance,” as
in the case of Kuchma’s Ukraine) interests and prevent the over-appropriation of
rents.2 As seen in Table 6.1 below, property rights in Ukraine remained weak
throughout the Kuchma period.

In terms of corporate governance, throughout 1995–2004, general levels
of corporate governance in Ukraine remained below par due to low disclosure
levels of financial and ownership structure information, lack of clearly codified
and implementable guarantees of minority shareholders’ rights, manipulations
with dividend payments, and the widespread occurrence of asset dilution and
asset stripping.3 In addition, the generally low levels of freedom of the press,
control of the press by the main Business-Administrative Groups (BAGs), and
intimidation of independent journalists made it virtually impossible for the real extent
of corruption in the energy sector to be discussed openly in the wide-circulation
media (see Table 6.2).

In the Heritage Foundation/Wall Street Journal Index of Economic Freedom
and Index of Corruption by Transparency International, Kuchma-period Ukraine
received consistently low grades, but with some improvement starting at the time
of Viktor Yushchenko’s tenure as prime minister in December 1999; the compar-
isons with Slovakia and Poland further highlight the Ukrainian results. Although
we lack specific rankings for the energy sector, a variety of Ukrainian and
Western sources have referred to it as the most corrupt, criminalized and non-
transparent part of the Ukrainian economy.4

These low levels of transparency were related to the nature of the political sys-
tem under Kuchma, as well as to some factors specifically associated with the
transition period, such as the demise of the old and need to build new political and
economic institutions. In Ukraine, as in much of the former USSR, chronic pay-
ments arrears and the resulting increase in barter and other non-cash means of
trade in the early and mid-1990s also contributed to the growth of the shadow
economy, as barter deals are harder to control and tax than money transactions.

The fact that real policy-making during the Kuchma period often took place not
through elected representative institutions, but through informal networks
evocative of patron-client relationships5 contributed to decreased transparency in
policy-making. This lack of transparency, in turn, played a crucial role in the de
facto system of energy policy-making under Kuchma. On the one hand, lack of
transparency (and the related system of widespread and selectively prosecuted
corruption) was part of the “balancing” system in the sense that it was always
advantageous for the president to have available some kind of evidence of
corruption and tax evasion he could use to pressure a company into providing
contributions for electoral and coalition-maintenance purposes. The existence of
such evidence and the possibility of using it for blackmail was also part of the
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“system” of haphazard responses to recurring oil and oil products supply crises,
as it allowed the president to pressure individual companies into providing fuel to
the agricultural sector at times of energy crises. In this way, the state would
receive free or low price supplies in exchange for closing its eyes to financial
irregularities. This actually put non-corrupt companies at a disadvantage, as they
also had to “pay the price” of lack of transparency (government manipulation of
oil companies), without being able to profit from it.6

Effects of lack of transparency on the management 
of energy dependency

Transparency levels affect both the external and domestic aspects of the
management of energy dependency. On the external side of the question, low
levels of transparency helped keep Western investors away, making Ukraine more
open to Russian economic penetration and influence. Low levels of transparency
also gave an advantage to Russian companies working in the Ukrainian market—
actors benefiting from lack of transparency will tend to cooperate with each other,
and will be more willing to work with countries where similarly low levels of
transparency are generally accepted than with partners where a higher
level of transparency can be expected.7 Low transparency levels in Ukraine also
provided Russian companies with an important comparative advantage, as it is
mainly Russian companies which possess the post-Soviet gray-market “exper-
tise” and contacts required to work profitably (if not necessarily wholly legally)
in these markets.8 Thus, the lack of transparency—together with complex rules
hindering the entrance of foreign investors, especially Western ones—fostered
links with Russia as opposed to Western partners, likely pushing the country
toward the continuation of energy dependency, not challenging it.9

The effects of low transparency on the domestic front reinforced those it had
on the external front. Domestically, less transparent systems offer fertile ground
for corruption and for the appropriation of significant rents of dependency, the
availability of which has been a major factor in making continued energy depen-
dency on Russia attractive to major economic actors in Ukraine. As will be
discussed in Chapter 7, lack of transparency in the Ukrainian energy markets not
only created opportunities for corruption and abuse of power, but actually invited
corruption by creating opportunities for quick enrichment through energy deals
and bribe-taking. Perhaps the best example is provided by former Prime Minister
(1996–1997) Pavlo Lazarenko, but corruption at all levels continued well beyond
him.10 Having a vested interest in delaying reform, corrupt officials, and BAGs
associated with them sought to delay reform in the energy sector, making the
country less resilient to Russian pressure.

The confluence of non-transparencies between Ukrainian and Russian energy
markets and actors provided an opening for the Russian government to take
advantage of Ukraine’s energy dependency for the pursuit of its own foreign
policy goals. Indeed, the Russian leadership, especially under Putin, has preferred
to deal with less transparent Russian companies on which power and influence
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may be easier to exert, and which may be more pliable as instruments of state
policy in the former USSR. (The fact that it was exactly Yukos, widely considered
to be the most transparent Russian energy company, that was targeted for destruction
by the Kremlin is symptomatic of these changes.11) Similarly, it was in Russia’s
advantage to foster corruption in the Ukrainian energy sector, as it clearly
weakened Ukraine’s resolve to deal with its energy dependency.12

Lack of transparency also affected direct instances of Russian-Ukrainian
energy interactions, as was seen in the case of the gas consortium agreement
signed in October 2001 between Russia and Ukraine. From the very beginning,
Energy Minister Haiduk kept details of the agreement secret,13 and silence and
misinformation dominated the progress of further negotiations, especially
concerning the gradual easing away of the German side of the consortium and the
fact that it seems to have been kept in the dark about the course of events.14,15 This
continued lack of transparency reduces the chances that the gas consortium could
become the basis of a stable, sustainable, and non-Russian-controlled gas transit
system in Ukraine in the near future.16

The system of interest articulation

Energy is an area that mobilizes powerful domestic and foreign interest groups. This
is so because of the prospects for large profits that are associated with energy trade
worldwide, and—despite its energy scarcity—notably so in the case of Ukraine, as
will be discussed in the next chapter. While it is true that scarce and in-high-demand
commodities will always mobilize interest groups, the specific characteristics of the
de facto system of interest representation in each case will play a large role in deter-
mining how competition between interest groups will take place, and how and to
what extent these interest groups will affect state energy policy.

In Chapter 3, we introduced the system of presidential balancing between
BAGs. In this section, we look further into this question within the context of the
larger institutional and interest representation system in Ukraine. The informal
“balancing” of BAGs that characterized the system under Kuchma steered
interest articulation away from elected institutions and other institutionalized
means and into more informal kinds of relationships. So instead of an institu-
tionalized system of interest representation and competition between interest
groups, what we see is a situation where “competition does not occur in the open
economic or political market, but at the ( . . . ) ‘market’ of personal or family rela-
tions ( . . . ).”17

Absent institutions and preference-setting

Energy policy-making took place in the context of relatively strong informal
interest groups and BAGs but weak formal business associations (such as
the USPP, the Ukrainian Association of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs). Indeed,
the prevalence of more informal relationships also had to do with the lack of
strong, well-institutionalized and transparent mechanisms of interest articulation.
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As noted by Puglisi and Kubicek, although formal business associations did exist,
they failed to play an important role in interest representation under Kuchma due
to their weakness and lack of unity,18 as well as to the fact that many of them
(such as the USPP) “were not fully independent, as many of the enterprises in it
received subsidies.”19 With few strong institutions or clear rules of the game
moderating their behavior, BAGs continued to have a very strong impact on
policy-making, with the executive’s balancing role partially replacing these
absent institutions and rules of the game.

This raises the question of absent institutions and the development of policy
preferences by interest groups. If part of the standard Western definition of
“interest groups” is that they “do not in themselves seek to occupy the position of
authority”20 but rather seek to influence power, in the case of many post-Soviet
states, including Ukraine, the absence of working mediating institutions21 means
that economic groups will indeed see it in their interest to pursue power itself in
order to attain certain policy goals. In this case, the absence of working mediating
institutions affected actors’ preferences—they reacted by preferring to have
power because “just influencing power” was simply not a viable option. In turn,
the absence of a clear policy consensus and policy line (discussed later) further
promoted this trend by making it easier for well-connected actors to “take over”
policy in many areas, to the detriment of general interests.

In the specific case of Ukraine, the de facto system of interest representation
affected the management of energy dependence in three major ways. First, the
lack of institutionalized means of interest representation affected not only the
strategies followed by various interest groups, but also the constraints and
possibilities open to the president himself. In other words, the lack of well-
institutionalized interest representation mechanisms meant increased freedom for
the executive to engage in back-room dealings with various political and
economic groupings and thus facilitated his use of energy policy for non-energy
policy purposes—that is, for the balancing of various interests.22 So we see a
chain of mutual reinforcement between the “balancing” system, the weakness of
formal interest representation institutions, and the further strengthening of the
“balancing” system. Second, the system led to a situation where the power of
BAGs was so large and unconstrained that they were often capable of formally
capturing state institutions in charge of energy policy, including energy compa-
nies. Third, the fact that interest intermediation largely took place away from the
public eye and in the less transparent realm of presidential politics meant that
there was much less possibility for societal control of these policies. These gen-
eral features of the system of interest representation in turn affected the de facto
system of energy policy-making. We discuss this system next.

The system of energy policy-making

Ukraine’s de facto political system affected the country’s ability to pursue clear
and consequent energy policies through two elements. First, through the constant
“balancing” needed to keep the system in place from the president’s perspective,
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which got in the way of the development of clear and consequent national
policies. In Kuchma’s system, “balancing” the various BAGs and their demands
was often more important than democratic control and institutionalized means of
policy-making. Such a system of power affects the possibility of developing and
pursuing clear policies (including energy policies) because the central policy-
making criterion was often not the value of various policy options per se, but “how
does this policy affect the ‘balance’ between the various Business-Administrative
Groups?” Second, through the largely institutionally unconstrained (only
“balance”-constrained) power of BAGs, which meant that actual policy was often
chiefly a reflection of the policy preferences of whatever group happened to have
the upper hand at a particular time.23 Policy-making, thus, becomes “based not on
( . . . ) the institutionalized balancing of social, political and economic groups with
equivalent access to interest articulation possibilities, but on the ‘balancing’
between various financial-administrative groups,”24 with the spoils going to
various interest groups. Here lies one of the main reasons why Ukraine has been
unable to develop clear and consequent national policies.

Role of various actors in the policy-making system

Cabinet of Ministers and individual ministries

In the case of Ukraine the relative weight of various actors has been different than
one would expect in a more institutionalized system. While various ministries and
the Verkhovna Rada as institutional actors remained weak, a variety of unofficial
actors turned out to be much stronger: not only private companies (many of which
operated largely in the gray-market), but also state companies whose property
structure and chain of command remained unclear and which had been captured
by various economic groups or individuals.

The ministries’ weakness as institutional actors was aggravated by some of
President Kuchma’s policies taking away power from them, such as the creation of
National Shareholding Companies (NAKs) which would take over—with monop-
oly or near-monopoly powers—whole areas of activity from various ministries,
first and foremost the Ministry of Fuel and Energy. While the history of these
NAKs will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter, it is important to
highlight that this process significantly reduced the competencies of the Ministry
of Fuel and Energy, transferring them to institutional forms that were even less
transparent and even more prone to direct control by the president. The weakness
of the Cabinet of Ministers was not limited to energy policy, however, as there is
evidence that the government was sidelined from other important negotiations,
such as those on joining a Single Economic Space (SES) in 2002–2003.25

The Verkhovna Rada

In saying that real policy-making during the Kuchma period took place much more
through informal discussions and negotiations than through more institutionalized
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means, we are not denying the role of representative institutions such as the
Verkhovna Rada.26 Indeed, some of the legislation passed by the Rada has had
pivotal effects on energy policy, as was the case with the 1995 vote where, in reac-
tion to the first attempt to create a joint Russian-Ukrainian gas transit joint
venture (“Gaztranzit”), it voted to add the gas transit system to the list of strategic
objects barred from privatization, a decision which has limited the possibilities
for Russian participation in a Ukrainian gas transit consortium to our day.
Similarly, it was Rada opposition in 1998 that prevented NAK Naftohaz Ukraini
(NAK NU) from incorporating oil refineries into its holdings, which would have
given the company an even higher degree of control over financial resources than
the high one it actually received.27 Similarly, the Law on Oil and Gas passed by
the Rada in July 2001, after serious confrontation with the president, limited private
ownership of pipelines to new ones built on the money of these private parties.28

It was exactly because of this law that the Ukrainian-Russian gas consortium
created in 2001 could not legally acquire control of Ukraine’s entire gas transit
system, as it had originally hoped, and had to limit itself to ownership of a small
pipeline built entirely by the consortium.29 Yushchenko’s dismissal as PM in April
2001, with all its implications, came at the initiative of the Rada (more
specifically, a Rada coalition of communists and oligarchs).

At the same time, the role of the Rada in energy policy-making was limited by
two circumstances: First, by the fact that, as discussed in Chapter 3, due to the
nature of the Ukrainian party and political system, the Rada’s capacity for real
policy-making was limited; instead, the Rada was to a large extent a battleground
for the confrontation between various BAGs, around which the main parties were
formed. Second, the fact that, due to its internal dynamics, the Rada was much
more effective as a place where negative legislation (prohibiting certain things)
could be passed than as a place where positive, proactive legislation could be
approved. (Indeed, if we look at some of the main energy legislation passed by the
Rada, discussed earlier, it is indeed legislation prohibiting something and not so
much setting proactive policy initiatives.)

The president and the Presidential Administration

Although much interest representation and interest intermediation took place in
the relatively open-to-the media context of the Verkhovna Rada, the much less
transparent Presidential Administration remained the main focus of lobbying—
and possibly of de facto foreign policy-making as well—throughout the Kuchma
period. The Rada’s lack of strong policy-making capacity and expediency made it
comparatively less attractive as a place to promote one’s economic interests than
the Presidential Administration, which, due to its ability to deliver favors and
“provide immediate protection for individual interests,” remained more attractive
as a “focus of business lobbying.”30

The Presidential Administration started acquiring more muscle as well. It has
been reported that in 2001, “the presidential administration was expanded to
include a shadow cabinet that had the power to overrule government [Cabinet of
Ministers] decisions,”31 with a November 2003 presidential decree moving
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additional foreign policy authority from the Foreign Ministry to the Presidential
Administration.32 By the end of 2004, the administration had grown into an appa-
ratus of almost 2,000 civil servants.33 This allowed the president not only to
manipulate and sideline parliament, but also the government.34

The president’s formal and informal powers—discussed in Chapter 3—affected
the management of energy dependency, first, through the fact that they provided
him with sufficient power and leeway to use energy policy for non-energy
purposes. This further reduced policy predictability, and did little to attract
foreign confidence and investments. These same informal powers also allowed
Kuchma to engage in the kind of abuse of power that reduced his domestic legit-
imacy, increased his dependency on Russia and limited his ability to manage the
energy relationship in a proactive way, both in terms of his ability to foster a
strong national policy consensus on energy policy issues and in terms of being
able to forcefully negotiate and defend this policy consensus vis-á-vis Russia.35

The use of energy policy as an adjustment mechanism in Kuchma’s own
relationship with Moscow also affected energy policy, as seen in the case of
Kuchma’s management of the proposed Ukrainian-Russian-German gas transit
consortium unveiled in 2002. Kuchma’s acquiescence to a Russian proposal
including highly problematic points such as the counting of Ukrainian debt to
Gazprom as Gazprom’s capital contribution to the consortium, the easing out of its
German participant (Ruhrgas),36 and general lack of transparency in the consortium’s
proceedings37 may be explained by Kuchma’s urgent need for Russian support at the
time the project was unveiled, which made him more open to agreements and
compromises with Gazprom than if he were not so dependent on this support.38

Similarly, Kuchma’s personal political indebtedness to Moscow—combined with
his own economic interests—restrained him from fully pursuing some of the energy
diversification possibilities that were open to Ukraine during this period, for
example, a more active participation in a possible Baltic-Black Sea energy alliance,
the possible building of a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan to Ukraine lobbied by
Tymoshenko during her tenure as Vice PM, or participation in the building of a
1,680 km “Trans-Afghan Pipeline” to bring Turkmenistan gas to India.39

Kuchma’s domestic weakness meant he had little leeway to promote a separate
Ukrainian vision of the energy relationship with Russia. This made even worse a
situation already characterized by the lack of a clear, legitimate, and well-
supported national energy policy to oppose to Moscow’s ideas and pressure.
Paradoxically, it was exactly the lack of constraints on the president’s domestic
power that led to increased constraints on his ability to defend Ukraine’s energy
interests vis-á-vis Russia.

Effects on policy

Democratic control, attitudes to energy 
diversification, and consequent policies

A policy-making system in effect taken over by BAGs and presidential “balancing”
between them leaves little space for democratically controlled policy-making
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(if we understand democratically controlled policy-making as a situation where
there is a real debate on an issue, followed by a real closing of ranks behind the
chosen position). Ukrainian energy policies were only partially democratically
controlled, as real policy-making was concentrated in the presidential administra-
tion, the NAKs, and informal bargaining structures that remained outside the
realm of control by the electorate.40 In the day-to-day managing of the energy
sector, so-called manual steering by top policy-makers (in Lazarenkós period the
PM himself, later the Vice PM for energy to the extent that he or she possessed
real policy-making power at any given moment) prevailed.

The lack of a clearly institutionalized system, of a democratically controlled
policy-process, and of consequent long-term policies are clearly related. Energy
policies do not necessarily need to be democratic in order to be consequent, but
lack of democratic control hinders the development of clear, well-institutional-
ized, and consequent policies. Moreover, the lack of a democratically controlled
energy policy will matter for the management of energy dependency because only
a democratic and generally accepted energy policy can survive contestation in the
long-term and has the chance to be followed despite the short-term hardship involved
in its implementation, as has most often been the case with diversification policies
in the former Soviet area.41

The lack of a democratically controlled energy policy is an especially sig-
nificant problem for Ukraine given the lack of a basic consensus on how to
conceptualize the country’s energy security and, thus, on what should be the
goals of its energy policy. Path dependencies and identity issues are important for
understanding the lack of a domestic consensus on the need for energy
diversification. Many in Ukraine—especially in the first years after independence—
did not instinctively think in terms of a Ukrainian “national interest” separate
from Russian national interest but rather thought in terms of common interests
with Russia.42 Second, many did not see the point of an energy diversification
policy based solely on political and energy independence goals as a value in
itself, so they were ready to support diversification initiatives only if they were
also economically advantageous in the short term.43 At the same time, the fact
that some individuals and economic groups benefited from the continuation of
the energy dependency relationship with Russia helped solidify a non-
Ukraine-based concept of energy security. It is exactly this lack of an obvious
consensus that makes a democratically controlled policy-making system
especially important—given the difficulties involved in pursuing energy
diversification due to the strength of structural and mental legacies and the
power of interest groups, diversification policies only have a chance to succeed
if they are part of a generally accepted and well-legitimized energy policy. As
soon as there are any reasons to start contesting the validity of these policies,
their chance of being implemented in a consequent manner becomes much
smaller. In Chapter 8 we discuss whether these mental legacies and ways of
looking at Ukraine’s energy interests have changed after the Orange
Revolution.
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How the policy-making system affected the 
management of energy dependence: examples

How did the system of policy-making affect the management of the energy
dependency relationship with Russia? It did so mainly by facilitating the capture
of state institutions and through the rapid organizational and cadre turnover it
fostered. We provide some examples below.

Capture of state institutions

The first obvious way in which the de facto system of policy-making affected the
management of energy dependency was through the widespread capture of state
institutions by BAGs, facilitated by the lack of clear policy-making procedures,
and the weakness of formal policy-making institutions.44 This capture—often
with the blessing of the executive—played an important role in the “balancing”
system: control over various organizations could be used as a kind of “currency
of exchange” between the executive and the various clans, in the sense that tem-
porary control over state enterprises or over some of the rent-making activities
associated with them could be temporarily turned over to one or another clan in
exchange for political and economic support.45 Regulatory organs were also
available for capture; one important feature that facilitated rent-creating schemes
was the frequent absence of a distinction between regulatory organs and the
companies they were supposed to regulate. Indeed, regulatory powers were often
just another policy field that could be “given out” on the basis of the general rules
of the game that characterized the “balancing” system.46 (We should not forget,
however, that this capture, taking place within the context of the general
“balancing” system in place in Ukraine during the Kuchma period, was also
subject to the same instability as other parts of the policy-making system.)

Capture of state institutions was often preferred by corrupt players to full
property rights. As noted by Dubrovs´ky, Graves et al, corrupt managers often
preferred this kind of arrangement (not full-fledged private property, but their full
control rights over a state-owned enterprise) because it allowed them to “get the
rents in full, but pass losses to the rest of population.”47 In some cases the presi-
dent as an individual actor has preferred such an arrangement over privatization,
as he might have felt privatization could have limited his possibilities for access
to rents for electoral and coalition-maintenance purposes.48

In captured state companies, top positions are often held by individuals
more linked to private than to state interests, affecting these companies’ behavior.
The best examples are provided by state-owned Naftohaz Ukrainy (the near-monopoly
gas and oil operator) and Ukrtransnafta (the state-owned oil transit company),49

cases where a de facto privatization of state property took place. In some cases, the
managers in question had a close relationship with a particular BAG or economic
group (as in the case of Ukrtransnafta controlled by the Pryvatbank subdivision of
the Dnipropetrovsk group and later Economics Minister Serhii Tihipko and Ihor
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Kolomoisky in the early 2000s, for example); on other occasions, they were acting
more independently or through a direct link with the president.

The capture of state companies had a strong impact on the management of
energy dependency, as shown by the case of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy. As will
be discussed in Chapter 7 on rents of dependency, the company’s “capture” by
private economic actors such as Ihor Bakai led the company to support a variety
of deals highly dubious from the point of view of Ukraine’s energy security or
even of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s corporate interests.

Similar trends took place in oil operations controlled by oil transit monopolist
Ukrtransnafta (100 percent owned by NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy). While remaining
formally state-owned, the company became largely controlled by the Pryvatbank
group in 2000 (and indirectly by 2002–2004 NAK head Yurii Boiko), facilitating
the company’s anti-diversification agenda and its support for the reversal of the
Odesa-Brody pipeline in 2004.50

While capture-related economic deals did not benefit either Ukraine or even its
main trade partner Gazprom as a corporation, they had the potential to benefit
well-connected individuals at both the government and the company levels and
were often carried out in coordination with corrupt managers on the other side of
the border.

Moreover, the capture of Ukrainian energy companies by local groups whose
economic interests at least in the short term coincided with the continuation of
Ukraine’s energy dependency on Russia led to a situation where Ukraine’s energy pol-
icy was silently steered in the direction of relinquishing control over its oil and gas
transit system to Russian private or state companies. As a result of little-publicized
agreements with oil companies51 as well official agreements with Gazprom,52 and
Transneft,53 by 2004 Russian oil and gas companies actually had control over most of
Ukraine’s oil and gas trade and export business and infrastructure.

Cadre and organizational turnover

As discussed earlier, during the Kuchma period, energy policy decisions were
often taken more on the basis of the “balancing” needs of the president at each
time than of an agreed long-term policy.54 One of the most obvious ways in which
this happened had to do with personnel and organization decisions—the naming
of top managers and policy-makers was most often done in such a way as to main-
tain the balance between the various BAG’s. Because being able to take money
flows out of control from one group and giving it temporarily to another group—
preventing any one group from feeling too comfortable in its position—was
essential for the functioning of the “balancing” system, constant reorganization in
the energy area was needed.

The clearest examples of such reshuffling include not only to the repeated
reorganization of the gas markets in the mid-to-late 1990s discussed in Chapter 4,
but the institutional changes happening in and around the Ministry of Fuel and
Energy, in particular the repeated changes in its regulatory responsibilities
throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. The creation of National Shareholding
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Companies (NAKs) under the more direct control of the president is another
important example of this situation. This constant cadre and organizational
turnover hindered the development of a clear and consequent energy policy.

Another way in which “balancing” policy-making affected the management of
energy dependency was through the way in which it affected responses to the
periodic fuel shortage crises faced by the country for much of the post-
independence period. Such crises came regularly—almost every spring at the
beginning of the planting season (where lack of fuel for agricultural work led to
fuel hoarding and consequent shortages) and fall at the beginning of the winter
heating season (where a near-crisis situation was faced until sufficient energy sup-
plies would be “found” to get through the winter55). Because these crises were
often dealt with on the basis of “balancing” principles and not of a consequent
policy, the underlying problems were seldom dealt with, and short-term
“solutions” had to be found anew every year.

Inability to develop a clear and consequent energy policy

How is this related to the larger political process? The various formal actors
which could play a role in the determination of a coherent energy policy were
weak; moreover, little effective formal coordination existed between them.
The Ministry of Fuel and Energy, despite having (on paper) a research division,
in reality could not use it to its full potential, as most of its cadre were needed for
administrative duties. Energy-related institutes of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences received very limited funding, and lacked some of the basic material
resources needed for effective work. Other, non-Academy of Sciences research
and policy institutes dealing directly or indirectly with energy issues were in only
a slightly better situation.56 Due to nearly non-existing funding, work on a new
Energy Policy of Ukraine to 2030 occurred only in piecemeal fashion, without a
strong coordinating center, and with major delays.57 Implementation of adopted
energy policies was also a problem, made worse by the power and policy inter-
ference of Ukraine’s strong economic interest groups. This is seen clearly in the
cases of missed opportunities concerning gas (imports from Turkmenistan) and
oil (imports from the Caspian area) diversification.

Inability to develop a clear and consequent energy policy: the case of
diversification possibilities through gas imports from Turkmenistan

One area where the lack of a clear and consequently adopted energy policy was
especially clear was diversification. Despite repeated declarations on the impor-
tance of diversification, in particular the 1996 “Concept for the Diversification of
Gas and Oil Supplies” approved by the government, these diversification initia-
tives were watered down and ultimately sunk by lack of interest on the part of the
leading in-system economic elites and by their misuse for corruption and
domestic political purposes.
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This was seen clearly in the case of gas purchases from Turkmenistan. The use
of gas purchases from Turkmenistan to achieve real diversification away from
Russia was weakened by the fact that the actual organization of imports and/or
their transportation was given to intermediary companies that were either highly
non-transparent or where the Ukrainian state had little say,58 and by corruption,
which led to repeated payment difficulties and the suspension of supplies in
March 1997 (resumed only in January 1999), May 1999, and January 2005.59

This in turn reinforced the already problematic fact that supplies from
Turkmenistan had to go through Russian pipelines to reach Ukraine. In exchange
for their “transit services,” these intermediary companies received from
37.5 (RosUkrEnergo) to 41 percent (ITERA) of the supplied gas,60 leading to
multi-billion profits. As a result of these factors, even accounting for the
percentage given to the transit company, the gas volumes actually received from
Turkmenistan were often lower than those originally contracted, with actual deliv-
eries amounting to between 60 and 94 percent of contracted amounts,61 and
Turkmenistan’s role in Ukraine’s energy diversification remained smaller than
potentially possible. Similarly, the idea of building a gas pipeline from
Turkmenistan to Western Europe through Ukraine without crossing Russian ter-
ritory (i.e. via the Caspian Sea), advocated by Vice PM Tymoshenko in 2000,
never got off the ground due to financing problems, strong opposition
from Russia, and, last but not least, the general uncertainty in the Turkmenistan-
Ukraine energy relationship and the Ukrainian government’s lack of strong
commitment to the idea. By the time President Kuchma took up the idea again
during an April 2002 visit to Turkmenistan, it had been heavily watered down, to
a version involving transit through Southern Russia toward the Donbas.62

Similarly, despite official declarations, President Kuchma opposed attempts to
increase transparency in gas relations with Turkmenistan.63

Inability to develop a clear and consequent 
energy policy: the case of diversification possibilities 
through the Odesa-Brody pipeline

The case of Caspian oil supplies—and especially of the Odesa-Brody pipeline—
provides another example of how the policy-making system in Kuchma’s Ukraine
helped hinder Ukraine’s ability to develop a clear and consequent energy diversi-
fication policy. The possibility of using Caspian supplies for diversification
purposes was weakened by the power of influential financial groups and the lack
of a generally accepted and consequently applied energy policy, which, together
with Russian pressure, led to the torpedoing of the project in 2004.

Originally envisioned in the early 1990s as a way of fostering Ukraine’s energy
supply diversification, reducing its dependency on Russia, and making it an
important player in the transit of Caspian oil to Europe, problems followed the
Odesa-Brody project from the very beginning. Completion of the project, origi-
nally envisioned for the mid-1990s, was repeatedly delayed.64 The building
of the Pivdennyi (Yuzhnyi) oil terminal in Odesa, essential for the functioning
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of the pipeline, was subject to similar fits and starts—it was started in May 1994,
suspended from 1998 to 2000 due to organizational and financial problems, polit-
ical infighting65 and the opposition of ecological organizations,66 and finally com-
pleted in 2001.

Policy indecision and the lack of coordination between various participants in the
Odesa-Brody project contributed to these delays. From the very beginning, there
was no clear business plan for the project. Both the planning, building, and putting
into operation of the pipeline were not carried out at the level of national policy (as a
project of this magnitude and geopolitical significance would warrant), but at the
level of specific state companies, which carried most of the financial weight of the
project. While the Odesa oil terminal (intended to receive Caspian oil to be trans-
ported North-West through the Odesa-Brody pipeline) was built using budget
funds, the pipeline project itself was largely carried out on the basis of the Druzhba
Pipeline System, making the project largely dependent on the enterprise’s financial
situation (in 2000 alone the company invested $40 million in the pipeline67), its rela-
tionship with Ukraine’s other major pipeline system (the Transdniester Pipeline
System68), and the political fortunes of Druzhba’s head and Odesa-Brody’s “father”
Liubomyr Buniak, in particular his confrontation with head of the National Security
and Defense Council (2000–2001) Yevhen Marchuk.69

The piecemeal approach followed in the building of the Odesa-Brody pipeline
was also reflected in the fact that pipeline policy was not coordinated with refinery
policy— neither with refinery privatization policy in order to promote diversified
ownership of Ukraine’s refineries so that their interests would be less tied to receiv-
ing oil supplies specifically from Russia, nor with the promotion of the building or
modernization of refineries so that they would be able to refine the light Caspian oil
set to come through Odesa-Brody in addition to the heavier Russian “Urals”
blend.70 On the contrary, when controlling packages of shares in most Ukrainian
refineries were sold to Russian investors in 2000 and 2001, the commitments
imposed by the state on the new owners did not include bringing in oil from a vari-
ety of geographical sources nor being able to refine lighter Caspian oil in addition
to heavier Russian oil. Rather, the new owners were asked to make commitments
on only one issue: the physical volume of crude oil supplies to their refineries.71

When the pipeline was completed in 2002, it turned out little business planning
had been done in advance, and no Caspian oil was ready to flow through it, which
called for Polish reservations on building the connecting segment to Plotsk,
essential for the pipeline to serve not only to diversify Ukraine’s oil supply, but
also as a transit route for Caspian oil to reach Western Europe independently of
Russia.72 While the negative impact of Polish reservations should not be underes-
timated, it must be acknowledged that these reservations were partially a response
to the lack of clear Ukrainian policy position on the project.

ROLE OF RUSSIAN AND UKRAINIAN INTEREST GROUPS

Despite the clear Russian desire to torpedo the Odesa-Brody project,73 the
controversy around its future was—and continues to be—much more than an
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issue of Ukrainian versus Russian interests. Rather, domestic confrontations
about a possible reversal of the Odesa-Brody pipeline took place at the level of
state companies, political elites, and BAGs. The role of Russian companies and
interests was not simply that of creating conflict in Ukrainian energy policy, but
of exacerbating and taking advantage of previously existing or latent conflicts.

Nothing exposed conflicting Ukrainian interests around Odesa-Brody as
clearly as the TNK’s (Tiumenskaia Neftianaia Kompaniia74) 2003 proposal for a
reversal of the pipeline, that is, to transit Russian (TNK) oil from Brody in the
North to Odesa in the South to be shipped further West by tanker, that is, in
the opposite direction from which the pipeline was originally intended. At the
level of Ukrainian companies, the TNK proposal fostered conflict between those
who supported the as-intended use of the pipeline and proponents of its reverse
use, even in the midst of single state companies such as Ukrtransnafta, where bat-
tles around the pipeline mirrored internal power struggles (e.g. the conflicts
between Yevhen Marchuk and Liubomyr Buniak in 1999–2001, and between then
formal head of Ukrtransnafta Oleksandr Todiichuk and Chairman of the Board
Stanislav Vasylenko in 2003–2004) and took place in the context of larger battles
on the relative role of the company vis-á-vis other energy policy-making institu-
tions (such as the Ministry of Fuel and Energy headed by anti-reversal Serhii
Yermilov) going on at the time the final decision was made in 2004.75 Yermilov’s
position in favor of the as-intended use of the pipeline, in turn, reflected that of
the Donetsk group and the Industrial ńa Spilka Donbasu (ISD), one of whose
goals was to have good relations with the EU in order to secure access to Western
European markets for its metallurgical products and participate in privatization
projects in EU states.76 Yermilov’s position put him at odds with NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy, the country’s largest energy company, and its head Yurii Boiko, who
conducted a fierce public relations campaign claiming support for the project but
arguing its short-term impossibility due to the lack of available Caspian oil.
Similarly, it has been argued that Ukrtransnafta (under the control of a pro-reverse
faction loyal to Boiko in competition with an anti-reversal group led by
Todiichuk, at that time still formal head of the company) did everything it could
to torpedo negotiations with possible suppliers of Caspian oil—including a
concrete proposal by Tengizshevroil77—while conducting a sophisticated public
relations campaign aimed at convincing the public that no interested suppliers
were available, and that it would be more profitable to use the pipeline in reverse
direction to transit Russian oil from Brody to Odesa.78

As a result of these contradictions, between 2003 and 2004, Ukraine repeatedly
changed its policy concerning the Odesa-Brody pipeline, and constant specula-
tion about whether the oil would finally flow West or East became a painful
reminder of Ukraine’s own foreign policy indecision since independence. In early
2003, the Ukrainian side responded to the absence of offers of Caspian oil to be
shipped North-West through the pipeline by temporarily “reversing” the flow of a
52 km segment of the pipeline, using it to transport Russian oil through the Odesa
port on the way to Western Europe. As summer 2003 approached, the issue gained
momentum and became the center of daily assertions and counter-assertions to the
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effect that Ukraine was planning to accept a Russian proposal for a “full
reversal.”79 This proposal took place in the context of—and was justified by TNK
on this basis—the acute lack of available export capacity in Russian pipelines
at a time when the difference between domestic and export prices was especially
large. The conflict flared again in October 2003, when Ukrtransnafta’s
supervisory board announced its decision to fill the pipeline with Russian
“technical oil”80 (a step widely seen as clearly leading to a reversal of the
pipeline), only to be quickly rebuffed by Energy Minister Yermilov, who argued
that a decision on the purchase of oil for the pipeline was the sole prerogative of
the Cabinet of Ministers.81 Although a February 4, 2004 decision (Postanova)
of the Cabinet of Ministers declared the pipeline should be used in its original
direction, the question was far from closed. The fact that the position of Minister
of Fuel and Energy remained unfilled a month after Yermilov’s dismissal
on March 5, 2004 was a further sign of the existence of high-level disagreements
on the future of the pipeline, as well as of the need to reach an agreement between
the major BAGs.

Yet at the end of the day it was President Kuchma’s and son-in-law Pinchuk’s
role as translators of Russian interests that prevailed, and in late 2003-early 2004
they prepared the ground for a possible reversal of the pipeline by removing
from office several key anti-reversal players: Vice PM Vitalii Haiduk
(December 2003), Energy and Fuel minister Serhii Yermilov (March 2004), head
of Ukrtransnafta Oleksandr Todiichuk (May 2004), as well as eliminating the
position of plenipotentiary envoy for the Euro-Asian Oil Transit Corridor (also in
May 2004) held by Oleksandr Todiichuk. In July 2004, the Ukrainian government
decided to agree to TNK’s reversal proposal, initially for a three-year period.82

Although the immediate economic benefit of using the Odesa-Brody pipeline
in a reverse direction seemed obvious (immediate cash payments and higher
transit fees than those Russian companies would pay for transit in the same direc-
tion through the Transdniester pipelines, which could also transit Russian oil
South for further shipment through Odesa83), such a decision would also have
very serious long-term implications both in terms of Ukraine’s energy security,
other energy transit commitments,84 and broader relationships with both Russia
and Western institutions.85 Indeed, if looked at from the perspective of Ukraine’s
total oil transit revenue (including other transit commitments) and not narrowly
Odesa-Brody, reversing the pipeline makes little economic sense.86 The fact that
short-term interests won out over longer-term ones tells much not only about the
power of interest groups in Ukraine, but about the lack of a strong national policy
capable of overcoming these differences.

Conclusion

How did the domestic institutions discussed in this chapter affect Ukraine’s
management of its energy dependency? The system of energy policy-making
affected the actual management of energy dependency through its role in
hindering the development and application of clear and consequent energy
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policies. As discussed earlier in this book, the period 1995–2004 saw a number
of declarations concerning energy policy initiatives, but little in the form of a
clear energy policy coordinating its various sub-sectors. And what had been
agreed on was seldom implemented in a consequent manner.

As shown by the examples of gas supplies from Turkmenistan and oil supplies
from the Caspian area, Ukraine’s two most serious attempts to diversify its energy
supplies were hindered by Russian interference, lack of interest among Ukraine’s
major economic players, and by the lack of a clear and consequent energy policy.
As we will see in the next chapter, diversification initiatives were also hindered
by the fact that, for many Ukrainian political and economic actors, the system of
gas and oil supplies from Russia—directly or indirectly controlled by Russian
actors—as it became organized during the Kuchma period, provided multiple
opportunities for rent-creation and rent-access, opportunities that were just “too
good” to sacrifice for the sake of the rather abstract goal of energy supply diver-
sification. The central factors were the short-term rent-seeking perspectives
opened by each policy alternative to specific groups and how these affected the
“balance” between them. We turn to this question in our next chapter, where we
introduce the rent-seeking perspective as a crucial element for understanding
Ukraine’s energy policy since independence.
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Introduction

Definition of rents of energy dependency

In our last chapter, we discussed the systems of market organization, interest
articulation, and energy policy-making as important institutions affecting
Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency.

But it was a fourth mechanism which was perhaps most decisive as a means
through which the Ukrainian political system affected the management of the
country’s energy dependence—the system of access to and use of rents of energy
dependency. By “rents of energy dependency” we refer to the windfall profits
that, under some circumstances, can be made out of a situation of energy
dependency, profits received without the creation of value added.1 This apparent
paradox can be explained not only through the role of intermediaries in the
energy-importing country, but also through the fact that in transition countries
such as Ukraine much of the energy import and distribution business is often
transacted through illegal or semi-legal means. Taken together with the existence
of preferential or subsidized pricing schemes for supplies from Russia, this envi-
ronment provided excellent legal and illegal opportunities for manipulating price,
tax, and trade regulations for the extraction of significant rents. (Many of these
opportunities, however, may be available only to those with the needed connections
and contacts.) This situation means certain groups are able to benefit greatly from
the situation of dependency, privately appropriating its “benefits” while shifting
the costs to the state and society as a whole.

This chapter provides an overview of the main ways in which the system of
access to and use of rents of dependency worked during Leonid Kuchma’s presi-
dency, and how it has affected Ukraine’s management of its energy situation. Its
purpose is not to unveil and document each instance of rents of dependency and
corruption in Ukraine’s energy sector, but to point to main trends in the area.2

Relationship with the political system

The role of energy rents in the political system has been especially significant in
the case of Ukraine, to the point of being “Ukraine’s specific feature, which
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hardly can be found elsewhere.”3 This is in great part due to the sheer size of the
energy trade (Ukraine is the world’s fifth largest gas importer) and to the over-
whelming role of energy-intensive industries—an important legacy of the Soviet
period—in the economy, but the nature of Ukraine’s post-independence political
system also contributed to this situation. Indeed, one of the features of the
1995–2004 Ukrainian system was the fact that the rents of energy dependency
were distributed among all major in-system groups, with the president-as-arbiter
playing a role in distributing possibilities for access to these rents, for example,
through providing political protection (“krysha”) and turning a blind eye to
illegal deals, as well as through the allocation of licenses and contracts making
possible profitable energy deals. In exchange, the various groups would also “pass
on” some of their profits for the financing of presidential electoral and coalition-
maintenance activities. Domestic institutions come into play as they affect the
rules of the game under which these rents are accessible to various groups and are
subsequently “recycled” into the larger political process.

In 1995–2004 Ukraine, various interest articulators were the main recipients of
these rents which they then used in a complex way to support the president (or, less
frequently, other political forces), and where the president did not control but kept
a balance between these groups by various means, including the selective alloca-
tion of licensing rights allowing continued access to these rents.4 While the main
recipients of energy rents were what we would call “in-system” Business-
Administrative Groups (BAGs) (the Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, and Kyiv clans),
some members of the opposition—including groups that would later come to be
associated with Yushchenko’s Nasha Ukraina system5—were also able to extract
significant benefits from the system, especially through their involvement in the oil
refining sector, an area of activity where significant rents could be accessed
through the re-export of Russian oil and schemes involving tax and VAT evasion.

Institutional context and historical development 
of the system of rents of dependency

Prehistory: institutions’ role in moderating the 
impact of external changes

In seeking to understand the role of domestic institutions in the rents of
dependency system we first need to understand the “pre-history” of these
institutions’ role. In particular, this has to do with the preceding (and prerequisite)
role played by institutions in cushioning certain domestic actors from the full
impact of negative changes in the international economy, such as the energy price
increases that followed the dissolution of the USSR in 1991. For example, in post-
1991 Ukraine, the system of energy subsidies and frequent state guarantees of
private energy debt gave energy dealers and consumers little incentive to save
energy, as they would see little difference in doing so—the losses related to
energy waste were often transferred to the state. Credits provided on very generous
conditions (“soft credits”) to energy-intensive industries served to cushion these
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from the impact of higher energy prices as these started to increase in 1994,
shifting the costs to the state, as private debt was later converted into international
debt owed by the state.6 Similarly, the widespread availability of barter—until
2003 Ukraine largely bartered transit services for gas supplies from Russia, not
having to pay in cash for a significant part of its gas imports—partially sheltered
Ukraine from developments in international gas markets, whether favorable or
not.7 As we will see below, some of the same institutions that first served to
moderate the impact of external economic changes on domestic actors would later
provide opportunities for rent-seeking and rent-getting. In both cases, the cost of
this cushioning (or, actually, rent-creation) was shifted to the state as a whole.

Institutions’ role in translating external changes 
into rent-creation opportunities

There were two major ways in which rents of dependency worked during the
Kuchma period. The first type of rents of dependency were those accessed by
individual BAGs with the help of preferences given by those writing the rules, in
exchange for direct and indirect paybacks, paybacks which were in turn used for
electoral and coalition-maintenance purposes. This first type, in various modifi-
cations, was basically the only one available during the first seven years of inde-
pendence. The second type, which became more popular in the late 1990s and
2000s, had to do with President Kuchma’s attempt to access energy rents in a
more direct and centralized way, especially through the establishment of so-called
National Shareholding Companies (Natsional ńi Aktsionerni Kompanii).

Our discussion below is structured along the lines of these two main forms of
access to rents of dependency. Among each of these two types, we further distin-
guish between those involving gas and oil, allowing us to compare the various
rent-access opportunities available in an area where a supply monopoly virtually
existed (gas purchases from Russia and Turkmenistan for example) and where
a variety of suppliers coexisted (case of oil supplies from Russia).

Rents of dependency extracted by BAGs as 
part of the “balancing” system

This type of rents of dependency was accessed by individual BAGs with the help
of preferences given them by those in positions of power, in exchange for direct
and indirect paybacks, compensations which were in turn used for electoral and
coalition-maintenance purposes. Although the basic framework remained, the
relationship between this type of rent-access and political power evolved in time:
if in the early 1990s such rent-appropriation schemes were taken advantage of by
various groups in a more or less spontaneous way, and during 1996–1997 had
become nearly monopolized by the dominant BAG of the time (Lazarenko’s
Dnipropetrovsk clan), by 1998 it had become more institutionalized as part of the
larger “balancing” system.
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BAGs rents of dependency schemes related to the gas sector

Re-export of low-cost Russian gas

The re-export of low-cost Russian gas was one of the main sources of private rent
in the first years of Ukraine’s independence, and also one of the simplest to operate.
The scheme functioned as follows: a gas distributor would buy Russian gas at
low, special-for-Ukraine prices, but would later re-export that gas to Central and
Western European countries (where Gazprom sold gas at much higher prices) at
a significant profit. In other cases, gas illegally siphoned from the exports pipeline
was re-exported. In either case, the profits were not accrued by the state as a
whole, but by specific groups or individuals within Ukraine. Combined with
access to selectively granted state guarantees for gas imports (which, as discussed
later, often covered unpaid contracts), such operations could yield billion-dollar
profits. It has been estimated that between 2001 and 2004 alone, gas re-exports
brought groups within Ukraine “up to $1.5 billion in net profits.”8

While during the first years after independence the issue of re-exports
remained largely unregulated in contracts with Gazprom—actually, some degree
of re-exports to Central European states was even foreseen by the Yamburg agree-
ments of 19859—such re-exports were later explicitly forbidden by the Russian
side.10,11 After 2001, re-export quotas were jointly agreed between NAK NU and
Gazprom’s daughter company Gaze.ksport on the basis of a jointly agreed gas
balance12 and Ukraine’s level of domestic production,13 before re-exports were
banned again by the Tymoshenko government in June 2005.14

Although instances of illegal re-export of Russian gas took place throughout
the whole 1995–2004 period, it was most often prevalent in the mid- and late
1990s. Some of the best-known instances are from 2000, when Gazprom accused
Ukraine of illegally re-exporting 10 bcm of Russian gas, mainly to Poland and
Hungary.15

How did Ukraine’s illegal re-export of Russian gas affect the management of
its energy dependency? While at first glance this could be seen—as has indeed
been seen by some Western commentators—as a means used by an energy depen-
dent country to increase revenues and be able to afford energy imports, this
perception ignores the important role of corruption and private interests. Once
these factors are taken into account, a more nuanced story emerges, involving
private-interests-within the corporation on both sides of the border, working
together in a way that guaranteed profits to both, but contributing neither to their
companies’ corporate interests nor to Ukraine’s energy security.

Ukraine’s illegal re-export of Russian gas, especially in the late 1990s, was a
major irritant in the energy relationship with Gazprom, with short- and medium-
term implications. In the short-term, Gazprom’s frustration about Ukraine’s gas
re-exports and the losses associated with them led to some especially harsh
conditions for Ukraine in its 2000 agreements with Russia, in particular con-
cerning the punitively high export duty16 Ukraine was pressured into applying
to all gas exports in order to make the re-export of Russian gas practically impos-
sible.17 In the medium term, frustration with Ukraine’s gas re-exports was one
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contributing factor in Gazprom’s search for new transit routes bypassing Ukraine
and an excuse for disseminating the view of Ukraine as an unreliable partner.
These were official reactions at the level of Gazprom as a corporation, presented
to the press regardless of whatever actual role individuals related to the company
may have actually played in the stealing, in collusion with actors on the Ukrainian
side of the border.18

Selective payments for gas from the state budget: 
private companies paid, public companies not paid

Throughout a significant part of the mid-1990s, one important source of rents was
the profits made by well-connected private gas distribution companies, which
were paid by the state for the gas they supplied, while state companies were often
not paid. This, together with the selective allocation of the most lucrative
contracts, meant that well-connected energy actors could make significant profits,
while the country as a whole could barely afford to pay for its energy supplies.
Such situation was especially clear during Pavlo Lazarenko’s tenure as PM, where
IESU, due to its privileged position, was one of the few companies paid in full and
on time by the state, while debts to other companies—including national gas pro-
ducing companies—increased rapidly.19

One important aspect of the “balancing” system that became apparent through
the case of privileged contracts and selective payments was the fact that privi-
leged companies themselves were often given licensing powers over their own
areas of activity—the right to regulate themselves, as well as the right to allocate
contracts. Indeed, in a development that is also related to the capture of state
institutions more generally, there was often little distinction between regulatory
organs and the companies they were expected to regulate. While this situation was
most scandalously evident at the time of Pavlo Lazarenko’s tenure as PM from
May 1996 to June 1997, it continued later in somewhat milder form.

The selective payment of gas supplies to private companies while domestic
producers were not paid had important implications for Ukraine’s energy situation
because domestic gas-producing companies, nearly insolvent due to unpaid
contracts, had no means to maintain their domestic extraction and transportation
infrastructure,20 thus reducing Ukraine’s chances of becoming more energy self-
sufficient. In addition, the unpaid debts accumulated by state companies
eventually had to be carried by the budget,21 contributing to inflationary pressures
and to the increase of Ukraine’s foreign debt. Once again, profits were appropriated
by well-connected private actors, and the losses passed on to the state.

Selective allocation of most lucrative gas distribution contracts

Even in the most difficult years for Ukraine’s energy situation, such as 1996–1998,
some gas distribution companies were able to make significant profits due to the
selective allocation of profitable gas distribution contracts by Ukraine’s Cabinet of
Ministers and other responsible organs in exchange for political loyalty or other
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paybacks.22 (It should be noted, however, that, in a manner in tune with the
“balancing” system, these contracts were frequently redistributed.23)

These contracts had to do with especially profitable barter arrangements and
with the right to supply the most payment-able customers under monopoly
conditions, giving them little choice but to comply with whatever conditions the
gas-supplying company dictated.24 In many cases, this monopoly power was
misused by the gas suppliers in order to force extremely onerous deals on the
company buying the energy, deals that did not limit themselves to the high prices
but were part of further commercial and rent extraction deals involving barter,
bills of exchange, and privatization. In some cases, farming enterprises were left
with no option but to buy gas and petrochemicals in exchange for future crops at
terms very unfavorable for them; the resulting crops (corn, wheat, and sugar)
were then exported by the gas traders at much higher prices.25 While not in them-
selves illegal, the fact that these contracts were adjudicated in a non-transparent
way and were often accompanied by monopoly powers limited their de facto
legality.

These monopoly contracts allowed gas distributors to enter another very
profitable area of activity: by forcing exorbitantly high gas prices on enterprises,
gas distributors could artificially drive such enterprises to bankruptcy, in order to
acquire them at very low prices. Instances of this were seen especially in energy-
intensive industries such as metallurgy and machine-building.26 Similar attempts
were also made with electricity-generating companies.27

This selective allocation of the most lucrative contracts and customers to
certain companies meant that well-connected private energy actors could make
significant profits, while the country as a whole could barely afford to pay for its
energy supplies.

Manipulation of gas prices and reporting artificially 
high prices for gas imports through barter and 
other non-transparent forms of energy trade

For much of 1995–2004, gas prices officially paid to Gazprom were higher than
those charged to customers in Ukraine, at times significantly so.28 While at first
this may seem an example of the largesse of companies such as NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy for the benefit of national consumers, what often stood behind these
inconsistencies was the widely reported fact of Ukrainian companies and gas
traders using artificially high prices to calculate their payments to Gazprom,
while in reality paying much lower prices. This kind of manipulation was made
possible by largely non-transparent contracts and by the predominance of barter
and discounted bills of exchange arrangements in them, which allowed for the
manipulation of real prices through a variety of discounts.29

As has been stated by a number of Ukrainian observers, such manipulation of
prices would not have been possible without the acquiescence and collusion of
high-level policy-makers on both the Ukrainian and Russian sides.30 This bene-
fited gas traders and NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy (not necessarily as a corporation but
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individual officials within it) because, through such arrangements, they could
charge higher prices to consumers than those warranted by the prices actually
paid to Gazprom.31 Similar schemes were also used by companies importing gas
from Turkmenistan through barter arrangements, companies that often received
these contracts in exchange for political favors or other contributions.

Such price manipulations, however, had very negative effects in terms of
Ukraine’s management of its energy situation. First, because these artificially
inflated prices were later used for calculating NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s and
Ukraine’s debt to Gazprom, in turn leading to an increase in Ukraine’s state debt
vis-á-vis Gazprom, a debt that would later be used by Gazprom to pressure for
acquiring shares in Ukrainian energy-related enterprises.32 Moreover, the “over-
availability” of rent-seeking opportunities had a variety of negative implications
in the energy area and beyond.33 For example, as various Ukrainian BAGs threw
themselves at the possibility of easy rent-making in barter deals with
Turkmenistan, Ukraine actually found itself having more gas than it could
handle.34 Such gas surplus, although looking like a good thing at first glance,
actually created problems, because, in the absence of sufficient underground gas
deposits, unused gas supplies would probably be re-exported, something
Gazprom strongly opposed, thus leading to renewed confrontations with the
Russian company. Moreover, the free-for-all of price manipulations could not last
forever, as shown by the example of Turkmenistan which, tired of being deceived
through doctored barter deals, repeatedly suspended or canceled gas supply
agreements with Ukraine citing irregularities, only to restart them a few months
or years later.35 So it could be said that the great availability of rent-seeking
opportunities in the Ukrainian market, together with corruption at the highest
levels of the state, has not only led to non-rational energy supply policies, but also
to worsened relations with the major suppliers.

A related scheme was the fictional importation of gas from Western Europe:
importing gas from Russia, but accounting for it as if it was higher-price gas
imported for hard currency, a transaction that could not be carried out without the
active cooperation of Russian partners. This would allow the importer to “pay”
for the imports in hard currency and to wire the money to its own accounts
abroad, thus contributing to capital drain.36

Transferring the liability of non-payments to the state

One important way in which hazotreidery were able to make a profit had to do
with the selective transferring of payment liabilities to the state. This was made
possible by the state selectively providing guarantees for gas purchases, taking
over responsibility for payments in case the original firm would be unable to do
so. In the majority of cases, this meant the conversion of private debt—from com-
panies declaring themselves bankrupt—into Ukraine’s state debt vis-á-vis
Gazprom. The selective provision of state guarantees was doubly related to the
“balancing” system not only because which companies were chosen to receive
state guarantees was related to political loyalty, but also because many of these
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companies were the same that had been selected to receive the most lucrative
domestic contracts in the first place.37 This was beneficial for the companies
concerned, as they could receive at least partial payment from industrial users
(which were often the most payment-able consumers, as discussed earlier), neglect
to pay Gazprom themselves (while most often depositing the money abroad),
declare bankruptcy, and soon afterwards resume work under a new name.

In addition to IESU’s debts from the mid-to-late 1990s, some of the most
important examples of profit-making through access to state guarantees involved
gas imports from Turkmenistan, where private corporations—most notably Ihor
Bakai’s corporation “Respublika,” which reportedly passed on a $350 million
debt to the state in the mid-1990s—received state guarantees for the import and
transit of Turkmenistan gas.38 While extremely profitable for the individuals
involved, the preferential granting of state guarantees was seriously damaging to
Ukraine’s energy interests. The companies’ sending of their receipts abroad
contributed to capital flight and divestment in the local economy.39 At the same
time, the increase in unpaid state debt to Gazprom was not only a major compli-
cating factor in the relationship, but would later provide Gazprom with a means
for acquiring strategic Ukrainian energy assets through debt-for-shares swaps,40

also leading to a loss of economic sovereignty in the form of Russian control of
strategic companies. The provision of state guarantees for gas imports was one of
the central Russian demands at the time of the signing of state-to-state
agreements, for example in the 2000 negotiations.41

Stealing Gazprom gas from the pipelines

Throughout the 1990s and early 2000s, one of the most controversial issues in the
Ukrainian-Russian energy relationship and one of the most embarrassing spots in
Ukraine’s international reputation was the repeated stealing of Gazprom-owned
gas (intended for export to Western Europe) from the pipelines crossing
Ukraine.42 This stealing has been discussed repeatedly at various levels, and often
taken as a given by both the media and policy-making circles. In 1999, for example,
Gazprom accused Ukraine of having stolen over $88 million dollars worth of gas
from the transit pipeline; accusations continued even after Vice PM Tymoshenko’s
official 2000 acknowledgment that stealing had taken place.

Yet there are many indications that the stealing was not carried out unilaterally
by the Ukrainian side. Rather, it can be seen as an example of the confluence of
private-interests-within-corporations on both the Ukrainian (NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy and its predecessor, Ukrhazprom) and Russian sides (Gazprom)43 within
the context of a “balancing” system. While neither NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy as a
corporation nor Ukraine as a state benefited from these deals, there is good reason
to believe that a significant part of the benefits accrued from the “illegal siphoning
of gas” were recycled to President Kuchma for coalition-maintenance and
electoral purposes.44

The calculations on Gazprom’s side were more complicated. While some
individual Gazprom managers most likely benefited from these deals, up to
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a certain extent it could be said that Gazprom as a corporation also benefited, as
the “stolen” gas could be calculated as part of Ukraine’s debt to Gazprom, and
later be used to acquire assets in Ukraine’s energy sector, which in turn dovetailed
with Gazprom’s and the Russian leadership’s interest in securing the stable and
low-priced transit of Russian oil and gas through Ukraine and preventing
Ukraine’s full integration into Western institutions.

The stealing of Gazprom’s gas from Ukraine’s pipelines had a variety of effects.
On the one hand, it provided multi-million profits to its organizers, especially
when—as seems to have often been the case—this gas was subsequently sold to
Central and Western European markets at European prices. Yet it also had a variety
of negative effects on Ukraine’s ability to manage its energy situation. At the level
of Ukrainian-Russian relations, the repeated gas stealing gave impetus—or at least
official justification—to Russia’s decision to impose an oil embargo on Ukraine in
early 2000.45 It also contributed to—or at the very least helped justify—Russia’s
decision to start building new pipelines around Ukraine.46 Gas “stealing” was also
one of the reasons for Russia’s pushing for the development of a gas consortium
on its own terms for the operation of Ukraine’s gas transit system. At an interna-
tional level, the situation significantly damaged Ukraine’s international reputation
as a reliable gas transit partner—not only due to the direct damage caused by the
stealing itself, but also by the loss of pipeline pressure caused by it, which endan-
gered the functioning of the pipeline as a whole. Considering Ukraine’s potential
role as an important transit route for Eurasian and Caspian energy to Western
Europe and the fact that this transit provides Ukraine with one of the few viable
ways of compensating for its lack of domestic energy resources, this reputational
damage carried with it a very high cost.

Rent-creation through discounted bills of exchange 
and barter operations in gas trade

Discounted bills of exchange operations (zaliky in Ukrainian) provided another
important means for the extraction of significant profits from energy trade.
Like barter, bills of exchange became especially popular in the early and mid-
1990s, when they emerged as one of the ways for coping with the extreme lack of
market liquidity at the time.47 Basically, bills of exchange or IOUs formalized a
barter-like chain of exchange, where, for example, a gas distributor would supply
gas to a company and would be paid partially in bills of exchange, which it in turn
could use to partially cancel its tax liabilities vis-á-vis the state.48 Bills of
exchange operations could be used to finance both energy purchases from Russia
and sales within Ukraine.

The key to understanding rent-creation through this mechanism is the
“discount” part of bills of exchange—bills were seldom traded at face value, but
various levels of discount were applied to them depending on the level of risk.49

By manipulating or at least taking advantage of differences in the level of
discount at various stages in the chain of payments through bills of exchange, a
significant profit could be made. Because the crucial value of the discount in
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specific bills of exchange operations was set by state officials,50 this made the
system especially amenable for the exchange of access to rents privileges for
political and economic support that was central to the “balancing” system. In the
case of manipulated bill of exchange operations involving Russia, they were often
conducted with the cooperation of partners on the Russian side.51

Manipulated barter operations worked in a similar manner. In this case, essential
in the chain of “value-adding” (rent-adding) were the prices assigned to the
various goods bartered. (Gas and oil were bartered for almost any imaginable
product sold domestically or abroad and—through bills of exchange operations—
even for tax and other future obligations.) An added appeal of barter and bills of
exchange operations was the additional opportunities they provided for tax
evasion, as they are more difficult to oversee than monetary operations. At the
same time, this, of course, meant lost tax income for the state.

Use of subsidized energy in production of goods later 
to be exported at world prices

Ukraine inherited from the Soviet period an economy dominated by energy-intensive
industries. The fact that some of these industries’ products (first and foremost
metallurgical products) could be exported at world-market prices while the price
of some of its main inputs (electricity as well as oil, gas, and gasoline) was well
below market prices led to the possibility of enormous profits through these
exports. In reality, these profits had to do with a revenue transfer or, as put by
Dubrovs´ky et al, with the generation of micro rents “at the expense of wasting
macro rents.”52 Most often, the revenue flew from the state (which in many
instances imported gas at higher prices but sold it to domestic enterprises at lower
ones) to the energy-intensive industries.53

Although this method of rent-creation continued throughout the Kuchma
period, it was especially important during the first years after Ukraine’s indepen-
dence, when the difference between world and Ukrainian energy prices was
largest, and was also magnified by the further price manipulations that could be
accomplished through the barter arrangements especially common during those
years. The availability of these rents54 played a key role in the creation of new
fortunes in Ukraine. Who would be able to tap into this source of revenue was not
impervious to political factors, as accessing the necessary raw materials was
easier done with political connections than without, and selling these products
abroad required a variety of permits granted by regulatory organs, and which
could be distributed on an exchange-of-favors basis.

As shown by the above examples, gas trading provided unique opportunities
for rent seeking and rapid enrichment. As famously noted by Ihor Bakai, head of
Naftohaz Ukrainy (1998–2000) and who must have known from his own experi-
ence, all major political fortunes in post-independence Ukraine were made on the
basis of Russian oil and gas.55 Due to these factors, energy trade capital and
energy rents actually created (or strengthened) Ukraine’s most important political
actors of the post-Soviet period.
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BAGs rents of dependency schemes related to the oil sector

Although less generous than the rents available through gas, the oil trade also
provided significant opportunities for rent-seeking.

Re-export of low-cost Russian oil and schemes 
involving tax and VAT evasion

Taking advantage of imperfect tax and custom laws, oil importers and refineries
could access important rents through various manipulations related to Value
Added Tax (VAT) and oil re-exports.56 Indeed, the issue of VAT and other taxes
levied on oil products has been an important issue not only in terms of relations
with Russia but also in terms of the opportunities the VAT system opened for tax-
evasion and economic foul play, in particular for oil importers and refineries.
For example, instead of paying VAT immediately at the moment of import, an oil
importer could get an extension until the oil products refined from that oil were
actually sold. This opened the door to many irregularities, as, for example, the
firm (or fictitious companies working with it) could sell the oil products refined
from that oil at a very low official price, thus significantly reducing the amount of
VAT paid.57 Two additional means of avoiding taxes were available to refineries:
illegally re-exporting oil earmarked for Ukrainian refineries and often imported
at lower than world prices,58 or, conversely, for export purposes, declaring the
exported Russian oil as Ukrainian-produced for VAT-avoidance purposes.

Tax exemptions given to well-connected oil products 
importing companies

Tax exemptions granted to individual companies or types of companies by the
Rada or the Cabinet of Ministers were an important part of the Ukrainian energy
landscape. Although the granting of such exceptions (especially VAT exemptions)
to well-connected companies affected both the gas and oil sectors, its best-known
examples come from so-called enterprises with foreign investment (EFIs)
involved in the import of oil products and collectively known in the media and the
popular imagination as “bisons” after the “Bizon” company, one of the first to
benefit from the tax advantages.

The “Law on Foreign Investments” (1992) gave enterprises with foreign invest-
ments established during a short period in 1992 special tax benefits; however,
these benefits were debated, fought about, and repeatedly canceled and reinstated
throughout the following ten years. Heavily represented among the benefited
companies were those involved in the import of oil and oil products, an
area where significant supply bottlenecks arose in the first years following
independence. If during the early 1990s crisis of the Ukrainian refining sector the
granting of special privileges to promote oil products imports seemed to
be clearly justified, the situation started to change radically around 2000 when
massive Russian investments revitalized Ukraine’s refineries and their profitable
functioning started to be hindered by competition and downward price pressure
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from cheap tax-free imports. Thus, this led to a situation where some clearly
differing interests emerged between those Ukrainian oligarchs benefiting from
the EFI schemes and those benefiting from the entrance of Russian capital, and
also some differing interests between Ukrainian oligarchs involved in EFIs
and those Russian ones involved in the purchase of refineries in the late 1990s.

It is exactly around this time that the real battles around these privileges start
in the Rada and other policy-making forums. While the intricacies of these battles
are too complex to discuss in full here,59 it is important to note the role of these
tax privileges in the “balancing” system, and their implications for Ukraine’s
management of its energy dependency.

Although the Law on Foreign Investments stems from before the Kuchma
period, its role in the 1995–2004 “balancing” system is important, as the very fact
that the benefited interest groups were able to maintain their privileges despite
significant opposition tells us something about their closeness to power during the
Kuchma period.60 Moreover, there are strong indications that not all companies
theoretically entitled to these benefits actually were able to use them, but only
those which had “paid their dues” in terms of supporting the needed political
lobbying.61,62 Moreover, companies close to President Kuchma and the “Party of
Power” were able to gain disproportional benefits from the tax exemptions,
for example, the Slavutich group associated with the Kyiv (SDPU(o)) clan of
Hryhorii Surkis and Viktor Medvedchuk, especially in 1996–1998.

The tax advantages given to oil products importing companies had a variety of
effects on Ukraine’s ability to manage its energy dependency. In the first place,
they had a heavy cost for the state—it is estimated that in 1999 alone the state lost
$275–300 million in taxes through these exemptions. Moreover, the flooding of
the market with tax-free oil products significantly contributed to the worsening
situation of Ukrainian refineries, a weakness that was later used by Russian
companies to buy-out most Russian refineries at low prices starting in 2000.

Rents of dependency accessed centrally through 
NAK NU and other NAK-type companies

While the granting of access to rents of dependency to private groups in exchange for
political or other contributions may fit best with the “balancing” model, under certain
circumstances more direct mechanisms were favored by the executive. (Who, it
should not be forgotten, despite his role of arbiter in the system, also had his own eco-
nomic interests.) In certain cases, state control of energy companies in a situation of
murky property relationships could provide the executive with more direct means to
extract and use energy rents for electoral and coalition-maintenance purposes than
those provided by BAG balancing. This is related to the broader political atmosphere
in Ukraine at the time, in the sense that, it has been argued, after his re-election in 1999
Kuchma “turned to the security apparatus and alienated the oligarchs.”63 The fact that
the main BAGs were not able to “deliver” good results in the 2002 Rada election
(where the pro-Kuchma bloc received only 11.8 percent of the votes) was a further
incentive for seeking more direct access to election-time resources.64
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This search for a more direct way of gaining access to rents of dependency was
characterized by two elements. First, the establishment of a number of “National
Shareholding Companies” (NAKs), especially in the energy sector, concentrating
state shares, and playing a monopoly role in various areas of activity. Second,
the desire to achieve a more direct access to rents by relying on people who, while
not free of their own economic interests, would be more dependent on—and
more responsive to—the president than to one or another BAG. In fact, the
beginning of this more direct system of access to rents of dependency dates to the
creation of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy in 1998, exactly in the wake of the major
shock dealt to the Ukrainian political system by PM Pavlo Lazarenko and the
near-monopolization of power by his Dnipropetrovsk clan. President Kuchma
emerged deeply scared from this experience, and according to many analysts,
with the firm resolution to prevent the monopolization of power by a single clan.
On the one hand this required a strengthening of the “balancing” system; on the
other, the development of some cadre directly responsive to him and not to one or
another clan.

The first NAK, NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, was established in May, 1998, and
became fully operational about a year later.65 It was followed by the creation of
other NAKs or NAK-like organizations in the atomic energy (Enerhoatom, estab-
lished 1996), electricity (Enerhetychna Kompaniia Ukrainy, established 2004),
and coal (existing 1998–2001 under the name Vuhil´ Ukrainy, and whose
re-establishment was announced in 2004) areas. By taking important areas of
activity away from the Fuel and Energy Ministry’s control, the establishment of
these companies had important institutional implications, as they significantly
reduced the ministry’s power and competencies with the separation of gas, atomic
energy, and planned separation of electricity and coal “ministries.” The role of
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy as a more direct means for access to energy rents for the
executive was confirmed by the granting of a special status to the company, where
it was subordinated not to the Ministry of Fuel and Energy, but directly to the
Cabinet of Ministers.66 This gave NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy heads direct access to
President Kuchma67 but also gave the president, unencumbered by the institu-
tional structures of the ministry, more freedom in dealing with the company, as
well as more direct control over it as well. NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy (and, through
it, largely the Presidential Administration) acquired control over gas payment
money transfers, Ukraine’s pipeline system, the licensing process for gas imports,
and gas barter operations, including control over the gas supplied by Gazprom as
payment for gas transit (around 30 bcm per year). Especially important was NAK
Naftohaz Ukrainy’s control over the fall 1998 “barter deal of the century” by
which Ukraine would pay $1 billion of its gas debt to Russia through food and
industrial supplies for organizations belonging to the Russian government,
opening the door for the kind of manipulations associated with barter deals.

The BAG-focused and centralized (NAK) systems of access to rents coexisted
in time. On some occasions, the more centralized system of access to rents
seemed to be compatible with the system of BAGs’ access to rents, as the ability
to temporarily turn over control of one or another NAK to various clans or groups
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played a role in Kuchma’s “balancing” system. On other occasions, however, the
attempt to create a more centralized system encroached into previously
established rent systems involving well-connected political actors. This was the
case, for example, with the Enerhetychna Kompaniia Ukrainy, a NAK-like orga-
nization created in early 2004 to bring together state packages of shares in the
regional electricity distributors (oblenerhos), some electricity generators, and
Ukraine’s electricity export monopolist Ukrinterenerho. This gave the
Enerhetychna Kompaniia Ukrainy control over significant financial flows, as,
taken together, these companies amount to about 60 percent of electricity deliv-
eries, and about 40 percent of electricity production in Ukraine.68 While this
meant a more direct access to rents for the president for the financing of the
October 2004 presidential elections, it also encroached into the regional
oblenerho rent “feeding fields”69 and into control over financial flows until then
enjoyed by Oblderzhadministratsii regional administration heads.70 Moreover, the
plan also encroached upon the ambitions of those Ukrainian financial-industrial
groups involved in energy-intensive production, for example, heavy metallurgy and
pipe production, which were also interested in gaining ownership over the
oblenerhos.71 According to some observers, this desire to keep the “balancing”
system in place while ensuring a more direct access to energy rents explains the
naming of Serhii Tulub as Energy Minister in April 2004, as someone who, while
acceptable to all clans, would also be able to guarantee the president direct access
to energy rents for the upcoming presidential elections.72

General characteristics of NAK and NAK-like organizations

Before discussing the concrete mechanisms for “rents of dependency” extraction
through NAK and NAK-like organizations, some general comments are in order.
While they are based mainly on examples from NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, the
points are applicable to the other NAKs as well.

Timing. The timing of the establishment of the various NAKs seemed to be
tied to approaching elections, and to the executive’s electoral needs, as
evidenced by the creation of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy right in time to help with
the financing of the 1998 Rada and 1999 presidential elections.73 Similarly,
as stated by Ukrainian energy analysts, Kuchma’s goal in naming Yurii Boiko as
head of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy in 2002 was to develop “a profitable company
( . . . ) which should be a reliable financial contributor not only to the budget, but
to ‘adminresursy.’ ”74 Similarly, there were numerous allegations that the
creation of the Enerhetychna Kompaniia Ukrainy in February 2004 was a
means for the Kuchma regime to place under its control important electricity-
related money sources for the “financing” of the October 2004 presidential elec-
tion.75 This timing also evidences the fact that—despite official declarations to
the contrary—the various NAKs and NAK-like organizations were created with
little coordination with Ukraine’s broader energy and energy-diversification pol-
icy, further demonstrating Ukraine’s lack of a consequent energy policy under
Kuchma.76
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NAKs and private-interests-within-the-corporation

Many signs lead to the belief that NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, for example, worked
not so much for the advancement of Ukraine’s national interests or of
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s corporate ones, but for those of its top managers and
President Kuchma himself. While from the point of view of the executive
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s main appeal was its ability to allow him direct access
to resources, private-interests-within the corporation existed within NAKs as
well, and top NAK managers are reported to have extracted significant economic
benefits through the rent-extraction schemes discussed above. NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy’s role in the illicit enrichment of its first chairman Ihor Bakai was widely
discussed well before he was presented with criminal charges, flew to Russia, and
was put on the Interpol search list in spring 2005.77 Some of the (still not authen-
ticated) Meĺ nychenko tapes record a conversation between head of tax police
Mykola Azarov and Kuchma implicating the tax police in wrongdoing at NAK,
and claiming Azarov knew Bakai had stolen at least $100 million from the
company.78 (Perhaps it is this concentration on private economic gains what kept
Bakai from being able to fulfill Kuchma’s expectations in terms of financial
contributions to the 1998 and 1999 elections, which many saw as the reason for
his forced resignation in 2000.79) Thus, when in January 2002 Kuchma named
Yurii Boiko head of the company, what seemed to be at stake was not only or not
so much the appropriate functioning of the company, but having someone who, as
head of the company, would be most useful in terms of keeping Naftohaz
Ukrainy’s cash resources flowing to Kuchma’s electoral campaign. At the same
time, we should not forget the role of NAK managers in simply and openly
pursuing personal and political profits at the expense of the corporation, despite
their attempt to present their organizations as dynamic global players active in
defense of Ukraine’s energy supply stability, for example, through the pursuit of
oil production possibilities in Libya and elsewhere.80

Centralized rents of dependency schemes 
related to the gas sector

Manipulation of gas prices

Barter deals and the reporting of artificially high import prices were rent-access
means frequently used by private gas traders and their related BAGs, especially in
the early and mid-1990s. Yet such manipulation of gas prices was also an impor-
tant rent-acquisition means for actors associated with NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy,
especially after the company’s acquisition of a near monopoly on gas imports as
a result of the gradual sweeping away of private gas traders in the late 1990s. The
manipulation of gas prices by NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy was made possible by the
lack of transparency in the sector and in NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s bookkeeping
in particular,81 but also by more mundane factors such as the intricate nature of
arrangements between Gazprom and NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy. Every year,
complex agreements had to be signed between both sides, involving both multiple
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issues (such as supply volumes, prices, transit fees, and “treatment of existing and
new debt”) as well as multiple actors on both the Ukrainian and Russian sides.82

With so many elements involved, it should not come as a surprise that plenty of
opportunities for manipulation would be available. In particular, the fact that for
much of the period starting in 1995 at least half of the gas imported by
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy from Gazprom was received as barter payment for transit
services using a negotiated accounting price83 is likely to have provided additional
opportunities for such manipulation. Indeed, it has been argued that a significant
part of the revenue received for the transit of Gazprom gas through Ukrainian
pipelines did not accrue to NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy or to the Ukrainian government,
but to private economic actors.84

Giving advantages to private gas-related firms 
associated with the firm’s management

As in the case of oil contracts, being able to provide advantageous contracts to
preferred companies was a major advantage of NAK and NAK-like companies.
In contrast with the more decentralized system associated with the BAG system
and the adjudication of the most profitable (“plum”) gas distribution contracts to
specific gas dealers, the NAK system offered the advantage (from a rent-extraction
perspective) of being able to consolidate in one place access to large-scale gas
contracts (e.g. the whole of Ukraine’s purchases from Turkmenistan), thus multi-
plying the amount of easily accessed rents. Ukraine’s gas purchases from
Turkmenistan turned out to be, indeed, one of the major sources of rents of energy
dependency, thanks to the proliferation of advantageous contracts to preferred
companies. Indeed, the case of gas purchases from Turkmenistan and Russia
provides rich examples of the role of private-interests-within corporations in the
energy realm, as is shown by the cases of ITERA, Eural Trans Gas, and
RosUkrEnergo.

ITERA was an important intermediary in the sale of Turkmenistan gas to
Ukraine from the late 1990s and up to 2001, and was able to skim a significant
profit out of the relationship by overcharging Ukraine and underpaying Gazprom
(the owner of the pipelines) for transportation and other services.85 Despite the
well-known shake-up of Gazprom in June 2001 and despite the new management’s
attempt to avoid middlemen in gas and oil exports, similar trends continued, but
with easily recognized ITERA now being replaced by new, less-known compa-
nies.86 In 2002, Gazprom “replaced” ITERA with a small firm registered in
Hungary (Eural Trans Gas) for the transportation of gas from Turkmenistan to
Ukraine, a deal that led to Gazprom losing between $130 million and $1 billion
in payment for services it could have provided itself.87 The deals were made
possible by barter operations, where the favored companies would be paid for
their services in gas, which they would later export to Western Europe at higher
prices.88 While such a deal did not benefit NAK NU or Gazprom, it could benefit
well-connected individuals at both the government and the NAK levels and often
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did so in coordination with equally corrupt managers on the other side. It has
been reported that preparing the smooth entrance of Eural Trans Gas into the
Ukrainian gas imports system was one of the tasks specifically entrusted by
President Kuchma to Yurii Boiko upon his becoming head of NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy in 2002.89

“Deals” such as these clearly reduced Ukraine’s ability to control its energy
situation; moreover, they increased the already high cost of energy dependency by
facilitating tax evasion through barter operations, as well as diverting resources
that should have gone to NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy as a corporation.

Centralized rents of dependency schemes 
related to the oil sector

Giving advantages to private oil-related firms 
associated with the NAK NU’s management

In the same way as private firms were provided with privileged contracts in the
organization and transit of gas imports from Turkmenistan, privileged private
oil firms also received specially profitable contracts at the expense of
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy as a whole. In the oil area, this occurred not so much
through the actual organization of imports but in more constrained areas such as
oil transit and loading.

In 2003, NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s daughter company Ukrtransnafta, together
with Russia’s Transneft, chose a new operator for the Pivdennyi/Yuzhnyi oil ter-
minal in Odesa. (The completion of this terminal in 2001 was considered a main
achievement along the road to Ukrainian energy independence, as it would allow
Ukraine to receive Caspian oil by tanker, thus breaking Ukraine’s dependence on
pipeline supplies from Russia.) Yet the new terminal’s usefulness was limited by
the way in which advantageous contracts were given to private firms reportedly
associated with the firm’s management. The offshore company Collide, incorpo-
rated in 2003 in the British Virgin Islands, was made the operator and given sig-
nificant policy-making control over the Pidvennyi (Odesa) oil terminal, with the
result that Ukraine “in fact lost its ability to manage the Pivdennyi oil terminal.”90

This has implications for Ukraine’s management of its energy dependency
because Collide overcharged for services provided at the terminal, thus “scaring
away oil traders planning to ship their oil via the Odesa-Brody pipeline to
Europe.”91 Moreover, of the $14 charged per ton of oil transported through the
terminal, only 25 percent went to Ukrtransnafta.92 According to Ukrainian
observers, the profits generated were shared, including in the form of bribes “to
anybody one would need to pay bribes to,” including Transneft93 executives.94

To these more specific means of rent-creation could also be added rents and
profits acquired by oil and gas companies and/or their executives through much
more pedestrian forms of corruption, such as the purchasing of machinery and
other goods and services from related companies at artificially high prices.
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What have rents of dependency told us about 
the larger Ukrainian and post-Soviet cases?

Rents of energy dependency or rents of energy trade?

It could be argued that some of the rents discussed in this section—for example,
those where monetary advantage was derived from manipulations of price differ-
ences or from taking advantage of loopholes in tax regulations—were not so
much rents of energy dependency as rents of energy trade. Yet, although some of
the means of accessing rents in the energy sector were not directly related to
energy dependency per se, they all took place within the general context of
Ukraine’s energy dependence, in particular vis-á-vis Russia. Most importantly,
the availability of these schemes had the effect of encouraging the maintenance
of dependency patterns on Russia, and of ways of dealing with energy policy (first
and foremost lack of transparency) that hindered the development of clear and
consequent energy policies.

Rents of dependency, corporate interests, and 
private-interests-within-the-corporation

One central aspect of the way the system of access to and use of rents of energy
dependency worked in Ukraine had to do with the interrelationship between state,
corporate, and private-interests-within the corporation in the activity of Ukraine’s
major energy players. Very often NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy managers acted not as
managers of state companies, but as de facto representatives of private interests.
Corporations and private energy actors within corporations on both sides of the
Russian-Ukrainian border were able to find common interests through the access
to and appropriation of rents of dependency. Indeed, this joint access to rents of
dependency has been one of the most important mechanisms bringing together
Russian and Ukrainian energy elites. It has thus played an important role in the
country’s management of its energy dependency on Russia, hindering the articu-
lation and implementation of Ukraine’s national interests. While in the case of
Gazprom as well private actors within the corporation were able to accrue private
profits in exchange for revenue for the corporation as a whole, Ukraine’s greater
energy vulnerability means the role of private actors had a much more significant
effect on Ukraine’s national energy situation than on Russia’s.

Gas versus oil in the creation of and access to rents of dependency

The different organizational structures in the oil and gas sectors in the main
supplying markets (Russia and Turkmenistan for gas, Russia for oil) also affected
the various possibilities for access to rents of dependency in Ukraine. Gas exports
from Russia and Turkmenistan remained largely monopolized, while the oil sector
in Russia had been largely de-monopolized and farther from state control, at least
until the destruction of Yukos in 2003–2004.
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Rents of dependency deals seemed more common in the gas than in the oil
sector, which may have had to do with the structural differences between the two
sectors, including differences in transportation possibilities, as well as differences
between sectors in the supply (mainly Russian) side of the equation in terms of
market structure and structure of ownership.95 In terms of transportation
possibilities, the fact that gas can only be transported economically through
pipelines96 makes the pipeline a location for both highly concentrated revenue
accumulation and rent-seeking opportunities; oil, in contrast, can be transported by
a variety of means, spreading out transit income and rent-seeking opportunities.

In terms of market structure, the fact that in the oil sector there was not a single
monopoly exporter but a number of competing suppliers may have had the effect
of limiting the use of these corporations for private-within-the corporation enrich-
ment schemes, as competition—and the related reduction of profit margins—may
limit the leeway for private deal-making within these corporations.97 In terms of
ownership structure, the fact that the main Russian oil exporting companies were
privately owned—at least until 2004—as opposed to largely state-owned
Gazprom, probably also had the effect of limiting the possibilities for individual
managers’ pursuit of private-interests-within the corporation. Finally, the fact that
oil purchases by Ukraine have since 2001 or so been largely carried out at world-
market prices also reduced the possibilities for price manipulations and the
associated rent-creation and rent-access. In other words, the fact that the
Ukrainian side was not buying oil from a single, mainly or totally state-owned
monopoly oil exporter also played a role. Rent-creation and rent-accessing deals
did exist in the oil sector as well, but they seemed to be more concentrated in
areas such as transit and loading services.

Rents of dependency and political and economic reform

The availability of large energy rents during the first, formative years of
Ukrainian statehood had an important impact on its development. Considering
the vast amount of rents that could be accessed through various energy-related
schemes, it is not surprising that both managers of energy-intensive industries and
emerging oligarchs would find a common interest in freezing real economic and
energy reforms for the simple reason that it was in their interest to maintain a sys-
tem that allowed them to amass vast riches—legal and illegal—in record time.
The fact that the winners of the first stage of what could with some largesse be
called “reforms” had a vested interest in the maintenance of an energy-intensive
system could not but contribute to its maintenance despite Ukraine’s reality of
lack of energy sources. In other words, the fact that some groups were sheltered
from the full shock of the increase in energy prices meant that they had little inter-
est in moving to policies more in tune with Ukraine’s reality of energy scarcity.
So in this case the institutional structure (the system of exchange of access
to rents privileges for political and economic support) was crucial for the
“conversion of macro-rents into micro-rents,” and also for the maintenance of
energy-rich-country policies in a situation of energy poverty.98
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Easy-to-access energy rents were simply “too good to give up,” and seemed to
benefit the short-term interests of most political and economic actors with a voice
in Ukraine’s political system. The fact that Ukraine’s long-term national interests
or those of the population as a whole were not considered seemed to raise few
alarms, as the political system gave ordinary people little voice in the policy-making
system. At the same time, the over-availability of rent-seeking opportunities
(and, in a certain way, the political system’s need to provide these rent opportunities
in order to keep all members of the “balancing” system content and in turn financ-
ing electoral and coalition-maintenance activities) created broader problems for
the political system, as it led to not just corruption, but also to serious inefficien-
cies in the long term; the related possible “overfishing” of these rents could lead
to their depletion in the long run.99 Although the Kuchma system tried to deal
with this by his playing the role of arbiter (and allocator of “rent-fishing” rights)
in the system, the basic problem remained, threatening stability.

What have we learned that can help us understand 
Ukraine beyond Kuchma?

In this chapter, we have analyzed the main rents of dependency possibilities
available during the Kuchma period, as well as the ways in which these possibil-
ities were used. While it is clear why understanding the way rents of dependency
worked in the Kuchma system is essential for understanding how that system
worked, the answer as to why this can provide us with an important insight into
the post-Kuchma system may not be as obvious. Yet it is no less important: while
the political regime and the policy prerogatives of president and prime minister
may have changed, if the opportunities for access to rents of dependency do not
change, not only will the structure of incentives for maintaining energy
dependency on Russia be unlikely to change, but also the very nature of the
political system. We turn to this question in our next chapter.
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Part 3

Energy policy and 
energy dependency 
under Yushchenko





If you can’t stop a booze-up, then you should lead it.1

Introduction

This chapter asks whether the coming to power of Viktor Yushchenko in the wake
of 2004s Orange Revolution brought about significant changes in energy policy
and the role of energy rents in the Ukrainian political system. In analyzing this
issue, it considers three main questions: First, up to which point were there
significant changes in Ukraine’s energy policy under the new government? Second,
how has the change of political elites—to the extent that this has really hap-
pened—affected the functioning of the energy rents system? Third, was there a
serious attempt to dismantle the energy corruption system? We will look at these
questions through the prism of the Yushchenko government’s energy policies in the
first year and a half after coming to power in January 2005, and of the gas supply
agreements signed with Russia on January 4, 2006.2 The way these questions are
answered provides important clues for understanding why the era of the Orange
Revolution lasted for as short a time as it did, and why it did not live to realize its
dream of a freer, less corrupt Ukraine. We take as the end point of our analysis
Viktor Yanukovych’s return to power as prime minister on August 4, 2006; we also
discuss selected events of the post-August 2006 period as relevent.

The first part of the chapter looks at the interplay between old and new elites
in Yushchenko’s Ukraine, the second part at energy corruption and anti-corruption
initiatives, and the third part at the January 4, 2006 agreements and their meaning
in the context of Ukrainian politics and Russia’s new foreign and energy policy
priorities. The chapter concludes with an analysis of the role of energy issues in
Viktor Yanukovych’s return to the post of prime minister in August, 2006.

The Yushchenko presidency: the energy record to August, 2006

Yushchenko’s energy policy record in the first 18 months of his presidency
remains mixed. The Yushchenko period—especially during its first seven months
with Yuliia Tymoshenko as PM—was characterized by ambitious declarations
about energy diversification initiatives. These included, among others, the idea of
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building a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan to Ukraine bypassing Russia,3 planned
investments abroad by NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, which would allow the company
to produce oil and gas in Russia and other foreign countries, and a strategic gas
and oil transit partnership with Iran.4 In February 2006, in the aftermath of the
January gas crisis with Russia, a new round of energy diversification declarations
took place, but the implementation of actual diversification policies was bogged-
down by the general political crisis that paralyzed Ukraine from January to
August 2006.

If, on the one hand many initiatives concerning the geographical diversification
of energy supplies remained on paper, two important steps in favor of energy
diversification and energy savings were taken. First, the long-overdue step of
increasing energy (gas and electricity) prices for end-consumers, very important
as residential prices had not been increased since 1998.5 Although the increases
were largely eaten up by the higher gas prices charged Ukraine starting
January 2006, it was a positive step in the sense of breaking the populist vicious
circle of low end-consumer prices for energy (often not sufficient to cover the cost
of imports) and consequent lack of incentives for energy saving.6

A second important step concerned the Odesa-Brody oil pipeline. In early
July 2006, an agreement of principle was reached with Poland, the
Czech Republic, and Slovakia for the extension of the pipeline to Plotsk in
Poland;7 around the same time, Odesa-Brody operator Ukrtransnafta announced
that, following its pay-back of a debt owed Russia, it would now be free to decide
independently on the future of the pipeline.8

Yushchenko’s first year and half in power was not very different from the
Kuchma period, in the sense that it was characterized by the lack of a clear, long-
term energy policy. The Energy Strategy of Ukraine to 2030,9 finally passed in
March 2006, turned out to be rather weak (as discussed in Chapter 6, Ukraine had
been struggling with a new energy policy strategy document for years). The doc-
ument has been criticized for including contradictory goals, such as, for example,
reducing emissions, while at the same time calling for an increased use of coal.10

In addition, in calculating Ukraine’s expected degree of energy dependency in
2030, the document counts the gas and oil “produced by Ukrainian companies
abroad” as equivalent to domestic production, when in reality that oil and gas
would most likely still need to pay all regular taxes and duties and be subject to
regular import procedures.11 Many referred to the document as more a declaration
of wishes and intentions than a clear strategic policy plan.12

In addition, from the very beginning there seemed to be serious divisions within
the government, both in terms of interests and of policy preferences. Policy differ-
ences between Yushchenko and Tymoshenko were evident from the very begin-
ning, and became most clear around the handling of the oil products supply crisis
in May 2005,13 where Tymoshenko was accused of using heavy-handed “manual
control” methods and of exacerbating relations with Russia by accusing Russian
oil traders in Ukraine of a complot against the new government.14 Tymoshenko’s
main policy response to the crisis was to remove import duties on oil products,
with disastrous effects on Ukrainian refineries, two of which —the Odesa and
Kherson refineries— remained largely idle for the following thirteen months.
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The January 4, 2006 agreements are discussed separately in the third part of
this chapter; for now, however, it suffices to say that, rather than opening new
energy diversification perspectives, they led Ukraine into new and additional
forms of energy dependency.

New political elites and the energy rents system

Old and new elites and the Yushchenko presidency:
confrontation or accommodation?

How did the change of political elites and the rise to power of “second-level
oligarchs” associated with Yushchenko, such as Petro Poroshenko, affect the
functioning of the energy rents system? Have the new oligarchs been able to tap
into the old system to become the beneficiaries of rents of dependency schemes
inherited from the Kuchma period?

In order to answer this question, we first need to look at the question of
accommodation and confrontation between new and old elites in Yushchenko’s
Ukraine. Although later on in 2005 we would see confrontations (not so much
with Yushchenko as with PM Yuliia Tymoshenko) between the new government
and important economic groups around the issue of reprivatization,15 from the
beginning a desire by many economic groups to find an accommodation with the
new government could be observed. The apparent lack of opposition in the first
weeks after Yushchenko’s coming to power (reflected, for example, in the unani-
mous—not counting abstentions—vote for Tymoshenko on February 4, 2005)
provided a hint about pro-Kuchma groups wanting to ingratiate themselves with
the new government.16 As we will see through this chapter, it did not take long for
the new power to seek accommodation with previous ways of doing business and
politics.

Energy business continued to be a prime bone of contention and competition
between Business-Administrative Groups (BAGs)—both within and outside the
Orange coalition—during the Yushchenko period. The very first two scandals in
the Yushchenko presidency (on oil shipments and re-exports involving Justice
Minister Roman Zvarych and Rada Deputy—and protégé of Volodymyr Lytvyn—
Ihor Yeremieiev17 and on using state power to redistribute ownership shares in
oblenerhos18) were related to energy issues and the distribution of energy profits.
These early scandals are significant because they clearly showed, only a few
weeks after the inauguration of the Yushchenko regime, that important differences
in economic interests existed within the coalition, and also the fact that business
and “power” had not been totally separated as Yushchenko had promised to do
“within seven to ten days” after coming to power.

One important difference with the Kuchma period, however, is the change in
relative power between various BAGs (a decline in the “Kyiv group’s” power and
an increase in the “Donetsk group’s”19). Most importantly, however, had been
changes in the formal and informal role of the president. President Yushchenko
was not and is not willing nor able to play the role of “balancer” between various
BAGs as President Kuchma did in the past. This trend was further solidified as a
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result of the constitutional changes that came into force in January 2006 reducing
presidential policy-making powers.

Old and new elites and the Yushchenko presidency:
confrontation or accommodation?: a look 
at NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy

The nominations made at the country’s most important energy enterprise,
NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, after Yushchenko’s coming to power speak volumes
about the accommodation between old and new elites. The fact that the Orange
Revolution of fall 2004 ended in a pact between some of the previously existing
elites and not an all-out confrontation means that, although often in new positions
and with new party affiliations, many figures from the previous regime would
continue to play important roles. The energy area was no exception to this trend.

Although Oleksii Ivchenko, named as head of NAK in March 2005, would at
first glance seem to be a person far removed from the energy sphere (one of his
main qualifications for the position was his being head of the Congress of
Ukrainian Nationalists), he had a long history of involvement in energy business
together with some of the main actors of the Kuchma era—as business partner
of Ihor Bakai in “Interhaz”20 in the gas chaos and corruption-ridden period of
the mid-1990s, and as ITERA’s Russian and Turkmenistan gas business repre-
sentative in Kyiv from 1994 to 1998.21 Also interesting is the timing and the
means by which the appointment was made. Despite PM Tymoshenko’s public
statement that the position of head of NAK would be filled “through an open
competition” (konkurs), this did not happen in practice. The timing of the appoint-
ment was also at issue—NAK head Yurii Boiko was the last of the “non-Orange”
top managers to be dismissed, only on March 3, 2005. Why did it take so long
to dismiss Boiko and name a successor? The delay has been explained by the
fact that, given the amount of money circulating through NAK NU, it was
essential for Yushchenko to have in that position not only an energy specialist,
but “his own man,” to prevent the company’s money from being used to support
“any political group” in advance of the 2006 Rada elections.22 (A less generous
interpretation would put the importance of having a close associate in this
position as being related to gaining access to these resources, rather than
preventing their use for political purposes.) Stanislav Vasylenko, head of
Ukrtransnafta and main advocate of the reversal of Odesa-Brody, also remained
in his post until May of 2005.

Moreover, if we look at the names and biographies of those making energy
policy behind the scenes, we will see that not so much changed with Yushchenko’s
coming to power. Among those named (or renamed) to second-line posts at
NAK NU, many old names could be found, such as Serhii Pereloma, a close col-
laborator of Yurii Boiko, as first deputy head of the NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy’s
Board of Directors.23 Yurii Boiko himself, despite his dismissal from NAK NU,
continued to wield significant influence, not only through his newly founded
Republican Party, but through his behind the scenes role, for example, in the 2005
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gas negotiations with Russia, discussed later.24 Other important players holding
no official positions, such as Dmytro Firtash (also discussed later) continued to
wield great influence in energy policy.

Energy corruption, anti-corruption measures 
and the Yushchenko presidency

The Yushchenko-Tymoshenko coalition came to power on an anti-corruption
platform, which it used to gain broad support in the December 2004 elections.
Because energy-related corruption was so essential for the functioning of the
corrupt Kuchma regime, it is natural that many of the new government’s initiatives
in terms of the fight against corruption would have important repercussions in the
energy area, and also that this would have been an uphill battle. In March 2005,
the government started to put pressure on NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy to pay its full
tax burden,25 and started to investigate corruption in government monopolies
(including NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, Ukrtelekom, railroad operator Ukrzaliznytsia,
and others), but there was significant opposition, especially within NAK NU. The
inquiry moved slowly, with Naftohaz providing little help with the investigations
and often blocking access outright. Nevertheless, the investigation seemed to
reach a high point in June, when the State Security Service (SBU) let it be known
that an inquiry would be started on companies acting as intermediaries in
Ukraine’s gas purchases from Turkmenistan, especially RosUkrEnergo (suspected
by SBU head Oleksandr Turchynov of siphoning $1 billion from state coffers),26

as well as on Eural Trans Gas, the transit intermediary until 2004. On August 12,
2005, the SBU conducted a search of NAK NU’s office looking for materials on
possible links with RosUkrEnergo. A Ukrainian delegation was preparing to
travel to Moscow in mid-August to, among other things, work on the case, but the
trip was postponed until at least August 23.27 It is not clear whether the visit ever
took place.

Energy and the unraveling of the Orange coalition,
act I: Tymoshenko’s dismissal (September 2005)

NAK’s investigation came to a halt in mid-August 2005.28 The order came from
the very top: at some point in summer 2005, President Yushchenko seems to have
warned SBU head Turchynov to “leave my boys in peace.”29 After Yuliia
Tymoshenko was dismissed as PM on September 8, 2005, the investigation came
to a full stop; Turchynov resigned immediately after Tymoshenko’s dismissal.
Indeed, there is good reason to believe that her dismissal was to a large extent
motivated by the “need” to stop the investigations of corrupt practices in
NAK NU and beyond.

This raises the question of the fate of energy-related corruption schemes in
Yushchenko’s presidency. Were the “new” oligarchs associated with Nasha
Ukraina able to tap into the old system to become the beneficiaries of rents of
dependency schemes inherited from the Kuchma period? According to Turchynov
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and other Tymoshenko associates, the answer is positive; in a tumultuous press
conference on September 15, Turchynov discussed evidence of certain persons in
the Yushchenko entourage (in particular Security Council head Petro Poroshenko)
being involved in high-level energy corruption, and spoke of “an international
criminal system, with the participation of members of the Ukrainian government,
living off Ukrainian gas consumption.”30 Yushschenko’s answer was to dismiss
both Poroshenko and Tymoshenko and—following his first “agreement” with the
Party of Regions31—appointing Yurii Yekhanurov as PM.

The missing link seems to have been provided by Dmytro Firtash, who—as it
came to light in April 2006—was the main Ukrainian figure in RosUkrEnergo, the
gas imports operator.32 While little information is available on Firtash, he is
believed to have been an important financial backer of the Yushchenko campaign.33

Throughout the 1990s, Firtash developed good relations with both Yurii Boiko
(head of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy from 2002 to 2005) and his predecessor Ihor
Bakai, who was Firtash’s business partner in the mid-1990s.34 According to some
sources, Firtash and his business partner Ivan Fursin had good relations with, and
may have also been acting as a cover for Serhii Ĺovochkin, former vice-head of
administration in Leonid Kuchma’s presidential administration,35 as well as other
well-connected players in Russia and Ukraine. It has been argued that it was exactly
through L óvochkin that ex-president Kuchma became involved in gas-related busi-
ness, and that L óvochkin, through Fursin, kept the Ukrainian side of
RosUkrEnergo under his control.36 In December 2004, a meeting was organized by
Mykhailo Doroshenko (a childhood friend of Yushchenko’s) between Firtash and
Yushchenko, starting a mutually beneficial relationship that involved support for
both Nasha Ukraina37 and for Yushchenko’s social programs more generally.
The exact nature of the relationship between senior Ukrainian officials—both pre-
and post-Orange Revolution— and RosUkrEnergo remains a mystery, however.

The attempt of the newly in-power economic groups to tap into old energy
schemes was accompanied by a muted battle between different groups interested
in taking over or at least sharing in these schemes. Indeed, comments by
Yushchenko made shortly after the January 2006 gas crisis indirectly pointed to the
possibility of another major group seeking to take over RosUkrEnergo’s interme-
diary role: seeking to defend the January 2006 deal (discussed later), Yushchenko
discussed the possibility of “other political forces” wanting to appropriate the
same intermediary role, but for their own purposes: “I am certain that this rumor
[against RosUkrEnergo] has been launched for one reason—to bring the structure
you are interested in, you need to compromise the structure that is currently
involved in these operations. ( . . . ) I reiterate that this has been a hook for the sake
of one thing—to bring in one of the companies which could finance the party of
one political force ahead of the election.”38 According to Roman Kupchinsky,
Yushchenko was talking about “ITERA and Yuliia Tymoshenko’s alleged attempts
to replace RosUkrEnergo with this Russian company.”39 This, of course, is quite
reminiscent of the 1999–2000 battles discussed in Chapter 4, when ITERA- and
Bakai-related gas trade operations competed in the Ukrainian market and this
competition set the background for the fierce animosity between Bakai and
Tymoshenko during her tenure as First Deputy PM in 2000–2001.
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Other sources argued that Viktor Pinchuk and Rinat Akhmetov may have been
involved in RosUkrEnergo. (In the course of the June 2005 investigation into
RosUkrEnergo, then SBU head Turchynov stated that the non-Russian shares of
RosUkrEnergo were controlled personally by former President Kuchma and
PM Yanukovych and that “the managers of the shares were, respectively, Pinchuk
and Akhmetov. ( . . . ) Turchynov later said that Kuchma and Yanukovych had
resold their shares to Gazprom, but that these shares were again resold to
their managers [Pinchuk and Akhmetov] through Cypriot, Hungarian, and Swiss
offshore entities.”40

The story of Firtash’s role in RosUkrEnergo tells us much about the ability of
the orange “powers that be” to find a place in previously existing gas trade rent-
seeking schemes. There are important reasons to believe the new NAK leadership
(Oleksii Ivchenko, who became head of NAK NU in March 2005) may have
found an accommodation with the old schemes. As discussed before, it was very
important for Yushchenko to have “his own man,” in charge of NAK Naftohaz
Ukrainy and its related cash-flow.41 In addition to the scandal around
RosUkrEnergo, there have been accusations of other types of corruption taking
place both within and outside NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy.

In particular, the increase in gas prices changed the structure of incentives for
various types of rent-seeking, and increased the attractiveness of financial
manipulations around domestically produced gas, including manipulations by
NAK NU itself. Some of these manipulations—as was unveiled by a Rada inves-
tigation—involved the adding of fictional or uncorroborated costs to the price
calculation for domestically produced gas to increase prices and NAK’s profits,
which in any case did not prevent the company from going into the red in 2005.42

On late November 2006, the Attorney-General’s office opened criminal proceedings
against Ivchenko. The accusations against Ivchenko were many, and ranged from
incompetence to the intentional attempt to bankrupt the company, including
accusations of purchasing inputs at artificially high prices, and the fictional
renting—at a $2 million cost—of non-existent buildings.43

Outside NAK NU, there were allegations of corruption in the National
Commission for the Regulation of Electric Energy (NKRE),44 as well as in the
allocation of oil-prospecting contracts.45

The January 4, 2006 agreements: Ukraine’s energy 
policy weakness meets Russia’s new use of energy 
for political purposes

Background to the agreements

Despite the existence of a valid contract for the supply of part of Ukraine’s gas
needs in exchange for transit services signed in 2001,46 in the summer of 2005
Gazprom, increasingly under Kremlin control, proposed a more than threefold
increase in prices, as well as payment in cash only; by December, the price
requested had climbed to $230 per 1,000 cm. Gazprom had actually taken the hint
from Ukraine, which in spring 2005 had played with the idea of ending the
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payment of gas supplies through the barter of gas transit services and moving to
exclusively cash payments.47 When negotiations broke down in
December, Gazprom vowed to stop supplies unless a contract was signed; on
January 1, 2006, supplies were stopped. With the chance of receiving alternative
supplies from Turkmenistan very small due to tensions in the relationship with
that country and Moscow’s growing control over Turkmenistan’s gas exports,48

Ukraine found itself in dire straits. On January 4, after three days of no gas
supplies to Ukraine and Moldova and partially interrupted supplies to Western
Europe, an agreement was signed between NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, Gazprom,
and intermediary company RosUkrEnergo providing for continued gas supplies.
Short-sightedly, Western Europe sighed in relief. As will be discussed below, the
agreements provided a stop-gap, short-term solution, but turned out to be deeply
flawed constructions with a variety of negative long-term effects for Ukraine and
beyond.

A snapshot of the January 4, 2006 agreements

The core of the January 4 agreements is that Ukraine is offered a relatively
moderate gas price, in exchange for giving up the exact determination of these
imports to the trading company RosUkrEnergo. Former Minister of European
Integration Oleksandr Chalyi called the agreements a “Pearl Harbor” for
Ukrainian diplomacy.49 Although the agreement, with its gas price set at
$95/1,000 cm, was presented as a victory by Ukraine, Russian gas (as opposed
to the mixture of gases sold for $95/1,000 cm) would still cost Ukraine $230/
1,000 cm, the price originally demanded by Gazprom. Moreover, the $95/1,000 cm
price for the mixture of gases seemed to be valid only for the first six months of
the contract. Given the fact that most of the gas actually delivered to Ukraine in the
first six months of 2006 seems to have come from Central Asia, what this means
is not Russian gas at a “reduced” price of $95 per 1,000 cm, but Central Asian
gas at much higher prices than those contracted directly between Ukraine and
Turkmenistan.50 While the new and higher prices charged Ukraine had no guar-
antee of stability, fees paid to Ukraine for transit services would remain constant
for five years. Moreover, and despite Russian assertions to the contrary, the
non-transparent price-setting mechanisms included in the agreements did not
necessarily bring Ukrainian gas imports closer to market price-formation mecha-
nisms.51 Most important, however, is the question of contractual diversification
and the fact that Ukraine becomes contractually tied to a single supplier tied to
Russia. If there is a small element of geographical diversification here, it has to do
with the fact that—at least on paper—RosUkrEnergo would provide gas
produced, not only in Turkmenistan, but also in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan,
countries from which Ukraine had imported very little or no gas in the past.

Although this is not the first time that intermediaries have been used in
Ukrainian-Central Asian gas trade, there are important qualitative differences
between their role before and after the January 4, 2006 agreements. As discussed
in Chapter 7, intermediaries have been part of Ukrainian-Turkmenistan gas trade
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since the mid-1990s, when Ihor Bakai’s Respublika started to tap into the highly
lucrative business of gas-for-goods barter. The basic difference, however, between
the role played by these other intermediary companies and that given
RosUkrEnergo in the January 2006 agreements is that previous agreements paid
(excessively for that matter, but that is not the main point here) these companies
to organize the transport of CA gas to Ukraine; under the new agreements, after
2006, RosUkrEnergo becomes not just the transporter, but also the operator of
Ukrainian gas imports from CA and Russia, giving the company much more
power in the relationship. In one additional point, part of the “secret” portion of
the January 4 agreements that only came to light later, NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy
agreed to sell to RosUkrEnergo, at the Turkmen-Uzbek border, 40 bcm
of Turkmen gas (already contracted for purchase by Ukraine under the direct
Turkmenistan-Ukraine agreements of December 2005) at $50/1,000 cm, and to
then buy 25 bcm of this same gas from RosUkrEnergo, but at $80/1,000 cm. The
other 15 bcm remain with RosUkrEnergo as payment for transit—effectively,
37.5 percent of the purchased gas.52

Two additional elements of the agreements directly threaten NAK NU’s ability
to do business profitably. The right to re-export gas, until then held jointly by NAK
and Gazprom’s Gaze.ksport, was given over to RosUkrEnergo. (Despite some
restrictions on gas re-exports set by the Ukrainian and Russian governments, in
2005 NAK made about $600 million dollars in profits through re-exports.53)
Finally, a later agreement (of February 2, 2006) gives a newly formed JV, UkrHaz-
Enerho (owned in equal parts by Gazprom and RosUkrEnergo) the right to dis-
tribute gas directly to industrial users in Ukraine, the most profitable domestic
consumers, as these are often the only consumers able to pay regularly (and at
higher prices than those charged to residential customers) for their gas.54 Thus, we
are speaking of a three-level monopolization of the gas trade: the monopolization
of Turkmenistan’s exports by Gazprom, the monopolization of sales to Ukraine by
RosUkrEnergo, and the monopolization of domestic sales to industrial consumers
by RosUkrEnergo’s creation UkrHazEnerho.55

According to Ukrainian sources, Ukraine was basically forced by Gazprom and
RosUkrEnergo to accept UkrHazEnerho as virtual domestic monopolist.56 The
scheme is not new—as discussed in Chapter 7, one of the most common gas
schemes in the 1990s was the selective allocation of most lucrative gas distribu-
tion contracts, with the less payment-able customers left to state companies. The
loss of these two business opportunities is extremely significant, as it has been
mainly through these additional activities that NAK NU has been able to make up
the losses created by selling gas to the population at prices lower than those paid
by NAK NU for imports.

What the agreements (and how they were reached) 
say about transparency

The way in which the January 4 agreements were reached tell us that lack
of transparency continues to be a major problem in Ukrainian-Russian energy
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relations. The negotiations were conducted in an atmosphere of high secrecy57

and lack of transparency, although the activism of the press was very high—
incomparably higher than that during the Kuchma period, where few dared to
write about the possibility of corruption in RosUkrEnergo.58 It is hard to avoid a
certain impression of chaos during the negotiations, as it was not clear who was
in charge. Moreover, it has been argued that several ministers—according to
some, even Prime Minister Yekhanurov himself—were largely kept out of the
negotiations.59

What kind of leadership did President Yushchenko exhibit during the
negotiations? Not much—he kept a low profile and, according to a number of
observers, seemed far from understanding the gravity of the situation.60 There
have been various interpretations of this role and of Yushchenko’s level of knowl-
edge of what was going on. Some have argued that Yushchenko was fully
informed, and that his keeping a low profile was rather related to his personal
interest in the issue. Despite his cryptic declarations and apparent ignorance of
what was going on, the picture that eventually emerges is that of someone who was
both much more informed than may have seemed at first glance, and who remained
“the country’s main gas person”61 as many believed President Kuchma was before
him.

The fact that Yushchenko knew what was going on or may have been personally
involved is reflected in the fact that, despite repeated calls to dismiss him and
ample evidence of his inept leadership of the company presented by the press in
the wake of the agreements, Yushchenko decided to keep Oleksii Ivchenko as
head of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy.62 Yushchenko’s apparent connection with
Dmytro Firtash also hints of a personal interest in the agreements.63 Despite
Yushchenko’s ambiguous declarations (such as stating that he did not know of any
Ukrainian state participation in RosUkrEnergo), it became rather clear that he not
only knew of the real owners behind RosUkrEnergo, but may have received
important benefits from them.64

As would later become apparent, Dmytro Firtash, RosUkrEnergo’s main
Ukrainian owner, was likely present in the negotiations, and the Ukrainian
delegation followed “not the instructions of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Ministry of Economics, but those of Firtash and Voronin.”65 MP Yekhanurov
explained that Firtash and Voronin were given the right to be present at the
NAK NU-RosUkrEnergo coordination committee by NAK Naftohaz’s board of
directors.66 It is also suspected that Yurii Boiko may (indirectly) be a shareholder
in Centragas, which owns 50 percent of UkrHazEnerho.67 The conflict of interest
was clear—Ihor Voronin, a very important figure in the NAK NU hierarchy,
remained until at least October 2006 simultaneously acting head of de facto
competitor UkrHazE

.
nergo,68 and is considered by some to be the main person

involved in coordinating RosUkrEnergos’s work at NAK NU.69

Leaving aside the question of transparency, the Ukrainian negotiating team did
not seem to have been fully prepared for the task at hand. From our discussion of
the 1994–2005 period in the previous chapters of this book, we know Ukraine was
not well prepared for Gazprom’s onslaught. However, lack of coordination and
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transparency in the fall of 2005 seemed to have been extreme.70 Despite the fact
that already from spring 2005 Ukraine knew that Russia was trying to impose
higher prices, Ukraine failed to prepare consequently for the upcoming negotiations.
Moreover, already in the spring of 2005 the Ukrainian side had proposed to
Gazprom moving away from barter payments.71 Maybe the government thought it
could change this but still keep in force other parts of the contract, for example,
the old prices? At the time, energy experts such as Volodymyr Saprykin had
warned against tweaking with the old contract, arguing that it could lead to an
increase in prices.

During the negotiations, Ukraine did not a act as a united and professional
actor while, some would argue, Russia was planning even the smallest details of
its “attack” on Ukraine.72 This difference could also be seen as a reflection of the
different structure of ownership in the Ukrainian and Russian “parts” of
RosUkrEnergo, the intermediary company key to the agreements—while the
Russian part of the company was owned by Gazprom,73 the Ukrainian side was
held by private individuals, whose names did not become known until April of
2006. When the names of the real owners were made public, it was not by the
Ukrainian side, but as a result of a calculated decision by the Gazprom-controlled
newspaper Izvestia.74

Part of the lack of planning on the Ukrainian side had to do with failing to pay
attention to alternative suppliers from Central Asia, first and foremost
Turkmenistan. While in theory Ukraine’s agreements with Turkmenistan75

remained in force despite the agreement with RosUkrEnergo, by July 2006
Ukraine had not received any directly contracted gas from that country.76

The interruption had to do with, above all, some of the longstanding problems
that have plagued the Ukrainian-Turkmenistan gas relationship, in particular
allegations of unpaid debts and unfulfilled barter contracts.77 But there is an
additional problem: while Ukraine still has the right to import Turkmenistan gas
directly, even if Turkmenistan could produce enough gas, the transport infra-
structure is not there that would allow it to fulfill both of these contracts: while
Ukraine’s 2006 contract was to purchase 40 bcm of gas, and Gazprom’s to purchase
30 bcm, the transit capacity of the Central Asian pipelines is only 45–50 bcm
per year.78 Given this over-commitment, it is likely, then, that it will be price con-
siderations and informal power relations that will decide who Turkmenistan will
sell to. At the time of the agreements, Turkmenistan sold gas to Gazprom at
$65/1,000 cm, which re-sold it to RosUkrEnergo, which then sold it to Ukraine at
a much higher price. Yet these are mute questions if, as discussed earlier in this
chapter, the NAK NU management itself is not interested in making use of the
direct contract, and prefers to re-sell and re-purchase this directly contracted gas
to and from RosUkrEnergo, at a great profit to RosUkrEnergo and at a loss to the
Ukrainian state.79

The difficulties with Turkmenistan—compounded with Russia’s growing gas
role in the CA region discussed in Chapter 1 of this book—meant not only that
Ukraine was having trouble accessing gas volumes already contracted for 2006,
but that the prospect of signing a new agreement for 2007 (when the current
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agreement with Turkmenistan would end) and later was becoming less and less
realistic. While in 2006 Ukraine—at least in theory—still had a direct contract
with Turkmenistan to “balance” its dependency on RosUkrEnergo with, if there
is no direct contract reached for 2007–2011, Ukraine will be left in a situation
where the state will be left out of any gas supply negotiations, and with only very
indirect ways of influencing gas monopolists such as RosUkrEnergo.80

What the agreements say about corruption

Why was NAK NU so clearly unprepared for the negotiations? Perhaps its leaders
were too busy protecting their information from state investigations of corruption
started by Yuliia Tymoshenko’s team. Even more disturbingly, the possibility that
the crisis itself could have been expected and “prepared” by both sides cannot be
excluded.

Credits and a possible NAK NU bankruptcy

The January 4 agreements tell us that energy corruption is alive and well in
Ukraine,81 and that energy-sector transactions continue to be one of the most
important sources of both corruption opportunities and corruption funds in the
country. In addition to the question of RosUkrEnergo’s gains, even more trouble-
some is the question of NAK Naftohaz’s losses and their future impact. In addi-
tion to its estimated $500 million debt to RosUkrEnergo, by July 1, 2006, the
company also had accumulated a $200 million debt vis-á-vis its partner
UkrHazEnerho.82 Keeping in mind NAK NU’s losses as a result of the
agreements, as well as its new and large indebtedness, it cannot be excluded that
one of the purposes of the agreements would be a “forced bankruptcy” of the
company (possibly with inside knowledge) and possible sale at a low price, with
important implications in terms of loss of Ukrainian control of its energy
infrastructure.83 Tellingly, 2006 saw renewed discussion about a possible Russian
participation in an international consortium to run Ukraine’s gas transit system.84

Although most discussions of a possible “intentional” bankruptcy of NAK NU
came in the wake of the January 4 agreements with RosUkrEnergo,85 doubts
about the way NAK NU has been managed had existed for a long time, including
under the helm of Yushchenko appointee Oleksii Ivchenko. During the period
between his appointment in March 2005 and mid-February 2006, the company
had taken more than a billion US dollars in credits, arguing these were for special
investment projects, but used them for general expenses and for the payment of
overdue taxes.86 In connection with the $2 billion line of credit given by Deutsche
Bank to NAK Naftohaz in 2005, some look with suspicion at the fact that no con-
crete goal was given for the loan.87 Some of the loans are serviced by
Gazprombank, or were immediately sold to Gazprom-affiliated structures, giving
increased weight to the “forced bankruptcy” hypotheses.88 In this scenario, under
the threat of a new winter gas supply crisis in the near future, and with the
company in poor financial health, the Ukrainian government may feel compelled,
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in exchange for continued gas supplies, to compromise and give Gazprom control
of the company, whose activities guarantee its loans.89 Contributing to a possible
NAK NU bankruptcy is the fact that, as noted earlier, the company has given up
to RosUkrEnergo and affiliated UkrHazEnerho gas re-export rights and a monopoly
of domestic sales to industrial customers, its two most profitable areas of activity.
With little of a working, legitimate Ukrainian government to speak of from
January (and especially since the 26 March elections) to early August 2006, it was
basically impossible for these problems to be dealt with in a proactive way.90

The January 4, 2006 agreements and Russia’s 
new use of energy for political purposes

Three readings of the January 4, agreements

What started as a straight story of Ukraine’s state interest versus Russia’s use of
energy for profit-making or foreign policy purposes quickly turned into a much
more complex story, a story involving many more actors and interests than one
would normally consider. Ukraine, which until January 3 seemed to be united in
its resistance to Russian pressure, emerged from the long Christmas holiday
slumber on January 10 in a serious constitutional crisis.91 And President
Yushchenko, only a few days before calling for Ukrainians to unite against the
Russian threat, emerged accused of betraying national interest, and with little
chance of a Nasha Ukraina victory in the March parliamentary elections.

The state interests story

A first account of the events reads like a classical state interest-versus-state interest
story. On the morning of January 1, 2006, Russia stopped gas deliveries to
Ukraine, threatening to bring the Ukrainian economy to a standstill and laying
bare its continued economic dependency on Russia despite fourteen years of
independence. One year after Viktor Yushchenko’s victory in the Orange
Revolution, Ukraine’s future was being decided, not on Kyiv’s Maidan made
famous by the Revolution, but in the Gazprom boardroom and in the Kremlin.

At issue was, officially, the price paid by Ukraine for Russian gas, discussed
earlier in this chapter. The reality, however, went well beyond prices. If there was
any doubt that Russia was ready and willing to use energy for foreign policy
purposes, the events of January 1 seemed to have set these doubts aside. The ulti-
matum reflected Russia’s growing assertiveness in using energy in the post-Soviet
area to reward allies (such as authoritarian Belarus, with which Russia had just
signed a contract maintaining low gas prices of $46.80 per 1,000 cm in exchange
for political loyalty and promises of joint control over the country’s pipeline
system) and punish those following a pro-Western foreign policy line, such as
Yushchenko’s Ukraine.92 The goal seemed to be to get Ukraine to join a pro-
Russian economic, political, and military bloc—already including Belarus—
which could serve as the basis for a larger reintegration process sellable to other
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post-Soviet states as an alternative to NATO and the EU, and to consolidate
Gazprom’s ownership over pipelines on post-Soviet territory carrying Russian gas
to highly profitable Western European markets. Later developments in Belarus
and Georgia, discussed in Chapter 1, support the validity of this perspective.

The private interests story

The story that emerged after 4 January is a much more complex one, and one that
seemed to counter both Ukraine-as-victim/Ukraine-as-hero narratives and realist
views of international affairs that see the state as the central actor and one whose
actions are based on the pursuit of a maximum of independence for the state.

Again, Ukraine’s future was being decided, not on Independence Square, but
elsewhere. Not necessarily in the Kremlin or at Gazprom’s headquarters, but
somewhere “under the table,” between Moscow, Kyiv, Vienna, and Switzerland,93

under a table whose “support legs” are the profits and rents of energy dependency
that can be made from Ukraine’s situation of dearth of both energy resources and
policy resolve.

It is not difficult to see how the January 4 agreements are negative for Ukraine
but can bring large profits to private actors. Leaving aside the price issue—a very
problematic one indeed—there are three main ways in which the January 4, 2006
agreements significantly worsen Ukraine’s energy policy sovereignty. The first
way has do with the fact that this is a private document (and not a state-to-state
agreement), which has specific implications in terms of how it can be applied, and
how disputes between the sides can be resolved.94 Moving the contracts to a
private company, Russia moves away from legal responsibility for the gas supply
agreements it signed with Ukraine in 2001. Given the fact that the intermediary
company RosUkrEnergo is estimated to have a basic capital of only $37,000, if
there was a grievance against it, its responsibility would be limited to this
amount.95 The second way has to do with the size of RosUkrEnergo’s influence:
as a result of the new agreement RosUkrEnergo becomes the operator, not only
of gas purchases from Turkmenistan, but of all gas purchases, including those
from Russia itself, an important departure from its previous role. The third way
has to do with the fact that, in the new agreement, Central Asian and Russian
gas become mixed, further reducing Ukraine’s contractual diversification, with
the implication that gas from Central Asia will be able to play an even smaller role
as a real diversification alternative than before. If before the agreement the
situation with contractual diversification was far from good, as gas from
Turkmenistan had to go through Russian pipelines and an intermediary company,
now the situation is even worse because all gas from all sources becomes
contractually undistinguishable.

As it became clear in the fall of 2006, the system put in place through the
January 4, 2006 agreements had a number of other negative effects on Ukraine.
First of all, the virtual monopoly on domestic gas supplies to industrial
enterprises given to UkrHazEnerho gave the company the power, if it wanted, to
lead companies to bankruptcy by sharply increasing prices, or simply stopping
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supplies. Thus, in November of 2006 UkrHazEnerho stopped gas supplies to
sixteen factories, largely belonging to the Privat Group and Ihor Kolomoisky that
competed with Firtash-owned companies.96 In a related development, the
company used the threat of disrupting supplies to seek to gain control over a num-
ber of regional gas distributors (oblhazi), many of which, such as Zakarpathaz
and L’vovhaz, were controlled by former Nasha Ukraina deputy Ihor Yeremieiev.
Both economic (UkrHazEnerho refusing to supply gas) and administrative
pressure (in the form of frequent police controls and so on) was exercised against
those oblhazi that refused to sell.97 More generally, the move to control domestic-
transmission gas pipelines could be a way of circumventing legislation prohibiting
strategic objects (including transit pipelines) from being privatized.

It could be argued that the far-from-transparent agreement of January 4, 2006
was the alternative to succumbing to Russian pressure (using the threat of higher
gas prices) for further integration into a Russian-dominated Single Economic
Space (SES). It is clear, however, that the agreement did not strengthen Ukrainian
sovereignty vis-á-vis Russia, but weakened it in many ways. Thus, the after
January 4 story is a story of Ukrainian and Russian groups—possibly including
groups close to the leadership of NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy and Gazprom—
benefiting from the agreements, even when these create serious threats to
Ukraine’s future energy security. The contract reflects not only a non-Ukrainian-
based view of energy security, but the fact that important actors continue to make
a profit out of Ukraine’s energy dependence. While the agreement is hardly bene-
ficial to Ukraine, it provides substantial profits to RosUkrEnergo owners and to
those behind them. It is estimated that in 2005 alone—that is before the increased
profit stemming from the 2006 agreements—RosUkrEnergo made a profit of over
$500 million, of which half went to the Ukrainian owners of the company.98

The private-interests-for-political purposes story

As events continued to unfold, a third reading started to gain plausibility. As
domestic uproar over the faulty January 4 agreements grew, and as the possibility for
the ratification of the agreements (and creation of UkrHazEnergo, a gas distribution
joint venture) started to be called into question, Russia (and Gazprom) started to put
pressure on Ukraine not to cancel the agreements. It has been argued (by Dzerkalo
Tyzhnia journalist Alla Yer ómenko) that the January 4 “solution” was not a com-
promise, but a scenario Gazprom had been preparing months in advance.99

Declarations by Ukrainian PM Yekhanurov seemed to point in the same direction:
“The whole of the pipeline from the Turkmen-Uzbek to the Russian-Ukrainian
border is filled by Gazprom’s contractor RosUkrEnergo. We were offered a choice:
either this, or to ship gas by train. Thus, we had no choice.”100 The fact that later in
January, once Ukraine started to slow down the process of creating a JV with
RosUkrEnergo, Gazprom reacted with strong accusations of Ukraine “taking more
gas than it was supposed to” and the Russian government started a new “trade war”
against Ukraine were unmistakable signs of growing pressure on Ukraine to
continue supporting less-than transparent trading schemes.101
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Indeed, some additional problems started to come up right when the
agreements were to be ratified in late January, 2006. It emerged that the Russian
side had been speaking about the creation of a JV also for the distribution of gas
inside Ukraine, while the Ukrainian side seemed to be talking only about a JV to
bring gas to the Ukrainian border.102 RosUkrEnergo insisted that the domestic gas
sales JV should be created with NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy, and not with its daughter
company Haz Ukrainy.103 These conflicts about control of domestic gas distribution
are significant, as the domestic gas distribution business in gas-importing countries
can be even more profitable than that of gas imports.104 The Ukrainian side
agreed, and a few weeks later UkrHazEnerho received official permission from
the Antimonopoly Committee to distribute gas in Ukraine, albeit, as noted earlier,
with a limit of 5.04 bcm per year.

Vladimir Putin’s private interest in the agreement remains unclear. A variety of
sources tell us that Putin was behind the liquidation of Eural Trans Gas, the
operator of the previous gas transportation agreement between Ukraine and
Turkmenistan, because its profits were not controlled by the Russian state, and
because of the negative public relations created by its alleged connection
with underworld figure Seme. n Mogilevich.105 Was Putin, however, for
RosUkrEnergo? As shown by Roman Kupchinsky and Global Witness, and
by documents made public in Ukraine in late 2006,106 there are indeed important
links between Eural Trans Gas and RosUkrEnergo, so the break with Eural Trans
Gas—and, therefore, with all persons related to it—was clearly not as clear-cut as
may have seemed at first glance. The fact that Russian citizenship was conferred
on Ihor Bakai—who flew to Moscow and has been sought by the Ukrainian police
and the Interpol since 2005—specifically thanks to a presidential decree by
President Putin107 tells us that he may have some important reasons to be grateful
to Bakai—for example, that Putin and his circle may also have benefited from the
gas trade schemes put in place by Bakai.

Could the crisis be seen as a set-up to move Ukraine to strengthen murky agree-
ments where Putin himself, and his inner group, can benefit?108 Yuliia Mostova
calls attention to the fact that the very way in which the Russian side was able to
manipulate the ownership structures linked to its part of RusUkrEnergo (through
the company Arosgas, which owns 50 percent of RosUkrEnergo) speaks of the fact
that, for the Russian side, the company is not only a means of accruing significant
profits, but of supporting the expansion of Russian gas business in Europe and of
hindering other players’ access to Turkmenistan gas. Mostova contrasts this with
the Ukrainian approach, where the very structure of ownership of the Ukrainian
part of RosUkrEnergo (through the company Centragas) speaks of the predomi-
nance of private economic interests over larger national ones.

The picture that slowly emerges is that of a situation where Russia—Putin’s
group at least—may consciously use corrupt and half-underworld mechanisms
not only to accrue profit (in turn used to strengthen Putin’s faction), but also to
pursue certain political and geopolitical goals in Ukraine. This is a new and
powerful combination which, taken together with Russia’s new role as largely
monopsonist energy buyer in Central Asia, can have important long-term effects.
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Changes in Russia’s energy role

The new dependencies Ukraine finds itself in as a result of the January 4, 2006
agreements would not have been possible without important qualitative changes
in the Russian side as well. Here three main issues come to mind: the Russian
government’s increased willingness to use energy as a foreign policy tool (as evi-
denced in Russia’s new Energy Strategy to 2020109), the new boldness facilitated
by its large energy-related income, and, especially important, Russia’s new role as
de facto (near) monopolist buyer and marketer of CA gas, which it uses to
compensate for its own dwindling production. In January 2006, Gazprom (including
RosUkrEnergo) began purchasing the totality of Turkmenistan’s gas exports,
much of which is re-sold to Ukraine. In seeking to control the marketing
of Central Asian gas, Russia is simultaneously seeking to prevent competition
from Central Asian gas in Western European markets by marketing this gas itself,
to counteract the building of new pipelines that would allow the CA states to sell
their energy directly in Western markets,110 and, third, to prevent states such as
Ukraine from truly diversifying their energy supplies, an essential precondition
for diversifying their foreign policy options as well.

As stated by deputy foreign minister Anatolii Buteiko, Ukraine is the first
state to experience on itself the effects of this new role played by Russia.111 Its
new power vis-á-vis Ukraine may be a warning of what is to come for other
post-Soviet and neighboring states.

Energy and Yanukovych’s comeback

By August 2006, the situation had gone full circle: from the original uproar over
the January 4 agreements as a sell-out of Ukrainian sovereignty to Russia, to the
return to power of exactly those political actors—personified by Viktor
Yanukovych, elected as PM on August 4, 2006112—wanting a closer relationship
with Russia. What happened in these seven months? How to explain this para-
doxical outcome? In the following few paragraphs, we briefly discuss some ways
in which the energy rents issue discussed throughout this book made possible
Yanukovych’s return to power in August 2006.

Energy and the unraveling of the Orange coalition,
act II: Coalition-building chaos and Yanukovych’s 
revenge (January–August 2006)

The battle around the January 4 agreements

In the same way as it did not seem like all members of the government were fully
aware of what was going on at the time of the signing of the January 4 agreements,113

in the following weeks these not only became the opposition’s main argument to call
for a vote of no-confidence in the government, but also were interpreted differently
by different members of the government. On January 10, 2006 the Rada, in uproar,
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declared a vote of no-confidence in the government. Later, on February 14, 2006
it dismissed “for the second time” energy minister Ivan Plachkov114 and repeatedly
declared its non-confidence in NAK NU chief Ivchenko. While a few government
officials defended the agreements—especially before information about secret
clauses came to light—others, both in and outside the government, started to call
for their denunciation.115 Their strongest voice was Yuliia Tymoshenko, whose
popularity grew as a result of her vocal opposition to the agreements, winning her
a strong showing in the March Rada elections, at least in contrast with
Nasha Ukraina’s results.116 This, in turn, gave her the chance to build a new ruling
coalition with Yushchenko’s Nasha Ukraina, a process that was discussed from
March to July of 2006.

President Yushchenko argued there were no Ukrainian “official organizations”
among RosUkrEnergo’s shareholders. The government created a special commission
(headed by RNBO head Anatolii Kinakh) to clarify the situation. The Rada also
created, on 10 January, a “temporary investigation commission” to study NAK NU
and the gas issue. Its report, however, had only limited weight, as it was not approved
by any of the economics-area ministers, who disagreed with its contents.117

There was also significant disagreement and lack of clarity about the issue of
who exactly had pushed for RosUkrEnergo to become Ukraine’s gas supply inter-
mediary, with members of the Ukrainian government declaring it had been the
Russian side which pushed for the use of that company, and the Russian government,
including President Putin himself, saying it had been the Ukrainian side. Within
the Ukrainian government itself, contradictory voices could be heard on whether
the government would buy the Ukrainian 50 percent of RosUkrEnergo.
In February, the Russian side argued NAK NU should participate directly in
RosUkrEnergo, but PM Yekhanurov made clear that that the company lacked the
financial means to buy the Ukrainian part of RosUkrEnergo.118

The agreements and the March 2006 Rada elections

The chaos and exchange of accusations following the January agreements not
only reflected the deep divisions—based on interests as well as policy
preferences—existing within the Orange coalition, but seriously discredited the
Nasha Ukraina movement, already mired in allegations of corruption related to
the gas deal, as disorganized and unable to run a government. The fact that seven
of Nasha Ukraina’s nineteen months in office (up to Yanukovych’s return to the
post of prime minister in August 2006) were characterized by a significant vac-
uum of power and legitimacy was directly related to energy issues, and did little
to increase Nasha Ukraina’s popularity.

The January 4 agreements with Gazprom not only led to the plummeting of
Nasha Ukraina’s ratings, but also strengthened the position of those wanting a
closer relationship with Russia, and who (such as extreme pro-Russian politician
Nataliia Vitrenko but also the Party of Regions), proposed to solve the question
through joining the SES “and then getting domestic gas prices, maximum
$65/1,000,” as Vitrenko argued.119
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Seven months passed between the dubious agreements of January 4 and the
formation of a new government, seven months in which Ukraine remained
without a working government. It is not too far-sighted to speculate that both
issues are related—that is, that much of the negotiation about the future shape of
the government was also a negotiation about the future of energy rents, the
complex battles for which have already brought so much trouble to Ukraine in the
past. If in the previous years the nature of the political system led to lack of proac-
tivity in energy policy, by 2006 the energy rents field had gotten so complicated,
that it contributed significantly to the bogging-down of political negotiations, and
to virtual immobility in the political system and the lack of a workable government
for months.

One important reason for the final triumph of an arrangement with Yanukovych’s
Party of Regions was that, simply, too many important actors both in Ukraine and
Russia were afraid of what Yuliia Tymoshenko’s coming to power could mean in
terms of the revision of the gas agreements signed on January 4, 2006, and of the
far-reaching consequences this revision could have.120 Tymoshenko never
concealed that her number one task as prime minister would be to review the
agreements, and the coalition agreements of June 22, in discussion until July 6,121

would have given her wide powers to do this.122

A second important issue concerns the common interests between the partners
in the new arrangement between the Party of Regions and Nasha Ukraina. In the
same way that important actors within Ukraine and Russia found a “common
language” through the agreements of January 4, 2006, so the Nasha Ukraina and
Party of Regions bloc found a way to reach an agreement through the unspoken—
or at least not publicized—agreement to continue the non-transparent, but far too
profitable for far too many people123 gas trade practices enshrined in the January 4
RosUkrEnergo agreements.124,125 Interestingly, despite the generalized uproar at
the agreements, President Yuschenko never denounced them fully.126 Yanukovych,
for his part, despite having criticized the agreements strongly in January and
February of 2006, ceased his criticisms upon regaining the PM post, and started
to refer to RosUkrEnergo as a reality that could not be changed, at least in the
short-term.127

Conclusion

In the first year and a half of the Yushchenko presidency, the connection between
politics and energy policy turned out to be no less strong than during the Kuchma
period. If the Orange Revolution is over, it is in great part due to the great attraction
exercised by energy rents, and to their “swamp” effects—neither democrat nor
oligarch, nationalist nor friend of Russia seemed to be able to resist the temptation
of its embrace or, perhaps, the fear of violent retribution reserved by the ultimate
organizers of energy corruption for those who might seek to dismantle their
profitable schemes. Only one source of power proved to be stronger than the
Orange Revolution—not (former) PM Viktor Yanukovych, nor Russia, but the
power of energy-related interests.
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If there is a main difference in the relationship between politics and energy
policy in the Kuchma and Yushchenko periods it is that now there is true freedom
of the press, and the details of energy trade deals are coming to public attention.
This is an important difference that may have important implications for the
future. It is still not clear, however, whether this will make a difference under
conditions where the Ukrainian public—tired after multiple installments of the
“coalition-forming saga,” “speaker-election saga,” “Rada blockade saga,” and
“Yanukovych vs. Yushchenko competition for power saga” in 2006 and beyond—
is disillusioned and increasingly apathetic, and where real policy decisions
continue to be made behind closed doors and without much real input from the
electorate.
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Although exceptional because of its richness, the Ukrainian case analyzed in this
book is not an isolated case of misuse of public policy for private benefit. It exists
in the context of, and reflects two important trends coexisting in the post-Soviet
world: on the one hand, the unique opportunities for enrichment created by the
post-Soviet transition, and, on the other, the way in which post-Soviet Russia is
using both old (structural dependencies inherited from the Soviet Union) and new
dependencies to reassert a hegemonic position in the former Soviet bloc.

Summing up: what have we learned about 
the Ukrainian case?

Energy rents and the shaping of the 
Ukrainian political system

This book has focused on the effects of the political system on the management
of Ukraine’s energy situation. At the same time, the very availability of large,
relatively easy to access (for those with the right connections) energy rents had a
very significant impact on the development of the Ukrainian political system
more generally. This impact took place at both the more general and more specific
levels. At a more specific level, money from energy rents, energy corruption and
energy companies more generally played a very important role in all Ukrainian
national elections since 1994. Direct and indirect contributions from Russian
energy companies were very important, but “domestic” energy money also played
a major role, as, for example, funds accessed through NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy and
other energy traders in the 1999 and 2004 elections. At a more general level, the
impact of energy corruption went well beyond the energy sector. Because of the
centrality of the energy sector for Ukraine’s economy as a whole, trends related
to corruption and lack of transparency, once started in the energy sector, spread
easily to the rest of the economy.1 A World Bank study aptly described Ukraine’s
gas sector as a “magnet for corruption.”2

The impact of such a large influx of energy rents money into the Ukrainian
political system can hardly be overestimated, and here we see the mutually
reinforcing effects of political system, energy dependency and rents of dependency
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at work. On the one hand, the political system created certain “windows of
opportunity” for access to energy rents, influenced those who had access to these
rents, and also how these rents would be recycled into the political system.
This led to the strengthening of certain political actors with an interest in main-
taining both certain “bad institutions” (institutions permitting widespread
corruption and lack of transparency) and a situation of energy dependency
through which their access to energy rents could be most easily guaranteed.3

The wide availability of energy-related rent-seeking opportunities exactly
during the first, formative years of Ukrainian statehood left an important imprint
on its development. Access to these energy rents made it possible for managers of
energy-intensive industries and emerging oligarchs to find a common interest in
opposing real economic reforms, as such reforms may have threatened the
continuation of a system that allowed them to amass vast riches—legal and
illegal—in record time.

Competition or collusion?

This book started under the assumption that “the competition and struggle
between economic groups over energy business and over the distribution of
economic gains (and losses) from energy trade” has played a central role in influ-
encing political events in Ukraine. Without doubt, the Ukrainian case has
provided ample evidence of this, especially concerning the impact of energy-
related competition between economic and political groups on the country’s polit-
ical development.4 But the Ukrainian evidence, especially from the period after
2004, leads to the conclusion that the system of energy corruption and rents of
energy dependency carried within it, not only the basis for conflict, but also for
accommodation between elites and energy groups inside and outside Ukraine’s
borders, who were often able to find a common language through the shared
appropriation of energy rents—indeed, one of the most important mechanisms
bringing together Russian and Ukrainian energy elites.

Three examples support this conclusion. First, the tacit agreement between
some Russian and Ukrainian actors to allow the “unsanctioned taking of gas”
from the pipeline carrying Russian gas to Europe and the sharing of resulting
profits. A second example is provided by the Russian-Ukrainian gas trade agree-
ments of January 4, 2006, where the conflict between both countries was quickly
put aside once a way was found (through giving the company RosUkrEnergo a
highly profitable role) to provide important players in both Ukraine and Russia
important profits, even at the expense of the Ukrainian and Russian budgets.
Similarly, common fear of what a revision of the January 4, 2006 gas agreements
with Russia would have meant for many Ukrainian political and economic actors
was an important basis for the Nasha Ukraina arrangement with its former arch-rival
Party of Regions, paving the way for Viktor Yanukovych’s return to power as
PM in August of 2006.

This sharing of corruption-related energy trade profits often came at the
expense of the state budget (which was often the ultimate source of many of
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the acquired rents) and of the population at large. At a broader level, these shared
interests among elites often had very negative consequences for Ukraine’s energy
development, as most important energy actors found it advantageous to continue
a system of subsidized energy prices, at the expense of the state budget and of
Ukraine’s ability to break away from its energy dependency on Russia. In this
situation, important economic elites found common interests not on a positive
basis, but on the basis of the common plundering—direct or indirect—of their
own state. This proved not to be a solid basis on which to start building a state
after independence from the Soviet Union.

What have we learned about the post-Soviet world?

The nature of interest representation in the post-Soviet world

The Ukrainian case has made evident that energy relationships in the post-Soviet
area include multiple actors with a variety of often murky relationships to state
policy, on the one hand making the question very difficult to tackle using only a
state-as-actor perspective, and, on the other, asking us to rethink our view of both
interest representation and policy-making in the post-Soviet area.

One conclusion that emerges clearly from the analysis of the Ukrainian case
is that we are hardly talking about traditional interest groups in the sectoral sense
of the term. In post-independence Ukraine, sectoral groups were soon largely
replaced as main actors by sectorally more heterogeneous Business-Administrative
Groups (BAGs). In addition, the complex role played by formally state-owned
companies such as NAK Naftohaz Ukrainy highlights the fact that it is not
sufficient to look at policy-making in terms of “state” versus “private” interests,
but that other actors and interests created by the specific nature of the post-Soviet
transition may also play an important role. The Ukrainian case has also taught
us that there may be important differences between the separate corporate
interests of (state-owned) companies and the private interests that may be
located within these.

As investigations on the real owners and widespread political contacts of
very important energy policy-making organizations such as RosUkrEnergo
continue, it becomes clear that a variety of other actors may also have an
important say and important vested interests in energy policy: not only
sectoral interest groups, state and other companies with their corporate
interests and “private-interests-within the corporation,” but also individual
politicians and organized crime. Against these strong actors, official energy
policy-making institutions played a clearly secondary role. This multiplicity
of often hard-to-track actors, and the murky distinctions between state and
private interests presents important challenges to scholars seeking to
understand the nature of interest representation in the post-Soviet world. It
also calls for a new approach to policy-making, that is, one less fixed on
official policy-making institutions and more attentive to policy-making
wherever it may take place.
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Oil, gas, rents of energy dependency and corruption

The evidence presented by the Ukrainian case highlights the need to pay particular
attention to what the differences between oil and gas mean for both the domestic
political implications of energy development, and for the international trade
relationships involved. Some of these differences have to do with how the different
organizational structures in the oil and gas sectors in the main supplying markets
(Russia and Turkmenistan for gas, Russia for oil) affect the various possibilities
for access to energy rents. Differences in terms of access to rents of dependency
may also have to do with the structural differences between both sectors, including
differences in transportation possibilities, as well as differences between the oil
and gas sectors in the supply (mainly Russian) side of the equation in terms of
market structure and structure of ownership. Understanding these differences,
including their effects in terms of facilitating or hindering various types of
corruption, is essential for developing both proactive energy policies and
effective corruption-fighting strategies in the post-Soviet area.

Who “captures” whom?

In the complex interplay of power and influence that characterized the Kuchma
period, it is still not fully clear who had the upper hand, the president or the
various BAGs that participated in the system. Thus, it is still unclear: who
“captured” whom? The executive the BAGs, or the BAGs the executive? While
we may never get a straight answer to this question, the Ukrainian case may be
useful in terms of making clear the limits of both “captured state” (where
economic actors use the state to pursue their own economic intezests5) and “grab-
bing state” (whare the state seeks to control economic activity6) perspectives, as
none of them seems able to fully explain the Ukrainian case.

Implications for policy

Energy corruption and energy dependency

The case analyzed in this book has important implications for the fight against
corruption in the former Soviet area and beyond. One clear conclusion is that
energy corruption and Ukraine’s energy dependency are closely related. In this
case, the private profits that could be accrued from non-transparent energy trade,
even when these condemned Ukraine to continued dependency on Russia and low
levels of energy efficiency, were too large for any important players to gain a real
interest in moving toward greater energy independence. Conversely, the energy
corruption system was so widespread, that the possible private costs of engag-
ing in corrupt deals (and being caught) were seldom high enough to serve as
a deterrent.7

If the international community is serious about helping Ukraine move toward
greater energy independence, it cannot look at the problem simply in terms of
“Ukraine” versus “Russia.” As long as widespread corruption continues, and as
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long as trade in energy remains non-transparent and an easy source of corruption
rents, Ukraine will have little chance to achieve greater energy independence and
of managing its energy dependency in a proactive, positive way. One possible
option would be to eliminate some of the features that make the energy sector
such a potent magnet of corruption as it is now, first and foremost the attractive
arbitrage opportunities still built-in in much of post-Soviet gas trade, and made
possible not only by the continuing differences between domestic, “near abroad,”
and export prices, but also by the fact that most energy markets in the region have
not been liberalized. Russia’s refusal to ratify the Energy Charter Treaty, as well
as recent measures strengthening state control over gas exports (such as the
July 2006 law establishing that all exports of Russian gas have to go through state
structures, i.e. Gazprom) spell bad news in this area.

The battle against energy corruption will not be an easy one, as energy
corruption often involves a multiplicity of important actors across the political
spectrum with little interest in abandoning profitable rent-seeking schemes.
Moreover, with an extremely non-transparent country such as Turkmenistan as
one of its main trade partners, it may be difficult for Ukraine to fully eliminate
gas trade corruption schemes until the situation improves there as well. Further,
the cessation of barter trade (as shown by the January 4, 2006 agreements), has
proven not to be a guarantee against corruption.

It could be argued that the only guarantee against arbitrage gains and the
corruption opportunities opened by them is the move to full market prices, and
that this could be lethal for the Ukrainian economy. Yet gas prices close to aver-
age Western European ones will eventually come to Ukraine, with or without
Viktor Yanukovych at the helm of the state; Ukraine has been paying world (or
near-world) oil prices for years already. The issue is whether these changes in
pricing will be implemented gradually, and whether Ukraine will be able to use
the transition period to prepare its economy for these. If these two conditions are
met, the move to more market-oriented prices may actually turn out to be a blessing
in disguise for the Ukrainian economy. As stated by many experts, “low” energy
prices8 have been one of the main reasons why Ukraine, the world’s fifth largest
gas importer, has remained tied to an energy-intensive industrial model, and has
not been able to take resolute measures to increase its energy efficiency.

Energy corruption, new dependencies,
and Russia’s new power

At the same time as it is not enough to see Ukraine as simply a victim of Russia’s
energy blackmail, it is important to understand the links between domestic
politics (and, in particular, corruption) and Russia’s ability to take advantage of
new types of energy dependencies taking shape in the former Soviet area, in
particular those created by Russia’s role as a monopsonist buyer in Central Asia,
and by its increased control of energy transit infrastructure in the post-Soviet area.
These new dependencies have in common and highlight the participation of local
partners in the countries involved, who often receive significant profits from the
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relationship with Russia. This question concerns not only Ukraine, as energy
corruption is a serious problem in many post-Soviet states.

Energy corruption and freedom of the press

The non-transparent energy deals put in place by the January 4, 2006 agreements
are nothing new. In one way or another, they have all been rehearsed and tried in
Ukraine between 1995 and 2004; many of them are described in Chapter 7
analyzing the main means of energy rent-seeking during the Kuchma era.
Unfortunately, due to the formal and informal censorship characteristic of the
Kuchma era, such information was not easily available to the wide Ukrainian
public.9 This brings to the fore the tremendous importance of freedom of
the press, and the role of foreign actors in supporting it—perhaps, if more of the
schemes tried between 1994 and 2004 had been brought to public attention, the
public would have been warned, and it would have been easier to prevent
the kinds of deals represented by the 4 January agreements. Certainly, there are
limits to what the press can do, especially when it is given no access to government
information and when investigative journalism can be a very dangerous profession,
as witnessed by Heorhii Gongadze’s assassination in 2000. Nevertheless, press
organs such as Dzerkalo Tyzhnia, to which Ukraine has to thank the unveiling of
the real nature of Ukrainian-Russian energy corruption, deserve to be supported
generously, both to make sure they can maintain their print and internet presence,
and to help them withstand pressure from the state or private actors for whom its
reporting may be highly inconvenient.

Looking ahead

Even with Yanukovych back in power, there is no automatic return to the Kuchma
days, if only because a much more vigilant press is active. But, regardless of who
may come to power in the next few years, the energy rent-seeking schemes dis-
cussed in this book will most likely continue to be in place and create the context
for any government’s energy policy. What we have learned about how energy rents
functioned in the Kuchma period, and how they were able to adapt to the new
conditions created by the Orange Revolution will provide important clues for
understanding the making of politics and policy in this new period as well. As this
book goes to press, a new cycle of Ukrainian politics has been completed and
restarted with the contested dismissal of the Verkhovna Rada in April of 2007, the
strong showing of the Bloc Yuliia Tymoshenko in the September Rada elections,
and the fits-and-starts shaping of a coalition agreement between Tymoshenko and
Nasha Ukraina forces. The fate of this coalition, and whether it will be able to
revive the hope of the Orange Revolution, will to a large extent depend on how
the affected parties will deal with the question of energy rents, and on whether
Ukraine’s political future will be allowed, once again, to be hijacked by these.

As shown by the role of energy rents in bringing down the promise of the
Orange Revolution, energy rents, energy policy and democracy continue to be
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closely related in Ukraine. Until the Ukrainian population is able to regain faith
in its government and political elites, and until a democratically controlled policy
process is put in place, there will be little chance for Ukraine to develop
consequent long-term energy policies, including energy diversification policies.
Given the structural legacies from the Soviet period and the dearth of pipelines
linking Ukraine to alternative suppliers, there will be an inevitable short-term
hardship involved in the implementation of real energy diversification measures;
only democratic and openly discussed energy policies put in place by govern-
ments widely seen as legitimate have the chance of succeeding in spite of these
challenges.

At the same time, the answer to the question of energy and politics is crucial,
not only for Ukraine’s ability to move away from energy dependency on Russia,
but for the future of Ukrainian democracy as well. The ability to reform corrupt
relationships in the important energy area represents a litmus test of whether any
of the changes heralded by the Orange Revolution are for real and will have a real
impact on the way Ukrainian politics is conducted. Energy-related corruption and
energy-related political capitals were so essential for the development of the only
limitedly democratic political system in Ukraine under Kuchma that, unless that
source of corruption money is eliminated, the chances for real reform—not only
in terms of energy efficiency and economic reform, but also political reform—in
Ukraine will remain next to nil.
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1 Introduction: energy, integration and disintegration in the former USSR

1 Two additional states, Kyrgystan and Tadzhikistan, are energy poor, but draw largely
on supplies from their Central Asian neighbors. Despite having very significant gas
reserves, Azerbaijan has been slow to bring these to market due to lack of infrastruc-
ture, and covers roughly half its gas needs with supplies from Russia.

2 In the case of some of the energy-dependent post-Soviet states, this infrastructure
simply does not exist within the borders of the state. For example, as of 2006, there
were no gas counters on Ukrainian territory measuring the volume of gas incoming
from Russia. See Vitalii Kachanov, “Resursy liubiat uchët,” E

.
nergobiznes,

July 10, 2006. Accessed through the ISI Emerging Markets portal, available at
www.securities.com (thereafter noted as “via ISI”). E

.
nergobiznes is listed in the ISI

portal under the English name “Energobusiness Magazine.” See also Map 4 in this
book.

3 On the energy legacies of the Soviet Union, see Margarita M. Balmaceda, “Der Weg
in die Abhängigkeit: Ostmitteleuropa am Energietropf der UdSSR,” special issue on
Europa Unter Spannung: Energiepolitik Zwischen Ost und West, Osteuropa 54,
Nos 9–10, 2004, pp. 162–179.

4 Geographical diversification refers to importing energy from several countries and/or
geographical areas. Energy source diversification refers to making a country less
dependent on one single energy source (oil, gas, and so on) in favor of a broader bas-
ket of energy sources. Contractual diversification refers to developing a variety of
contractual relationships both in terms of companies and of type of contracts (short-
term, long-term, and so on) even when the energy originates from a single country.

5 On gas cooperation with Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan, see Martha Brill
Olcott, “International Gas Trade in Central Asia: Turkmenistan, Iran, Russia and
Afghanistan,” Program on Energy and Sustainable Development, Rice University,
Working Paper No. 28 (May 2004), p. 33; available at http://pesd.stanford.edu/publica
tions/international_gas_in_central_asia_Turkmenistan_iran_russia_and_afghanistan
(accessed June 21, 2006).

6 In January 2006, control over gas supplies to Ukraine was given to the Russian-
Ukrainian-Austrian firm RosUkrEnergo, discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

7 See US Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Country
Analyses Briefs, Central Asia, available at www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/ Centasia/
Background.html (accessed June 21, 2006).

8 Such as the Baku-Ceyhan oil pipeline inaugurated in 2005.
9 This is evidenced most clearly in the case of Uzbekistan, where President Islam

Karimov’s displeasure at Western criticism of his human rights record led not only to
the closing of a US base in 2005, but to the signing of ambitious energy cooperation
agreements with Russia starting in 2004.
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